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This document uses following names/abbreviations for simplification: 

- VEC_LEN: number of scalar elements packed in a vector register. E.g. SIMD4_32f is a vector 
of VEC_LEN == 4 with 32b floating point (float) scalar elements. 

- MASK_LEN : number of elements in mask register. E.g. SIMDMask8 is a mask of 8 elements. 
- MASK_TYPE: type of mask implementing an operator  
- VEC_TYPE: type of vector implementing an operator  
- VEC_UINT_TYPE: type of vector, implementing simd interface, and using unsigned integer 

scalar elements. Length of VEC_UINT_TYPE is the same as length of VEC_TYPE (that is 
VEC_LEN) 

- VEC_INT_TYPE: type of vector, implementing simd interface, and using signed integer scalar 
elements. Length of VEC_INT_TYPE is the same as length of VEC_TYPE (that is VEC_LEN)  

- I/D –Implementation Defined. 
- SCALAR_TYPE: type of scalar used for caller representation 
- SCALAR_UINT_TYPE: type of unsigned scalar used for interface operations. This type length 

is equal to length of SCALAR_TYPE representation. 
- SCALAR_INT_TYPE: type of signed scalar used for interface operations. This type length is 

equal to length of SCALAR_TYPE representation. 



1 Introduction 
 

  



2 Preliminary analysis 
 

 

2.1 Vectorization overview 
As mentioned previously, SIMD vectorization uses a notion of SIMD vectors. SIMD (Single 

Instruction Multiple Data) is an abbreviation coming from Flynn’s taxonomy and is used to describe 
systems multiple data streams providing input to multiple processing elements and a single 
instruction stream providing instructions to all processing elements. SIMD vectors are created so 
that it would be possible to exploit low level Data Level Parallelism (DLP) that is the type of 
parallelism allowing simultaneous, and exactly the same, transformations to be performed on each 
data element. When performing high intensivity operations on each independent piece of data, 
SIMD vectorization could both reduce overall processing latency and increase throughput of a 
processing node. In this work word vector will be used as a synonyme for SIMD vector, unless 
explicitly stated otherwise.  

While very appealing at first glance, SIMD vectorization will never replace SISD (Single 
Instruction Single Data) processing. The proof for that statement is outside the scope of this work, 
and thus will be omitted. It is however necessary to give the reader a notion of what kind of 
conditions should be met to give good effects from SIMD operations: 

 Data stream(s) should be uninterrupted – the data coming into SIMD processing pipelines 
should be provided without the delays. In serial processing operation can be started as soon 
as a single data element arrives into low-level cache. SIMD instructions require all data 
elements fitting a vector register to be present in the cache. When data cannot be loaded 
into vector register immediately, simd processing cannot start. This effect will most certainly 
limit effective latency. Data stream continuity is a function of memory subsystem 
implementation and memory access operations, as well as function of previous processing 
stages. The stream continuity can be broken by slow SIMD operations performed inside a 
SIMD processing pipeline. 

 Data streams should be independent – dependent data is the type of data that is a result of 
previous operation. We say that a series of operations are dependant when input to one 
operation uses output from another operation. This relation can be very easy understood 
when considering a simple loop. If loop iteration is using elements from previous iteration, 
two iterations cannot be executed simultaneously, despite the fact that each of them is 
executing the same instruction stream. Data dependency is a function of algorithm. Some 
algorithms, such as graph algorithms, are inherently data dependent and will not be able to 
vectorize efficiently. O the other hand visual processing algorithms, such as pixel shaders 
used in computer games, are very easy to vectorize.  

 Program flow should be deterministic – in certain situations it is necessary to perform 
branching of program flow. Usually the program flow is constructed so that branching is 
caused by data meeting certain criteria. In SISD code, there is no problem, because the 
program flow is decided for each data element independently. In SIMD it is not possible to 
perform two simultaneous instructions on different data elements. To perform branching, 
SIMD pipeline needs to be separated into smaller SIMD pipelines (or even SISD pipeline). 
While this can be done using either existing SISD processing or using masking operations 



(described as part of this interface), doing so would most certainly cause performance 
losses. 

 Operations should be of high intensity – The number of operations performed by a single 
SIMD pipeline should be (relatively) large. That means number of consecutive operations 
performed on data streams should be possibly highest. This requirement relies highly on 
hardware implementation and is based on the fact that processors operate on registers 
rather than directly on memory. When processing takes place using SISD pipeline, the 
intermediate results stored in cache memory will be much smaller in overall size. When 
processing with in SIMD manner using the same program flow (as for SIMD processing), each 
temporary location has to be multiplied by SIMD width. High cache usage could lead to 
cache misses and result in accesses to slower (in terms of access time) memory. While this 
behavior is not limited to SIMD processing, it poses greater thread because most of known 
vectorizing CPU’s don’t have as many vector registers as they have scalar registers. 

 

// TODO: add explanation and figures to show how SIMD works 

2.2 Approaches for vectorization 

There are different approaches towards code vectorization 

 Auto-vectorization 2.2.1

Auto-vectorization is one of the most appealing ways of improving code performance. The idea 
behind auto-vectorization is to allow compilers to identify pieces of code which are subject for 
vectorization, perform vectorization specific transformations and generate SIMD instruction for any 
target architecture (if it supports SIMD). Unfortunatelly in order to efficiently vectorize code, 
compiler needs some additional information. Because programming languages (including C++) 
evolved to handle mainly SISD like programming, they lack mechanism of passing this additional 
information to the compiler. Some examples of situations when compiler cannot auto-vectorize: 

 Data not in contiguous memory 

When a loop is operating on stride-1 (accessing consecutive memory elelements) and there are 
no dependencies, compiler can decrease the number of iterations, by dividing number of original 
iterations by vector width, and replace scalar operations inside the loop with vector operations. 
Because usuall load/store operations are only capable to read-write from contiguous memory 
addresses, compiler is not able to use them for accesses with stride other than stride-1. Because 
this type of strides might require gather/scatter operations, and only most recent instruction 
sets support this kind of operations, compilers don’t auto-vectorize such code.  

 Read-after-write data dependency 

When an iteration of loop depends on result generated by previous iteration, it is not possible to 
vectorize this loop (either manually or by auto-vectorization).  

 Output dependencies 



When multiple iterations of a loop modify a single memory location that is considered a “loop 
output”, only the last iteration of the loop should be able to generate output value. For both 
scalar and vector code this prohibits also auto-parallelization of the code. For vector code it 
would require compiler to generate proper reduction operation, which might not have it’s 
counterpart in instruction set. 

 Pointer aliasing 

Because two pointers can point to the same locations in memory it is possible to unconsciously 
create data dependencies that would not be observed in regular code. Because pointer values 
are avaluated at run-time it is not possible to definitely state whether two pointers alias each 
other. Some compilers accept additional qualifier to pointer arguments that states that a 
specified pointer is never aliased in the scope of the function (e.g. “__restrict__” keyword in 
GCC). There are multiple problems with this solution, one of the most important ones being lack 
of portability across compilers.  

 Data structures not aligned to specific boundaries   

In order to achieve efficiency, both in scalar and vectorized code, it is necessary to apply certain 
rules for data alignment. General purpose of data alignment is to minimize cache utilisation. 
Some of the SIMD instructions pose additional requirements on data alignment. These 
alignment requirements might cause equivalent code to execute slower because of data being 
aligned to higher boundaries than necessary for scalar code. Controling structure alignment is 
something that needs to be done manually be the programmer. While c++ 11 offers a new 
keyword to control structure alignment, this kind of features makes high-level languages 
becoming hardware-bound (alignment boundaries could differ between targets). Again 
vectorizing compilers are not very good in controlling data alignment in an automatic way. 

 Loop-peeling  

When trying to vectorized loop of length equal to multiples of vector length, the loop count can 
be simply divided by vector width. When the loop count is not divisible (without the rest) by 
vector width, compiler needs to generate additional code to handle remaining iterations. This 
code is either additional scalar code, or if the ISA supports masking operations, the same set of 
operations with additional masking operand. Either way, this increases complexity of the 
generated assembly. If the loop count is not compile-time constant, code cannot be efficiently 
auto-vectorized. 

The general conclusion can be that while auto-vectorization should be the target for compilers, for 
now it is not a good option to choose. The reasons are: 

- It requires code modernization 
- It requires duplication of code to efficiently run on both scalar and vector architectures 
- It requires non-standard language extensions 
- It it limited to innermost-loops 

 Preprocessing directives 2.2.2

One of the standard solutions for whole HPC environments is OpenMP (Open Message Passing 
Interface). OpenMP defines a specification for #pragma directives that can be used to annotate 



different C++ structural components: functions, classes, loops or even standalone basic blocks. The 
most recent version 4.0 of OpenMP standard adds a SIMD directive that allows user to annotate a 
function as capable of operating in a SIMD-parallel manner. Together with auto-vectorization, this 
allows compiler to vectorized more complicated high-level loops of program. 

While this solution is a standrized one and it has been proved to give tremendous performance 
improvements in certain scenarios, it still doesn’t apply to all scenarios where it is possible to use 
SIMD arithmetics. Examples of such scenarios are masking constructions and gather/scatter memory 
accesses. For these to work correctly, OpenMP would have to rely on compiler auto-vectorization 
capabilities and, as explained before this is not yet a good solution. Additional considerations go to 
the fact that OpenMP is still not a part of standard C++ language and because of that it introduces 
additional practical considerations like: 

- Code portability – compiler needs to support OpenMP standard to compile the code 
- Difficult to master – it is necessary to understand behaviour of different modifiers and 

situations in which these modifiers apply.  
- Maintenance – code needs to be annotated with OpenMP #pragmas; most difficult 

situations would still require code modernization. 
- Debugging – it is difficult to map code behavior when vectorized/parallelized to actual code 

lines 

C++ standardization committee is trying to eliminate any need for preprocessing directives. Standard 
in C++ 11 version introduces concept of generalized attributes that could be used for annotation of 
functions, and which would include openmp specific pragmas to be declared in a portable and 
language-aware way. This solution is however limited to functions and class methods and does not 
apply to loop constructs and standalone code blocks.  

Additional consideration should be done in regard of what type of instructins could be difficult to 
use using OpenMP. These instructions are: 

- Gather/scatter 
- Blend/Swizzle operations 
- Masking operations 
- More complicated reduction operations 

Because this extension is not a c++ standard, and it is rather a top-down (optimizing existing code) 
approach, it will not be discussed in this work. I am however suggesting, that OpenMP is much easier 
way of searching for timely optimizations than explicit vectorization, and should be used as first 
solution whenever it is possible. 

 Non-standard language extensions 2.2.3

Certain extensions to C++ language have been proposed to give some tools for user guided 
auto-vectorization. One of these extensions, Intel Cilk Pllus, is so far the most advanced in terms of 
both accessibility, ease of use and support level (available in GCC C++ compiler). This extension gives 
users both very wide parallelization capabilities, as well as some way of using SIMD hardware. 
Because this piece of work is only treating about parallelization on SIMD level, only a discussion of 
this aspect will be done here. 



Cilk Plus adds #pragma simd directive similar to one defined in OpenMP standard. This 
directive is only restricted to loops and cannot be applied on function-level. The directive allows user 
to select width of a vector to be used for vectorization. Additional modifiers are available, which are 
similar to OpenMP clauses to hint compiler about additional restrictions on code block. 

To compensate for the lack of simdization directives an interesting innovation has been 
made for vectorization of functions. By adding additional vector qualifier to function parameter, the 
function becomes a simd-enabled function. Simd enabled functions are generated by compiler in 
multiple variations: 

- Scalar instructions only 
- Scalar and vector instructions 
- Scalar and vector instructions with masking 

This innovation allows automatic generation of masked code and for that reason gives very good 
maintenance properties. Cilk plus provides mechanism called array notation to control conditional 
execution of code on given data elements. This gives user indirect masking control and allows certain 
degree of automation.  

As well as masking also gather/scatter operations are supported using array notation and thus 
automatically handled by cilk++ compatible compiler. As for reduction operations – only a limited set 
of reducers is provided. These reducers are not only SIMD reducers, but also task-level reducers. This 
makes them complicated in terms of implementation and provides very limited extensibility.  

CilkPlus does not provide support for swizzling and blending operations. Swizzling behaviour is not 
possible using array notation because the specification for array notation allows only incremental (or 
decremental) traversal of the array. 

This technology is very interesting because it provides a high-level access to hardware functionality, 
but still not exposing all of it. Also official support is provided only for x86 based SIMD extensions, 
and it is uncertain if the support can be close to optimal for other SIMD instruction set extensions, 
nor when such support could be provided.  

Besidec Cilk Plus there exist other extensions like:  

- Intel TBB: excellent for multithreading, not providing support for SIMD, 
- Sierra : standard conditional expressions using C++ syntax using SIMD, operators limited to 

standard c++, limited reduction operations, no blend/swizzle operations, no gather/scatter 

It is highly probable that of these (or a similar one) extensions will eventually make it into C++ 
standard, but considering still experimental and unmature state of implementations, and their long 
adaptability time, this will not happen very soon. 

 Explicit vectorization using 2.2.4

library approach 

Last approach discussed here is the approach using explicit vectorization libraries. It is 
necessary to say that this work derives directly from these libraries and tries to take the best out of 



their past mistakes. This subchapter will give an overview of how these libraries approach vector 
operations and how they try to solve problems still present in previously discussed approaches. 

First and most important thing is to mention why these libraries have been started. When 
SIMD instructions were first introduced in MMX (Intel Multimedia Extension) technology, the 
support for simd operations was very selective. MMX extension was using 64b SIMD vectors to 
operate on packed 8, 16 and 32b integer scalars. These operations were meant to be used only in 
specialized applications where it was profitable to make small portions of code specialized using 
inline assembly. The technology appeared to be a big enough success to allow it’s further extension 
in form of SSE (Streaming Simd Extension), and its further expansions (SSE2, SSE3, SSSE3, SSE4.1, 
SSE4.2). This extension was widening the size of SIMD registers from 64 to 128b and providing 
support for 32b floating point scalar types. Intel AVX (Advanced Vector Extension) further extended 
number of operations available to be performed on 128b vectors. AVX2 further extends width of 
vectors to 256b. Last announced AVX512 further extends vector length to 512b and tremendously 
extends both versatility and flexibility of SIMD instructions. 

Because programming using assembly in high-level languages is considered a very bad 
practice, and could be potentially harmfull to software security and maintainability, it was decided to 
implement intrinsic SIMD types  and intrinsic SIMD functions as part of compiler implementation. 
When that happened, it was possible to treat SIMD vectors as C++ types and operate on them in a C-
like fashion.  

To understand what an intrinsic function is and how it works, let us look at a simple example 
(Listing 1). Intrinsic types used in this example are __m512i. This type represents 512b integer vector 
type. Depending ont the intrinsic function used, this data type will be interpreted either as:  

- SIMD vector of 64 signed or unsigned integer elements, each of 8b precision, 
- or SIMD vector of 32 signed or unsigned integer elements, each of 16b precision, 
- or SIMD vector of 16 signed or unsigned integer elemenets, each of 32b precision, 
- or SIMD vector of 8 signed or unsigned integer elements, each of 64b precision. 

During execution of _m512_add_epi32() intrinsic function, the operands will be treated as vectors of 
32b integer elements. Similar intrinsic functions are defined for certain vector combinations and are 
ISA-specific.  

Certain operations do not require additional information about number of vector elements. One of 
such operations is _mm512_load_si512(). This operation needs only to know that it is required to 
read integer or floating point types. In this case, postfix -_si512 indicates integer vectors (signed or 
unsigned) of 512b representation. 

Listing 1 Example of intrinsic code using AVX512 instruction set – addition of SIMD16 32b signed integer operands 

// Declare memory locations. 
int srcArr1[16] = ...; // Array of 16 elements to be used as first operand 
int srcArr2[16] = ...; // Array of 16 elements to be used as second 
operand 
int dstArr[16];  // Array to store result 
 
// Declarations of SIMD type elements – these correspond 
// to 512b registers described in AVX512 specificiation 
__m512i src1;  



__m512i src2; 
__m512i dst; 
 
// Load values from memory to registers using ‘vmovdqu32’ instruction 
//  prototype is _m512_loadu_si512( void const* mem_addr ) 
src1 = _m512_loadu_si512( &srcArr1[0] ); 
src2 = _m512_loadu_si512( &srcArr2[0] ); 
 
// Perform SIMD-like addition using ‘vpaddd’ instruction 
//   prototype is: __m512i _mm512_add_epi32( __m512i a, __m512i b ) 
dst = _m512_add_epi32 (src1, src2) 
 
// Store values from dst register to memory using ‘vmovdqu32’ instruction 
//  prototype is: void _mm512_storeu_si512( void* mem_addr, __m512i a ) 
_m512_storeu_si512( (void*)&dstArray[0], dst); 
  

 

This example performs simple addition of pairs of operands from srcArr1 and from srcArr2 and 
stores them in dstArr. This piece of code can be simply encapsulated in a library function, hiding its 
implementation from the user under an API and expose that API abstracted from the instruction set 
to the library users. 

There is a fundamental problem with this approach: the same function needs to be provided for all 
types of ISA, even for ones that don’t use a concept of SIMD. We will get back to that problem later. 

C++ language provides a way to abstract these data types using class constructs. Simply put, a class 
is a definition of a new type which hides internal representation of object state and exposes only 
certain operations, described as object interface, to the user. Together with encapsulation of object 
representation, C++ provides additional mechanism called operator overloading which allows the 
user to change the meaning of standard operators, such as ‘+’, ‘&’, ‘=’, and specialize their behaviour 
depending on type of object. In light of that description we could write an example pseudocode for 
encapsulated version of SIMD code from Listing 1.  

Listing 2 Example of code using a vectorization libray syntax; no hardware-specific code is present (no intrinsics) 

// Declare memory locations. 
int srcArr1[16] = ...; // Array of 16 elements to be used as first operand 
int srcArr2[16] = ...; // Array of 16 elements to be used as second 
operand 
int dstArr[16];  // Array to store result 
 
// Declare SIMD objects and initialize them with data from arrays.  
//   We are assuming that an operator of form:  
//         INT_SIMD16::operator= (int *)  
//   is overloaded so this operation makes sense.  
INT_SIMD16 src1 = &srcArr1[0]; 
INT_SIMD16 src2 = &srcArr2[0]; 
INT_SIMD16 dst; 
 
// Addition requires two other overloaded operators 



//    INT_SIMD16 & operator+ (INT_SIMD16 const &, INT_SIMD16 &); 
//    INT_SIMD16::operator=(INT_SIMD16 const &); 
dst = src1 + src2; 
 
// Store addition result in array-like memory 
dst.store(dstArr); 
 

 

This syntax notation is very appealing. Instead of operating on intrinsic functions, users can operate 
on object types, using only well defined operations. With overloaded operators statements are more 
intuitive and closer to operation on standard scalar types. Additional functionality needs of course to 
be provided to perform additional operations that don’t have their counterpart in C++ standard 
syntax, but those can be implemented using member functions. 

 Design details need to be taken into consideration that such vectorization libraries have to 
comply with to avoid scalability/portability problems: 

- Extensible with new vector types: 
o different base scalar types, 
o differen vector lengths,  

- Extensible with new operations to be performed on SIMD vectors e.g.: 
o Masking operations 
o Blend/swizzle operations 
o Gather/scatter 
o Fused arithmetic (already present in multiple ISA) 

- Extensible for new CPU types 
- Able to compile with standard C++ syntax 
- Able to compile and run correctly on any CPU supported by standard compilers 

We will now look at three most advanced examples of explicit vectorization libraries. 

2.2.4.1 VC: Vector Classes 

This librrary was developed as a basis for CA Tracker algorithm in ALICE experiment. When the 
work on VC had begun, implementation of the tracker was already present for NVIDIA GPUs and the 
primary goal was to provide portability between GPU and CPU code. This requirement came from 
the fact that existing setup of High Level Trigger (HLT) already contained a large number of SIMD-
enabled CPUs.  

At the time VC was introduced, intrinsic programming was the most reliable way of utilising 
SIMD performance of CPU’s. The idea behing the library was to abstract programming with GPU 
technology and CPU SIMD technology. The major difficulty comes with the fact that GPUs use very 
different programming model than CPUs and because of that creating a perfect abstraction layer, 
which would utilise capabilities of both device types is not possible. 

In addition to that, at the time VC development started, only the x86 SSEx instruction set was 
present and it was missing some general purpose instructions. VC defined some more general 
operations, and then implemented those using intrinsics. Because of ISA limitations, this requires 
simulation of certain instructions, and this introduces slow-downs in general. 



One of the features provided by VC is a scalar implementation. Scalar implementation is used 
primarily for correctness verification and for measuring vectorization efficiency. Because most of the 
codes for CPUs are already present in scalar version, the comparison between scalar/vectorized 
versions is necessary. 

VC interface exposes to the user a set of vector types together with mask types used as 
abstraction for the vector types. One of the most important design flaws is that within the library it 
is not possible to select the vector length. The longest possible vector length is chosen instead 
depending on the target platform. This design flaw makes it more difficult to write vectorized code 
of certain algorithms, for which implementation could be only provided with certain vector lengths. 

Another apparent limitation is the lack of even minimal support for newest vector ISAs. By 
observing the development speed of the library it is apparent that development of the code is very 
slow and it is necessary to give full enablement of a new SIMD ISA in order to use it for even the 
simplest code fragments.  

2.2.4.2 VCL: Vector Class Library 

VCL is another state-of-art development in field of explicit SIMD programming. The library 
defines a set of vector types together with Boolean vector types (mask types) and a set of operations 
allowed on these types. As in VC the operations are very similar to ones available for scalar types 
with some exceptions to enable syntax required for standard scalar C++ types. 

One of the biggest advantages of VCL over VC is the ability to explicitly choose vector length. If a 
particular vector type is not supported by hardware for which the code is compiled, the behaviour 
will be simulated using longest available vector length. There is however no way of providing a fully 
scalar emulation of the SIMD code, which limits the code only to SIMD isa architectures and limits its 
portability across different ISA. 

VCL is work developed for one reason explicitly: performance. Every aspect of the library is 
tuned so that the maximum available performance on a given architecture is extracted. Because 
older instruction sets don’t are semantically incomplete (this will be explained further in this work), 
the library doesn’t provide certain operations to the user. Because of that, the run-time interface of 
the library is limited to prohibit user from calling non-optimal code.  

In order to compensate for lack of run-time operations, a large variety of compile-time 
constructions are provided to make use of generative programming instead of imperative 
programming model. These operations use C++ template constructions and thus require constant 
compile-time parameters to provide their functionality. In some situations however these constructs 
cannot be used, making the available interface limited.  

Some of the design choices for this library were made before introduction of newest SIMD 
instruction sets (including AVX512). The biggest adventage of programming with explicit 
vectorization libraries is the ability to write generic code (using templates) that makes use of any 
arbitrary vector of similar type. Because of the interface fixed for older instruction sets (with shorter 
vector lengths) it is not possible to write code optimally using newest instruction sets. Two choices 
are available for the given library design: 

- Resign out of generic capabilities of vector types to write code with better portability 
between different ISA, then extend interface for newer ISA depending on provided 
capabilities.  

- Limit the interface used for newer ISA to the interface used in smaller vector types. 



Both solutions are not good from user’s perspective. In the first case we resign from the generative 
programming capabilities available on a grander scale. In the second we resign out of benefits 
coming with newer, and thus more advanced, capabilities of new SIMD instruction sets.  

// TODO: add comparison between VC, VCL and UME::SIMD vector types and operations available. 

2.3 Semantic requirements 

There are a number of operations that can be performed on vectors that don’t need a specific 
expressibility mechanism for scalar operands. As a basis for this work it is necessary to understand 
what classes of operations are typical for SIMD vectors, and which will most certainly not be used for 
SISD operations. Following subchapters describe these operations. 

 Multi-value initialization  2.3.1

For scalar values it is possible to initialize using a single scalar either using an immediate or a 
variable-like representation. Consider following code fragment: 

Listing 3 Example syntax for vector variable initialization 

int var1 = 42;                         // (1) OK 
int var2(42);                          // (2) OK 
int var3 = {42, 43, 44, 45}            // (3) ERROR 
int varArray[4] = {42, 43, 44, 45};    // (4) OK – array initialization 
INT_SIMD4 varVec1 = 42;                // (5) OK – broadcast value 
INT_SIMD4 varVec2(42)                  // (6) OK – broadcast value 
INT_SIMD4 vecVar3 = {42, 43, 44, 45};  // (7) OK – multi-value init 
INT_SIMD4 vecVar4(42, 43, 44, 45);     // (8) OK – analogous to (2) 
INT_SIMD4 vecVar5(varArray)            // (9) OK – initialize using array  

 

Initialization of a scalar variable can be performed using a single value using one of syntactically 
correct statements (1) and (2). Array like initialization of a scalar type will result in compile-time 
error (3). Initialization of vector using only a single value, like in (5) and (6) is similar to that 
initialization mode. In addition it should be possible to initialize a vector in a way similar to an array 
(7) and (8). Because SIMD vectors will usually operate on array-like memory, there should also be a 
possibility to initialize SIMD vector using existing array (9). These initialization modes can be 
provided in form of: 

- For (7) - assignment operator taking initializer-list of fixed length equal to width of SIMD 
vector as an argument 

- For (8) – a constructor with number of parameters equal to vector WIDTH 
- For (9) -  a constructor taking memory pointer 

Initialization mode (6) is provided using broadcast construction, SET-CONSTR. Mode (8) is provided 
as FULL-CONSTR. Mode (9) is provided using LOAD-CONSTR. Modes (5) and (7) are not provided in 
current interface definition for the simplification.  

  



 Element-wise access 2.3.2

Accessing a scalar value in a program can be achieved using variable name. While retaining 
concept of a scalar variable (and a register), C++ language lacks concept of SIMD vector. Ideally we 
would like to have access to simd elements in an „array-like” manner, that is using operator[]: 

 

Listing 4 Example syntax for element-wise access 

INT_SIMD4 vector(1, 2, 3, 4);  // Initialized vector 
int var1 = vector[2];          // (1)Assign var1 with vector element 
                               // at position 2 (‘3’) 
vector[1] = 72;                // (2)Replace entry at index 1 (‘1’)  
                               // with ‘72’ 
 

Accessing elements for element value extraction (1) is possible by first temporarily storing values 
from vector to memory (in example an array of 4 elements) and next loading a value from array to a 
scalar register it would be possible to implement an extraction operator (EXTRACT). 

On the other hand implementing an insertion operation (2) is not possible. In short it would be 
necessary for the compiler to interpret vector[1] syntactic construct as an L-value reference to 
element of a vector. This is possible for scalar types, because each of them is represented as a 
standalone entity (an object represented by a register). SIMD vectors are entities as a whole 
(represented by single register) and cannot be accessed partially without the language being aware 
of their existence. The insertion operation can be implemented in three simple steps: 

1) Save values of vector into memory (into an array) 
2) Modify field of an array according to assignment value 
3) Load values from memory back to vector 

This operation is abstracted in the interface using INSERT. 

Both extraction and insertion of single scalar elements are very costly operations. Usually 
when this kind of operations are required, they will be performed for more than one element, but 
given the implementation details this would cause generation of multiple additional load/store 
operations, and for that reason would be inefficient. 

Despite the fact that INSERT/EXTRACT operations are so inefficient, it is still necessary to 
provide them to give more programming flexibility. Implementation described further uses these 
operations for functional emulation of vector types.  

 Blend operations 2.3.3

Blend operations are used to mix contents of two registers. For example a blending 
operation can be an operation that takes selected elements from one vector and remaining 
elements from another vector. Figure 1 Presents simple case of blending operation using SIMD4 
vectors. Masking value is used to select elements from one of two vectors. A complementary vector 
is a vector retaining unused elements of the original vector (result of blend operation with negated 



mask). What is important is to note that blending does not change the position of element inside a 
vector.  

 

Figure 1 Blend operation using ‘0x6’ masking value. Complementary vector retains remaining elements. 

 Swizzle operations 2.3.4

Swizzle operations are used to rearrange elements inside a single vector. In general it is 
necessary to define what would be the resulting order of elements after swizzling operation.  

 

Figure 2 Swizzle operation with SIMD4 vector. 

Figure 2 depicts an example of swizzle operation: swapping pairs of elements. Swizzle operations can 
be performed in variations depending on representation of swizzle mask. 

 Horizontal reduction operations 2.3.5

Horizontal reduction operations are all operations that map vector content into a single 
scalar value. Examples of this operation type could be: 



- Horizontal addition: sum of all elements of a vector 
- Horizontal MAX/MIN: extracting element with highest/smallest value 

Most of the arithmetic and binary operations can be used for definition of horizontal reduction 
operations. One of the biggest benefits of using horizontal reduction operations is the fact, that they 
don’t require additional load/store operations. Together with broadcast operations (SET-CONSTR) 
they can be employed as a simplest method for providing interface between SISD-like and SIMD-like 
code sections. 

 “Gather from” and “scatter to” 2.3.6

memory 

Similar to scalar registers, vector registers use specific instructions to load values from memory 
address and to store content of the register at given memory address (LOAD/STORE). In both cases 
LOAD/STORE operation use consecutive memory cells (addresses) to access memory. In certain 
scenarios it might be necessary to access elements that are not placed in contiguous memory. 

Gather operation is used to load each element of a vector from different location in the 
memory. Scatter operation is used to store each element of a vector at a different location in the 
memory. 

There are multiple ways we could represent addresses: 

- Using a list (or an array) of addresses in the memory 
- Using a base address and list of offsets from that address 
- Using a base address and scaling factor(elements spreaded evenly) 

Because gather-scatter operations have capability to access distant memory addresses, they might 
have a negative impact on performance. There are certain scenarios which cannot avoid using 
gather/scatter operations and for that reason these operations should be a part of standardized 
interface. 

 Fused arithmetic and other 2.3.7

specialized operations 

Modern ISAs contain additional operations that don’t have their scalar counterpart in standard 
C++ operators. Examples of these operations are: 

- Fused operations (e.g. Fused Multiply and Add: A*B + C) 
- Standard mathematical functions (e.g. trigonometric functions) 
- Cryptographic functions (e.g. SHA, AES hashing) 

Most of these operations could be implemented using basic arithmetic/logical operations, but for 
performance reasons some of them have been provided in form of dedicated microprocessor 
instructions. It is necessary for vectorization interface to expose these functionalities in an 
abstracted way. 



 Packing/Unpacking 2.3.8

Scalar elements can only be initialized using other scalar elements. Vector elements can be 
composed of vector elements with smaller width. For example a SIMD8 vector can be composed 
using two SIMD4, four SIMD2 vectors or eight scalar elements of the same scalar element type. 
Operation that maps shorter vector types (or scalar types) into longer vector types is called packing. 
Reverse operation that maps longer vector types into shorter vector types is called unpacking. It is 
necessary to mention that depending on hardware implementation, packing/unpacking operations 
can either use memory for intermediate storage or to use vector objects directly. 

Number of combinations for packing/unpacking operations grows with addition of longer SIMD 
vectors. In simplest case a longer vector can be mapped into two vectors of half length, in the most 
difficult scenarios the mapping could allow any combination of smaller sized objects.  

 Operation masking 2.3.9

As mentioned in the beginning of this chapter, it is impossible, for both efficiency and semantics 
reasons, to provide control flow to the vectorized code the same way it is provided to the scalar 
code. Consider this piece of scalar code (Listing 5): 

Listing 5 Conditional execution with scalar data representation 

 
bool cond[4];         // array of conditional elements 
int x[4], y[4], z[4]; // arrays with operands 
 
…                     // Calculate ‘x’, ‘y’, ‘z’ arrays and ‘cond’ 
 
for(int i = 0; i < 4; i++) 
{ 
    if(cond) 
    { 
        x[i] = y[i] + z[i]; 
    } 
    else  
    { 
        x[i] = y[i] – z[i]; 
    } 
} 
 

 

C++ language offers another syntax mechanism for representing this condition. Consider code from 
Listing 6. This code uses a ternary operator. Ternary operator is an operator taking three operands: 
a conditional operand and two statements. Only one of the statements will be evaluated and its 
value assigned to result. 

Listing 6 Conditional execution with scalar data representation using ternary operator 

 
bool cond[4];         // array of conditional elements 



int x[4], y[4], z[4]; // arrays with operands 
 
...                   // Calculate ‘x’, ‘y’, ‘z’ arrays and ‘cond’ 
 
for(int i = 0; i < 4; i++) 
{ 
    x[i] = cond[i] ? (y[i] + z[i]) : (y[i] – z[i]) 
} 

 

 

When operating on vector types, Idealy we would like to have code syntactically similar to following 
(Listing 7): 

Listing 7 SIMD vector masking using ternary operator 

 
BOOL_SIMD4 cond;     // boolean vector of conditional elements 
INT_SIMD4  x, y, z;  // vectors with operands 
 
...                  // Calculate ‘x’, ‘y’, ‘z’ arrays and ‘cond’ 
 
x = cond ? (y + z) : (y – z) // assuming ‘+’ and ‘-‘ operators are 
                             // available for INT_SIMD4 vector type 

 
 

In that case the syntax is very simple and does not require any conditional branching. Unfortunatelly 
C++ language doesn’t provide capability for overloading ternary operator. Also it is not possible to 
overload ‘+’ and ‘-‘ operators to accept third operand for conditional value.  

An acceptable way of performing the same operation would be as shown on Listing 8 

Listing 8 SIMD vector masking using function notation. 

 
BOOL_SIMD4 cond;     // boolean vector of conditional elements 
INT_SIMD4  x, y, z;  // vectors with operands 
 
...                  // Calculate ‘x’, ‘y’, ‘z’ arrays and ‘cond’ 
 
x = add(cond,  y, z) // Execute addition for elements 
                     // having ‘cond’ value ‘true’ 
x = sub(!cond, y, z) // Execute subtraction for elements 
                     // having ‘cond’ value ‘false’ 
 

 

Funciton-like notation is very simple and appealing. It would however require function name 
overloading for all combinations of input parameters, as well as making sure that it is not possible 



for the compiler to perform implicit conversion from one vector type to another. It is also possible 
that identifiers used for function names would be already occupied in code of big applications. 
Because of large number of vector types this would be both difficult to achieve and maintain. 
Because c++ offers encapsulation, it is possible to limit the interface to only semantically correct 
function calls and have them be resolved as member functions. Next listing (Listing 9) shows 
example syntax. 

  



Listing 9 SIMD vector masking using member function notation  

 
BOOL_SIMD4 cond;     // boolean vector of conditional elements 
INT_SIMD4  x, y, z;  // vectors with operands 
 
...                  // Calculate ‘x’, ‘y’, ‘z’ arrays and ‘cond’ 
 
x.add(cond,  y, z)   // Execute addition for elements 
                     // having ‘cond’ value ‘true’ 
x.sub(!cond, y, z)   // Execute subtraction for elements 
                     // having ‘cond’ value ‘false’ 

 

 

What is important to note is that in contrary to scalar version of branching code, in SIMD code there 
is no branching at all. In analysed example both addition and subtraction operations are performed, 
regardless of the conditional values. 

 

Another way of expressing mask operations is to treat masks as write mask. In this representation, 
all basic operations are executed and their result written to the output object using mask. Similar 
notation is used in standard c++ library std::valarray. Listing 10 shows code for this syntax.  

Listing 10 SIMD vector masking using write-mask notation. 

 
BOOL_SIMD4 cond;     // boolean vector of conditional elements 
INT_SIMD4  x, y, z;  // vectors with operands 
 
...                  // Calculate ‘x’, ‘y’, ‘z’ arrays and ‘cond’ 
 
x[cond] = add(y, z)  // Execute addition for elements 
                     // having ‘cond’ value ‘true’ 
x[!cond] = sub(y, z) // Execute subtraction for elements 
                     // having ‘cond’ value ‘false’ 

 

 

 

 Prefetching 2.3.10

Prefetching is a process of preparing data that will be used by CPU registers. The required data is 
requested to be prefetched, that is “loaded” from RAM to cache subsystem. The prefetch 
instructions need to be executed ahead of particular SIMD instruction and need to be executed with 
certain, cache-aware, code re-structuring. Because this type of operation needs to be executed 
much earlier than a specific interface operation executes, it is necessary by the user to both re-
structure the code and to manually inform the compiler to introduce a prefetch operation. 



Prefetching can be done with specific cache level in mind, and because of that is bound to the 
underneath hardware. On the other hand, it is possible to write code that executes prefetch 
operations for only few levels of cache, closest to the CPU. 

While prefetching operations are not bound to any type of vector register, making them a part 
of the vector interface allows hiding multiple prefetch operations for long vectors, and removes 
them completely from scalar code. That way the compiler will not be bound by intrinsics for scalar 
code, and it would be still possible to do prefetches of larger memory chunks for loop iterations that 
use longer vectors.  

TODO: usage of prefetching can be potentially performed using lambda functions and some 
clever design pattern for prefetch insertion. One suggestion was to have a design pattern that takes 
loop body as lambda function and splits the loop introducing the prefetch instructions on multiple 
levels. 

  



 Explicit type casting 2.3.11

In certain situations it is necessary to make a conversion between vectors of different types. 
While a cast from integer data types to real data types are pretty straightforward, the inverse 
operation is not.  

All the cast operation described by C++ standard doe not allow direct (bitwise) re-interpretation 
of floating point number as an integer data type. Because of that, it is not possible to get a binary 
pattern of floating point number without performing a reinterpret_cast operation (as defined in C++ 
11 standard). This operation is however not what is usually done by explicit cast operators of base 
type. 

This float-> unsigned integer type conversion falls into rule described in chapter “4.9 Floating-
integral conversions” of current C++ standard. The rules are: 

1 A prvalue of a floating point type can be converted to a prvalue of an 
integer type. The conversion truncates; that is, the fractional part is 
discarded. The behavior is undefined if the truncated value cannot be 
represented in the destination type. [ Note: If the destination type is 
bool, see 4.12. —end note ] 
2 A prvalue of an integer type or of an unscoped enumeration type can be 
converted to a prvalue of a floating point type. The result is exact if 
possible. If the value being converted is in the range of values that can 
be represented but the value cannot be represented exactly, it is an 
implementation-defined choice of either the next lower or higher 
representable value. [ Note: Loss of precision occurs if the integral value 
cannot be represented exactly as a value of the floating type. —end note ] 
If the value being converted is outside the range of values that can be 
represented, the behavior is undefined. If the source type is bool, the 
value false is converted to zero and the value true is converted to one. 

 

In order to preserve basic behaviour of scalar types as described by the standard, the float->int 
conversion should be a truncation operation (see TRUNC).  

For int->float conversion, according to standard, the operation be a rounding operation towards 
either closest higher or closest lower value representable as float. Because a choice of rounding 
mode is an arbitrary for implementation and because current architectures already define 
conversion instructions, the choice should be also made on a per-instruction type basis. 

 

  



2.4 ISA Extensions 

A number of general purpose CPUs existing on the market provide hardware implementation for 
SIMD functionality. In all cases, instruction sets create a concept of SIMD vector register which is an 
equivalent of a scalar register, but capable of containing multiple data streams. In general SIMD 
register contains packed data of formats very similar to data in SISD registers. Second part of the 
implementation is the definition of vector instructions. Vector instructions together with vector 
registers create a SIMD Instruction Set Architecture (ISA). The instruction set architecture defines a 
list of instructions that can execute using SIMD registers. Depending on the ISA implementation, 
different combinations of operands (scalar register, vector register, immediate, memory etc.) are 
available. This makes SIMD ISA a conceptual extension of the SISD ISA. 

ISA defines an interface to access underlying hardware capabilities. From the perspective of a 
low level implementation of program, each ISA has different binary representation. For that reason 
it is not possible to write one high-level program, in scope of this work that is a C++ program, to be 
able to execute on processors supporting different instruction set architectures, including vector ISA. 
For scalar solutions code this is possible because existing languages are designed so that computer 
programs can be translated to any instruction set architecture. For vector operations there is no 
mechanism in C++ language to provide easy mapping between scalar code and vector instruction 
sets. 

As a basis for consideration, following ISA have been analysed: 

- x86 vectorization extensions( MMX, SSEx, AVXx, 3D Now!) - available in Intel, AMD as well as 
VIA processors 

- Intel Xeon Phi vector ISA: IMCI/KNCNI/K1OM, available on Intel Xeon Phi codename 
“Knight’s corner” arithmetic coprocessors. 

- ARM Neon – available in selected Cortex processors 
- ALTIVEC – available in PowerPc processors 

Considered Instruction Set Architectures differ in level of support in multiple aspects: 

1) Scalar types used to represent vector elements 

Ideally we would like to perform operations on vectors with scalar types exact to scalar types 
described by C++ 11 standard. Unfortunatelly most of above ISA present only support for 
selected variety of scalar elements. 

2) Available widths of vectors 

Only certain lengths of vector types are supported by different ISA. It is necessary to create a 
common delimination of supported vector types. As a minimal requirement it is necessary to 
have vectors of common existing vector lengths: 64b, 128b, 256b and 512b. Depending on the 
vector register length, each of these vectors should be provided in multiple versions with 
different number of scalar types (e.g. SIMD4 of 32b integers would be of 128b length, but SIMD4 
of 64b integers would be of 256b length).  

As a baseline the instruction set should also allow operations on vectors of 1 element width. This 
would allow easy comparison between scalar code and SIMD code efficiency, and allow using 
the same interface on scalar type operands. 



3) Basic operations available in form of microprocessor instructions 

Depending on the complexity of ISA and its target application, some of instruction sets does not 
provide certain operations, while others do. It is necessary to create a common interface which 
would expose functionality supported for some of these operations while providing functional 
emulation for other instruction sets. It is also necessary to notice, that specific ISA instructions 
might be available only for specific vector types and not available for other types. It is thus 
necessary to provide this functionality in form of efficient emulation. Finally it isnecessary to 
provide a mechanism for extending supported instruction sets over operations that are not 
supported in any existing ISA, but which are so popular that at some point they might find their 
place in some of ISAs. 

4) Compiler compatibility 

Most SIMD ISAs are not available in processors coming from other manufacturers. High level 
programming languages have been created to provide software portability over different 
microprocessors. This portability cannot be reached without compiler beeing aware of 
underlying instruction set or even specific microprocessor model. While compilers are aware of 
hardware specifications, the language itself is not. As mentioned before C++ language doesn’t 
provide any standard mechanism to use SIMD programming model or to avoid common 
problems related to SIMD. In order to fill the gap, compilers provide some non-standard ways of 
controlling code behavior. It is necessary to create a compilation environment that would isolate 
portions of the code specialised for different targets. It is also necessary to develop common 
portion of code in C++ 11 standard way supported by majority of available compilers. 

5) Functional description of ISA instructions 

While majority of operations that operate on vector elements are the behaving similar to 
instructions from other ISA, it is possible that some subtle and not obvious differences exist in 
behaviour of different instruction sets. To provide interface portability across different ISA it is 
necessary to precisely and unambiguously describe functional behaviour of interface. 
Implementation of the interface for a given ISA would then have to conform with functional 
specification. 

 

// TODO: add tables with comparison of supported instructions for different ISA, for all vector types. 

2.5 Summary 

TODO:  

  



3 SIMD Interface Formal Definition 
This chapter is meant as a reference for the interface behavior and because the existing 

implementation is done using modern C++, all signatures are provided that refer to C++ class 
member functions. The interface is presented in as abstract way as possible, so that it could 
potentially be implemented in languages other than C++. Each operation provides a pseudocode 
used for explanation of behaviour of each operation. 

This interface consists of four elements: mask types, swizzle mask types, arithmetic vector types 
and all operations permited on these SIMD types. It is abstract from any particular ISA, however it 
draws most of its functionalities from modern instruction sets. 

Mask interface describes uniform list of operations permissible on all mask types. These 
operations are designed based on basic logical operators implemented in C++ and in general should 
behave the same way as operators appied on bool type. When taking into consideration the type 
relations, mask interface can be considered the most basic SIMD data type, with its interface 
independent on arithmetic vector types. On the other hand, the way a mask is represented in 
hardware depends on the instruction set used. Each mask type should hide all operations 
permissible on underlying mask representation and expose the interface as if the scalar type used 
was boolean data type supported by the implementing language. In simplest case, mask can be 
represented as bit vector of VEC_LEN bits. 

The inheritance diagram for mask types is shown on Figure 3.  

 

 

Figure 3 Diagram of mask types inheritance 

Swizzle masks are a new concept introduced by this interface. In general a swizzle mask is an 
ordered set of elements, each containing an index of the element in a SIMD object of VEC_LEN 
width. Swizzle masks differ from masks in the fact that essentially each scalar element of swizzle 
mask requires at least: 

                             

Simply put the number of bits needed to represent the swizzle mask depends on its length. This 
comes from the basic usage of swizzle mask, as an indicator of permutation pattern. Essentially each 
element of swizzle mask represents an index in a SIMD object of VEC_LEN width. The interpretation 
of each element depends on the operation used. Basic inheritance diagram is shown on Figure 4. 



 

Figure 4 Diagram of swizzle mask types inheritance 

The inheritance hierarchy for arithmetic vector operations is far more complicated than for mask 
and swizzle mask SIMD types. Full diagram is shown on Figure 5. To understand the separation 
principles it is necessary to understand the type relation of the operations permitted on specific 
types. The assumptions made for type inheritance definition are according to both C++ 11 standard 
and current status of SIMD instruction sets.  

 

Figure 5 Diagram of arithmetic interfaces inheritance 

For example left shift operation (LSH) can be represented in C++ as: 

result = value << shift;  

According to the standard, above operation is well defined when following statements holds true: 

- shift is any unsigned integral type or positive signed integral type; 
- Type of result is promoted type of value; 

- result is representable in its type as             ; 
- value (and implicitly result) type can only be integral; 

For the LSH operator it is not possible to define a portable implementation for floating point values, 
or for negative values. Because shift on floating point operation cannot be performed without 
making some assumption about its binary representation, which can vary between architectures, it is 
not safe to define this operation. 

This definition makes stricter requirement on shift types: only unsigned integer shifts are accepted. 
The reason for that will be better described in following chapters.  

 



Following primitive interfaces are defined, together with the explanation of separation: 

- Base interface (SIMDVecBaseInterface): basic operations permissible on any arithmetic 
vector type. This interface consists of the majority of permissible operations. 
 

- Bitwise interface: floating point data types don’t have consistent and portable binary 
representation. This interface is restricted to integer data types. 
 

- Shift/rotate (SIMDVecShiftRotateInterface): only unsigned types are accepted as shift values. 
This requires all data types of making a separation between its own type and compatible 
unsigned vector type. Also these operations are not permitted on floating point types. 
 

- Gather/scatter (SIMDVecGatherScatterInterface): operations are using indices packed inside 
an unsigned vector type. While this does not apply to all gather/scatter operations, the 
separation of whole group has been made to preserve order and correct naming of 
interfaces. 
 

- Sign (SIMDVecSignInterface): operations permitted only on signed scalar types. This 
interface is implementable only by signed integer and floating point vector types. 

 

- Packable (SIMDVecPackableInterface): pack/unpack operations can only be applied to vector 
lengths divisible by 2. Because of that SIMD1 data types cannot implement this interface.  

Primitive interface together with some additional operations, permissible only on given set of scalar 
types are closed in form of type interfaces: 

- Unsigned integral (SIMDVecUnsignedInterface): implemented by supported vector types 
using unsigned scalars: uint8_t, uint16_t, uint32_t, uint64_t; 

- Signed integral (SIMDVecSignedInterface): implemented by supported vector types using 
signed scalars: int8_t, int16_t, int32_t, int64_t; 

- Float (SIMDVecFloat): implemented by supported vector types using floating point scalars: 
float(32b) and double(64b); 

Because calling an interface inherently imposes certain overhead (e.g. mapping of an ISA to the 
interface is not always e exactly expressible in the given instruction set), the objects implementing 
interface should be aware of internal representation of other certain objects. This creates 
dependencies similar to length dependency described in Figure 6. It is necessary to point that while 
integer and floating point types are correlated depending on both vector length and scalar size, the 
mask types are not. This relation can be shown on Figure 7. This type dependency is the main reason 
why mask types require separate, internals-aware representation. When operating on types of 
different precision, it might be necessary for internal representation of mask type to provide 
specialized behaviour for two (or more) types of vectors to cooperate with.  

 

Each of above instructions take one of following intrinsic types:  



 

Figure 6 Length dependency. Only types of corellated size are aware of each other. Types of different lengths are 

agnostic to each other. 

 

Figure 7 Length dependency between SIMDMask8 type and all arithmetic types 

An example of instruction set causing clashes between different mask representations is AVX2. 
In AVX2 masking can be done using multiple instructions:  

- blendvps – blend two single precision floating point vectors, invoked using: 
_m256 _mm256_blendv_ps(__m256 a, __m256 b, __m256 mask); 
 

- blendvpd – blend two double precision floating point vectors, invoked using: 
_m256d _mm256_blendv_pd(__m256d a, __m256d b, __m256d mask) 
 

- blendvb – blend two 8b signed/unsigned integer vectors, invoked using: 
_m256i _mm256_blendv_epi8(__m256i a, __m256i b, __m256i mask) 
 



While first two operations can be represented using different mask lengths, that is: Mask8 and 
Mask4, the third operation is intended to be used for scalar types of any precision. In this special 
case third operand: __m256i mask can be treated as either 8x32b integer or 4x64b integer vector. 
This however creates following two clashes: 

- Mask8 can be represented as one of __m256 and __m256i for 8x32b operands 
- Mask4 can be represented as one of __m256d and __m256i for 4x64b operands 

There are two real problems that appear when using these mixed masks: 

- Conversion between two mask representations should be performed transparently to the 
user 

- Conversion should not introduce significant overhead 

As shown on Figure 7, the number of types that can clash in general with their mask representation 
is pretty large making uniform masks a serious design issue. 

Because of the uniform and type independent mask types defined in AVX512, a decision has been 
made that the library will select one representation of each mask type and use it for mask 
representation for all types, performing on-the-fly operations when another implementation specific 
mask type is required. 

Hiding multiple implementations of a mask type is a simplification in interface available to the 
user and is a major difference with what VC or VCL give. In both of previous libraries, masks were 
specialized for a given scalar type and not for a given vector length. This simplified implementation 
of mask system, but complicates interaction between different mask types. The main reason this 
sepearation was introduced in the first place, was the lack of mask registers supported directly in the 
ISA for SSEx instruction set where a mask needed to be represented as special values stored and 
represented in vector registers. To use mask of one scalar type for another type required conversion 
between mask types, and thus could be considered inefficient. For example AVX-512, a newest x86 
SIMD instruction set extension introduces uniform mask registers to perform operations on any 
vector register of given length. Using representation from other libraries would require duplication 
of code (or typenaming), to create code conformant with interface available for previous instruction 
sets. 

This interface simplifies that concept in order to provide better utilisation of AVX-512, for 
potential cost of utilisation of SSEx instruction set extensions. Making mask and vector types 
internally aware of each other removes potential restrictions on performance of simpler instruction 
sets and allowing uniform interface to be used at the same time. This will potentially increase the 
amount of code required for lowest layer of implementation, but gives a more consistent ISA 
abstraction. 



3.1 Mask Interface 

 

The interface assumes uniform representation of mask registers for all vector types. The 
representation of mask type depends on used vector type. Vector types of specific implementation 
are conscious of underlying representation of mask elements so that the implementation can 
resolve to optimal code. User has access to elements only using element access operators, resolving 
to standard C++ bool type (operator[] (int) for extraction, insert(int, bool) for insertion).  

Following mask types are supported: 

Mask types Mask width (MASK_LEN)  

SIMDMask1 1 

SIMDMask2 2 

SIMDMask4 4 

SIMDMask8 8 

SIMDMask16 16 

SIMDMask32 32 

SIMDMask64 64 

SIMDMask128 128 

 

Every mask must implement all below operations. The representation of mask and its interaction 
with vector types is implementation defined.  

  



 Mask static operators  3.1.1

Static operators return compile time defined constant values depending on mask vector parameters. 
These values can be used inside interface for generic behaviour. 

3.1.1.1 LENGTH –Length of mask (number of elements) 
Signature: Static uint32_t length(); 

Performance: this is a static member returning a compile time constant value 

Parameters: - 

Returns: MASK_LEN of the mask. 

Behaviour: Returns number of elements of a mask. 
 

 

3.1.1.2 ALIGNMENT – Alignment required for memory oparations 
Signature: static uint32_t alignment(); 

Performance: this is a static member returning a compile time constant value 

Parameters: - 

Returns: MASK_LEN of the mask. 

Behaviour: Returns byte alignment of mask data in memory. 
 

 

 Mask initialization 3.1.2

Mask objects should be constructible using following initialization modes. 

3.1.2.1 ZERO-INIT - Zero element initializer 
Signature: MASK_TYPE() 

Performance: - 

Parameters: - 

Returns: - 

Behaviour: All elements of mask should be by default initialized to false 
 

 

3.1.2.2 SET-INIT - one element initializer 
Signature: MASK_TYPE(bool m) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: m: initialization value 

Returns: - 

Behaviour: All elements of mask should be initialized with value of m. 
 

 

  



3.1.2.3 LOAD-INIT –initialize with elements loaded from memory 
Signature: MASK_TYPE(bool const *p) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: p: address of first element to be used. 

Returns: - 

Behaviour: Elements of mask should be initialized using memory pointed by p: 
 mask[0] <- p[0] 
 mask[1] <- p[1] 
 … 
 mask[MASK_LEN-1] <- p[MASK_LEN-1] 
 

 

3.1.2.4 FULL-INIT - MASK_LEN element initializer 
Signature: MASK_TYPE(bool m0, …, bool m_{MASK_LEN-1}) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: m0 – m_MASK_LEN: initialization values 

Returns: - 

Behaviour: Elements of mask should be initialized to values provided as input parameters 
and specified in corresponding mapping: 
 
 mask[0] <- m0 
 mask[1] <- m1 
 … 
 mask[MASK_LEN-1] <- m_{MASK_LEN-1} 
 

  



 Mask memory access operations 3.1.3

Besides constructor initialization it is also necessary to provide mask vectors with load/store 
capabilities to give users more run-time flexibility.  

3.1.3.1 LOAD - Load from memory 
Signature: MASK_TYPE & load(bool *memPtr) 

Performance: LOADA should be used whenever possible. 

Parameters: memPtr – pointer to memory containing initialization values.  

Returns: Reference to caller 

Behaviour: Elements of mask should be initialized to values provided as input parameters 
and specified in corresponding mapping: 
 
 mask[0] <- memPtr[0] 
 mask[1] <- memPtr[1] 
 … 
 mask[MASK_LEN-1] <- memPtr[m_{MASK_LEN-1}] 
 
if memPtr is nullPtr the result is undefined. 
 

 

3.1.3.2 LOADA - Load from aligned memory 
Signature: MASK_TYPE & loada(bool * memPtr) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: memPtr – pointer to memory containing initialization values.  The memory 
should be aligned to boundary specified by alignment() 

Returns: Reference to caller 

Behaviour: Elements of mask should be initialized to values provided as input parameters 
and specified in corresponding mapping: 
 
 mask[0] <- memPtr[0] 
 mask[1] <- memPtr[1] 
 … 
 mask[MASK_LEN-1] <- memPtr[m_{MASK_LEN-1}] 
 
If memPtr is nullPtr or not aligned to byte boundary specified using alignment() 
the result is undefined. 
 

  



3.1.3.3 STORE - Store to memory 
Signature: bool* store(bool *memPtr) 

Performance: STOREA should be used whenever possible. 

Parameters: memPtr – pointer to memory into which mask values should be copied.  

Returns: memPtr 

Behaviour: Elements of mask should be initialized to values provided as input parameters 
and specified in corresponding mapping: 
 
 mask[0] -> memPtr[0] 
 mask[1] -> memPtr[1] 
 … 
 mask[MASK_LEN-1] -> memPtr[m_{MASK_LEN-1}] 
 
if memPtr is nullPtr the result is undefined. 
 

 

3.1.3.4 STOREA - Store to aligned memory 
Signature: bool* storea(bool *memPtr) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: memPtr – pointer to memory into which mask values should be copied. The 
memory should be aligned to boundary specified by alignment(). 

Returns: memPtr 

Behaviour: Elements of mask should be initialized to values provided as input parameters 
and specified in corresponding mapping: 
 
 mask[0] -> memPtr[0] 
 mask[1] -> memPtr[1] 
 … 
 mask[MASK_LEN-1] -> memPtr[m_{MASK_LEN-1}] 
 
if memPtr is nullPtr the result is undefined. 
 

 

3.1.3.5 EXTRACT - Element wise extraction 
Signature: bool operator[] (uint32_t index) 

Performance: Unoptimal but necessary for emulation. Also useful for debugging. 

Parameters: index - index of element to extract in range (0 : MASK_LEN-1) 

Returns: Boolean value of mask entry at position index as a standard C++ bool value 

Behaviour: Calling this operator with index larger than MASK_LEN-1 will result in 
undefined behaviour. 
 

 

This operation is also aliased as:  

  



Signature: bool extract(uint32_t index) 

Performance: Unoptimal but necessary for emulation. Also useful for debugging. 

Parameters: index: index of element to extract, in range (0: MASK_LEN -1) 

Returns: Boolean value of mask entry at position index as a standard C++ bool value 

Behaviour: Calling this operator with index larger than MASK_LEN-1 will result in 
undefined behaviour. 
 

 

3.1.3.6 INSERT - Element wise insertion 
Signature: void insert(uint32_t index, bool value) 

Performance: Unoptimal but necessary for emulation. Also useful for debugging. 

Parameters: index: index of element to insert at, in range (0: MASK_LEN -1) 
value: value to insert  

Returns: - 

Behaviour: Calling this operator with index larger than MASK_LEN-1 will result in 
undefined behaviour. 
 

  



 Mask assignment 3.1.4

 

3.1.4.1 ASSIGNV – Assignment with mask 
Signature: MASK_TYPE & assign(MASK_TYPE const & maskOp) 

MASK_TYPE & operator= (MASK_TYPE const & maskOp) 

Performance: I/D 

Parameters: maskOp: reference copied mask  

Returns: Reference to caller. 

Behaviour: Performs an In-place copy of maskOp into caller.  
 
Calling with reference to self will result in undefined behaviour. 
 

3.1.4.2 ASSIGNS - Assignment with scalar 
Signature: MASK_TYPE & assign (bool scalarOp) 

MASK_TYPE & operator= (bool scalarOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: scalarOp: value to broadcast to all elements of vector 

Returns: Reference to caller 

Behaviour: This method sets all elements of caller to scalarOp. 
 
Following holds true for all index values in range <0; VEC_LEN-1>: 
 
 vec[i] <- scalarOp 
 

  



 

 

  



 Logical operations 3.1.5

This subchapter describes binary operations which can be performed on mask objects. Following 
operations, together with their variations are described: 

1) AND – binary ‘AND’ operation between mask elements 
2) OR – binary ‘OR’ operation between mask elements 
3) XOR – binary ‘XOR’ operation between mask elements 
4) NOT – binary negation on mask elements 

3.1.5.1 LANDV - Logical AND with mask 
Signature: MASK_TYPE land(MASK_TYPE const & maskOp) 

MASK_TYPE operator&(MASK_TYPE const & maskOp) 
MASK_TYPE operator&&(MASK_TYPE const & maskOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: maskOp: reference to mask operand 

Returns: Temporary mask object. 

Behaviour: Performs logical AND operation between caller and maskOp and store result in 
temporary value.  
 

 

3.1.5.2 LANDS - Logical AND with scalar 
Signature: MASK_TYPE land(bool scalarOp) 

MASK_TYPE operator&(booł scalarOp) 
MASK_TYPE operator&&(bool  scalarOp) 
MASK_TYPE operator&(bool scalarOp , MASK_TYPE & thisMaskOp)  
MASK_TYPE operator&&(bool scalarOp , MASK_TYPE & thisMaskOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: maskOp: reference to mask operand 
scalarOp: scalar operand 

Returns: Temporary mask object. 

Behaviour: Performs logical AND operation between caller (‘this’ or ‘thisMaskOp’ ) and 
scalarOp and store result in temporary value.  
 

 

3.1.5.3 LANDVA – Logical AND with mask and assign 
Signature: MASK_TYPE & landa (MASK_TYPE const & maskOp) 

MASK_TYPE & operator&= (MASK_TYPE const & maskOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: maskOp: reference to mask operand 

Returns: Reference to caller. 

Behaviour: Performs logical AND operation between caller and maskOp and store result in 
caller object.  
 

 

 



3.1.5.4 LANDSA - Logical AND with scalar and assign 
Signature: MASK_TYPE & landa(bool scalarOp) 

MASK_TYPE & operator&= (bool scalarOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: scalarOp: scalar operand 

Returns: Reference to caller. 

Behaviour: Performs logical AND operation between caller and scalarOp and store result 
in caller object.  
 

 

3.1.5.5 LORV– Logical OR with mask 
Signature: MASK_TYPE lor (MASK_TYPE const & maskOp) 

MASK_TYPE operator| (MASK_TYPE const & maskOp) 
MASK_TYPE operator|| (MASK_TYPE const & maskOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: maskOp: reference to mask operand 

Returns: Temporary mask object. 

Behaviour: Performs logical OR operation between caller and maskOp and store result in 
temporary value.  
 

 

3.1.5.6 LORS - Logical OR with scalar 
Signature: MASK_TYPE lor(bool scalarOp) 

MASK_TYPE operator|(booł scalarOp) 
MASK_TYPE operator||(bool  scalarOp) 
MASK_TYPE operator|(bool scalarOp , MASK_TYPE & thisMaskOp)  
MASK_TYPE operator||(bool scalarOp , MASK_TYPE & thisMaskOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: maskOp: reference to mask operand 
scalarOp: scalar operand 

Returns: Temporary mask object. 

Behaviour: Performs logical OR operation between caller (‘this’ or ‘thisMaskOp’ ) and 
scalarOp and store result in temporary value.  
 

 

3.1.5.7 LORVA – Logical OR with mask and assign 
Signature: MASK_TYPE & lora (MASK_TYPE const & b) 

MASK_TYPE & operator|= (MASK_TYPE const & b) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: maskOp: reference to mask operand 

Returns: Reference to caller. 

Behaviour: Performs logical OR operation between caller and maskOp and store result in 
caller object.  
 

 



3.1.5.8 LORSA - Logical OR with scalar and assign 
Signature: MASK_TYPE & lora(bool scalarOp) 

MASK_TYPE & operator|= (bool scalarOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: scalarOp: scalar operand 

Returns: Reference to caller. 

Behaviour: Performs logical OR operation between caller and scalarOp and store result in 
caller object.  
 

 

3.1.5.9 LXORV – Logical XOR with mask 
Signature: MASK_TYPE lxor (MASK_TYPE const & maskOp) 

MASK_TYPE operator^ (MASK_TYPE const & maskOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: maskOp: reference to mask operand 

Returns: Temporary mask object. 

Behaviour: Performs logical XOR operation between caller and maskOp and store result in 
caller object.  
 

 

3.1.5.10 LXORS - Logical XOR with scalar 
Signature: MASK_TYPE lxor(bool scalarOp) 

MASK_TYPE operator^(booł scalarOp) 
MASK_TYPE operator^(bool scalarOp , MASK_TYPE & thisMaskOp)  

Performance: - 

Parameters: maskOp: reference to mask operand 
scalarOp: scalar operand 

Returns: Temporary mask object. 

Behaviour: Performs logical XOR operation between caller (‘this’ or ‘thisMaskOp’ ) and 
scalarOp and store result in temporary value.  
 

 

3.1.5.11 LXORVA - Logical XOR with mask and assign 
Signature: MASK_TYPE & lxora (MASK_TYPE const & maskOp) 

MASK_TYPE & operator^= (MASK_TYPE const & maskOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: maskOp: reference to mask operand 

Returns: Reference to modified caller. 

Behaviour: Performs logical XOR operation between caller and maskOp and store result in 
caller object.  
 

  



3.1.5.12 LXORSA - Logical XOR with scalar and assign 
Signature: MASK_TYPE & lxora(bool scalarOp) 

MASK_TYPE & operator^= (bool scalarOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: scalarOp: scalar operand 

Returns: Reference to caller. 

Behaviour: Performs logical XOR operation between caller and scalarOp and store result in 
caller object.  
 

 

3.1.5.13 LNOT - Logical NOT 
Signature: MASK_TYPE lnot () 

MASK_TYPE operator! () 

Performance: - 

Parameters: - 

Returns: Temporary mask object. 

Behaviour: Performs logical NOT operation on elements of mask. 
 

 

3.1.5.14 LNOTA - Logical NOT and assign 
Signature: MASK_TYPE & lnota () 

Performance: - 

Parameters: - 

Returns: Reference to caller. 

Behaviour: Performs in-place logical NOT operation on elements of mask. 
 

  



 Mask comparison 3.1.6

 

3.1.6.1 CMPEQV - ‘Equal’ with mask 
Signature: MASK_TYPE cmpeq (MASK_TYPE const & maskOp) 

MASK_TYPE operator== (MASK_TYPE const & maskOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: maskOp: explicit mask operand  

Returns: Temporary mask object. 

Behaviour: This function performs element-wise comparison of elements in explicit 
operand and caller. Resultant value is true if values are exact. 
 
Following holds true for all elements in range <0; VEC_LEN-1>: 
 
 IF mask[i] == maskOp[i] THEN 
  resultMask[i] <- true 
 ELSE 
  resultMask [i] <- false 
 ENDIF 
 

 

3.1.6.2 CMPEQS - ‘Equal’ with scalar 
Signature: MASK_TYPE cmpeq (bool scalarOp) 

MASK_TYPE operator== (bool scalarOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: scalarOp: explicit scalar operand  

Returns: Temporary mask object. 

Behaviour: This function performs element-wise comparison of elements caller with value 
of explicit operand. Resultant value is true if values are exact. 
 
Following holds true for all elements in range <0; VEC_LEN-1>: 
 
 IF mask[i] == scalarOp THEN 
  resultMask [i] <- true 
 ELSE 
  resultMask [i] <- false 
 ENDIF 
 

  



3.1.6.3 CMPNEV - ‘Not Equal’ with vector 
Signature: MASK_TYPE cmpne (MASK_TYPE const & op) 

MASK_TYPE operator!= (MASK_TYPE const & op) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: maskOp: explicit mask operand  

Returns: Temporary mask object. 

Behaviour: This function performs element-wise comparison of elements in explicit 
operand and caller. Resultant value is true if values are different. 
 
Following holds true for all elements in range <0; VEC_LEN-1>: 
 
 IF mask[i] != maskOp[i] THEN 
  resultMask [i] <- true 
 ELSE 
  resultMask [i] <- false 
 ENDIF 
 

 

3.1.6.4 CMPNES - ‘Not Equal’ with scalar 
Signature: MASK_TYPE cmpne (SCALAR_TYPE scalarOp)  

MASK_TYPE operator!= (SCALAR_TYPE scalarOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: scalarOp: explicit scalar operand  

Returns: Temporary mask object. 

Behaviour: This function performs element-wise comparison of elements caller with value 
of explicit operand. Resultant value is true if values are different. 
 
Following holds true for all elements in range <0; VEC_LEN-1>: 
 
 IF mask[i] != scalarOp THEN 
  resultMask [i] <- true 
 ELSE 
  resultMask [i] <- false 
 ENDIF 
 

  



 

3.1.6.5 CMPEV- Compare two masks for exactness  
Signature: bool cmpe (MASK_TYPE const & maskOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: maskOp: explicit mask operand 

Returns: Boolean temporary 

Behaviour: Performs element-wise comparison between caller and maskOp and returns 
true if two masks are exact. 
 
 

 

3.1.6.6 CMPES- Compare mask and scalar for exactness  
Signature: bool cmpe (bool scalarOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: scalarOp: explicit scalar operand 

Returns: Boolean temporary 

Behaviour: Performs element-wise comparison between caller and maskOp and returns 
true if two masks are exact. 
 
 

 

  



 Integer conversions 3.1.7

In certain cases users might want to perform operations on scalar entities after performing certain 
operations on vector entities. In some algorithms it might be beneficial to perform certain set of 
transformations on vectorized data and perform scalar piece of code only on selected elements. This 
can usually be done by first performing operations that check certain conditions that vectorized data 
should meet, and based on that information perform scalar operations. 

The output of condition checking on vectors might be a SIMDMask type. While this type can be 
stored as a set of booleans, it might be easier for the users to operate on bit vectors represented 
using standard integer types (e.g. uint32_t, uint64_t).  

While conversions from short masks (up to 64 elements) are trivial – the mask converts directly to 
uint64_t, this conversion is not so obvious for longer masks. For masks longer than 64b, it is not 
possible to generate an output of the base type.  

Mask types also support INSERT/EXTRACT operations, but these can be slow for some mask 
implementations.  

  



 Reduction to boolean operations 3.1.8

 

3.1.8.1 HLAND- Reduce by LAND 
Signature: bool hland() 

Performance: - 

Parameters: - 

Returns: Boolean temporary 

Behaviour:  
Returns logical AND operation between all bits in the mask. 
 

3.1.8.2 HLOR- Reduce by LOR 
Signature: bool hlor() 

Performance: - 

Parameters: - 

Returns: Boolean temporary 

Behaviour:  
Returns logical OR operation between all bits in the mask. 
 

3.1.8.3 HLXOR- Reduce by LXOR 
Signature: bool hlxor() 

Performance: - 

Parameters: - 

Returns: Boolean temporary 

Behaviour:  
Returns logical XOR operation between all bits in the mask. 
 



3.2 Index Vector Interface 

TODO: While swizzle mask operation and mask types are already defined, they are not in final 
version. I would like to add generic swizzle mask types, but they might not be good for performance. 
Instead it was advised to only add some pre-defined swizzle operations which can be expressed in 
current instruction set. The generic solution is something we should have at some point, but it is not 
on any instruction set roadmap, so it might be a good idea to leave this for UME::SIMD v2.0. 

  



3.3 Base Vector Interface 
 

UME::SIMD defines three types of vectors to be operated upon. These are: 

1) Unsigned integral vectors  
2) Signed integral vectors  
3) Floating point vectors  

All arithmetic vectors implement the same set of operations, described as Base Vector Interface. 
The Base Vector Interface is by default resolving to Scalar emulation that is, faking vector behavior 
using scalar operations. By doing so, it is possible to construct a complete and functional interface 
which could work on virtually any CPU, even one not implementing SIMD instructions.  

Base Interface is further extended by Unsigned Vector Interface, Signed Vector Interface and 
Floating Point Vector Interface. These interfaces extend the possible range of operations permitted 
on vector objects and provide a medium for type specialization. 

Unsigned Interface contains additional operations permitted only on Unsigned Integer Vectors. 
Unsigned Interface assumes there is no knowledge about either Signed or Floating Vector types, 
however it is up to Implementation to decide whether this kind of relation exists. Nonetheless, the 
interface is designed so that there is no information about Signed and Floating point vectors used by 
Unsigned vectors. 

Signed Interface contains additional operations permitted only on Signed Integer Vectors. Signed 
Interface assumes that Unsigned vectors exist, and derives its own behavior based on behavior 
exposed by Unsigned Interface. The Signed interface does not assume any knowledge about floating 
point vectors. Similar to previous case, implementation can decide if such relation exists, but is not 
allowed to expose it to the user. 

Floating point interface implements additional operations defined only upon floating point set and 
uses knowledge about Unsigned and Signed vector types to derive its own behavior.  

UME::SIMD compatible implementation defines vector types as described in Table 1. Signed and 
Unsigned Integer Vector types are derived from standard C++ integral types of exact width, which 
are:  

1) 8 bit integral types: uint8_t, int8_t  
2) 16 bit integral types: uint16_t, int16_t 
3) 32 bit integral types: uint32_t, int32_t 
4) 64 bit integral types: uint64_t, int64_t 

Unfortunately for floating point types, the standard does not define exact length for floating point 
numbers. In order to provide strict mapping between floating type vectors and correlated integral 
type. In order to compensate for that, UME::SIMD interface assumes that following floating point 
types are defined: 

1) 32 bit floating point type: float32_t 
2) 64 bit floating point type: float64_t 

These types will be further called SCALAR TYPES, and should be mapped to implementation defined 
types with strictly specified length. 



Table 1 List of vector types defined in UME::SIMD interface. 

Vector alias 
(VEC_TYPE) 

Vector 
length 

(VEC_LEN) 

Scalar entry 
type 

(SCALAR_TYPE) 

Correlated 
mask type 

(MASK_TYPE) 

Correlated 
Unsigned vector 

(VEC_UINT_TYPE) 

Correlated 
Signed vector 

type 
(VEC_INT_TYPE) 

Unsigned Integral Vectors 
SIMD1_8u 1 uint8_t SIMDMask1 - - 

SIMD2_8u 2 uint8_t SIMDMask2 - - 

SIMD4_8u 4 uint8_t SIMDMask4 - - 

SIMD8_8u 8 uint8_t SIMDMask8 - - 

SIMD16_8u 16 uint8_t SIMDMask16 - - 

SIMD32_8u 32 uint8_t SIMDMask32 - - 

SIMD64_8u 64 uint8_t SIMDMask64 - - 

SIMD128_8u 128 uint8_t SIMDMask128 - - 

SIMD1_16u 1 uint16_t SIMDMask1 - - 

SIMD2_16u 2 uint16_t SIMDMask2 - - 

SIMD4_16u 4 uint16_t SIMDMask4 - - 

SIMD8_16u 8 uint16_t SIMDMask8 - - 

SIMD16_16u 16 uint16_t SIMDMask16 - - 

SIMD32_16u 32 uint16_t SIMDMask32 - - 

SIMD64_16u 64 uint16_t SIMDMask64 - - 

SIMD1_32u 1 uint32_t SIMDMask1 - - 

SIMD2_32u 2 uint32_t SIMDMask2 - - 

SIMD4_32u 4 uint32_t SIMDMask4 - - 

SIMD8_32u 8 uint32_t SIMDMask8 - - 

SIMD16_32u 16 uint32_t SIMDMask16 - - 

SIMD32_32u 32 uint32_t SIMDMask32 - - 

SIMD2_64u 2 uint64_t SIMDMask2 - - 

SIMD4_64u 4 uint64_t SIMDMask4 - - 

SIMD8_64u 8 uint64_t SIMDMask8 - - 

SIMD16_64u 16 uint64_t SIMDMask16 - - 

Signed Integral Vectors 
SIMD1_8i 1 Int8_t SIMDMask1 SIMD1_8u - 

SIMD2_8i 2 int8_t SIMDMask2 SIMD2_8u - 

SIMD4_8i 4 int8_t SIMDMask4 SIMD4_8u - 

SIMD8_8i 8 int8_t SIMDMask8 SIMD8_8u - 

SIMD16_8i 16 int8_t SIMDMask16 SIMD16_8u - 

SIMD32_8i 32 int8_t SIMDMask32 SIMD32_8u - 

SIMD64_8i 64 int8_t SIMDMask64 SIMD64_8u - 

SIMD128_8i 128 int8_t SIMDMask128 SIMD128_8u - 

SIMD1_16i 1 Int16_t SIMDMask1 SIMD1_16u - 

SIMD2_16i 2 int16_t SIMDMask2 SIMD2_16u - 

SIMD4_16i 4 int16_t SIMDMask4 SIMD4_16u - 

SIMD8_16i 8 int16_t SIMDMask8 SIMD8_16u - 

SIMD16_16i 16 int16_t SIMDMask16 SIMD16_16u - 

SIMD32_16i 32 int16_t SIMDMask32 SIMD32_16u - 

SIMD64_16i 64 int16_t SIMDMask64 SIMD64_16u - 

SIMD1_32i 1 Int32_t SIMDMask1 SIMD1_32u - 



SIMD2_32i 2 int32_t SIMDMask2 SIMD2_32u - 

SIMD4_32i 4 int32_t SIMDMask4 SIMD4_32u - 

SIMD8_32i 8 int32_t SIMDMask8 SIMD8_32u - 

SIMD16_32i 16 int32_t SIMDMask16 SIMD16_32u - 

SIMD32_32i 32 int32_t SIMDMask32 SIMD32_32u - 

SIMD1_64i 1 Int64_t SIMDMask1 SIMD1_64u - 

SIMD2_64i 2 int64_t SIMDMask2 SIMD2_64u - 

SIMD4_64i 4 int64_t SIMDMask4 SIMD4_64u - 

SIMD8_64i 8 int64_t SIMDMask8 SIMD8_64u - 

SIMD16_64i 16 int64_t SIMDMask16 SIMD16_64u - 

Floating point Vectors 
SIMD1_32f 1 float32_t SIMDMask1 SIMD1_32u SIMD1_32i 

SIMD2_32f 2 float32_t SIMDMask2 SIMD2_32u SIMD2_32i 

SIMD4_32f 4 float32_t SIMDMask4 SIMD4_32u SIMD4_32i 

SIMD8_32f 8 float32_t SIMDMask8 SIMD8_32u SIMD8_32i 

SIMD16_32f 16 float32_t SIMDMask16 SIMD16_32u SIMD16_32i 

SIMD32_32f 32 float32_t SIMDMask32 SIMD32_32u SIMD32_32i 

SIMD1_64f 1 float64_t SIMDMask1 SIMD1_64u SIMD1_64i 

SIMD2_64f 2 float64_t SIMDMask2 SIMD2_64u SIMD2_64i 

SIMD4_64f 4 float64_t SIMDMask4 SIMD4_64u SIMD4_64i 

SIMD8_64f 8 float64_t SIMDMask8 SIMD8_64u SIMD8_64i 

SIMD16_64f 16 float64_t SIMDMask16 SIMD16_64u SIMD16_64i 

  



 Base vector static operators 3.3.1

All arithmetic vector types implement set of operations as defined in BaseVector Interface. As 
mentioned before these operations are permitted on all arithmetic vector types. 

3.3.1.1 LENGTH - Length 
Signature: static uint32_t length (); 

Performance: I/D, this is a static member returning a compile time constant value 

Parameters: - 

Returns: VEC_LEN of the mask. 

Behaviour: Returns number of elements of a mask. 
 

 

3.3.1.2 ALIGNMENT – Alignment required for memory operations 
Signature: static uint32_t alignment (); 

Performance: I/D, this is a static member returning a compile time constant value 

Parameters: - 

Returns: VEC_LEN of the mask. 

Behaviour: Returns byte alignment of mask data in memory. 
 

 

3.3.1.3 ZERO-VEC – Returns vector of ‘0’ elements of scalar type 
Signature: static VEC_TYPE zero (); 

Performance:  

Parameters: - 

Returns: VEC_TYPE initialized to ‘0’ 

Behaviour: Return vector of ‘0’ elements. The interpretation of ‘0’ depends on the scalar 
base type. 
 

 

3.3.1.4 ONE-VEC – Returns vector of ‘1’ elements of scalar type 
Signature: static VEC_TYPE one (); 

Performance:  

Parameters: - 

Returns: VEC_TYPE initialized to ‘1’ 

Behaviour: Return vector of ‘1’ elements. The interpretation of ‘1’ depends on the scalar 
base type. 
 

  



3.3.1.5 PREFETCH0 – Pre-fetches memory to cache level 0 
Signature: static void prefetch0(SCALAR_TYPE *p); 

Performance: This operation can impact the performance in both positive and negative 
manner, depending on usage. 

Parameters: SCALAR_TYPE *p – pointer to beginning of memory address that is supposed to 
be fetched. 

Returns: - 

Behaviour: Prepares memory to be used by core by moving the memory to a position 
closer in terms of memory hierarchy. This instruction does not guarantee 
movement, but can positively impact performance if used in a proper way. 

3.3.1.6 PREFETCH1 – Pre-fetches memory to cache level 1 
Signature: static void prefetch1(SCALAR_TYPE *p); 

Performance: This operation can impact the performance in both positive and negative 
manner, depending on usage. 

Parameters: SCALAR_TYPE *p – pointer to beginning of memory address that is supposed to 
be fetched. 

Returns: - 

Behaviour: Prepares memory to be used by core by moving the memory to a position 
closer in terms of memory hierarchy. This instruction does not guarantee 
movement, but can positively impact performance if used in a proper way. 

3.3.1.7 PREFETCH2 – Pre-fetches memory to cache level 2 
Signature: static void prefetch2(SCALAR_TYPE *p); 

Performance: This operation can impact the performance in both positive and negative 
manner, depending on usage. 

Parameters: SCALAR_TYPE *p – pointer to beginning of memory address that is supposed to 
be fetched. 

Returns: - 

Behaviour: Prepares memory to be used by core by moving the memory to a position 
closer in terms of memory hierarchy. This instruction does not guarantee 
movement, but can positively impact performance if used in a proper way. 

  



 Initialization 3.3.2

Vectors should be constructible using following initializaton modes.  

3.3.2.1 ZERO-INIT- Zero element initialization 
Signature: VEC_TYPE () 

Performance: - 

Parameters: - 

Returns: - 

Behaviour: All elements of vector should be by default zero-initalized. 
 

 

3.3.2.2 SET-INIT - One element initializer 
Signature: VEC_TYPE (SCALAR_TYPE v) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: v: initialization value 

Returns: - 

Behaviour: All elements of vector should be initialized with value of v. 
 

3.3.2.3 LOAD-INIT – Load initializer 
Signature: VEC_TYPE (SCALAR_TYPE const * p) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: p: pointer to initialization values 

Returns: - 

Behaviour: All elements of vector should be initialized with values read from memory. 
 
 vec[0] <- p[0] 
 vec[1] <- p[1] 
 … 
 vec[VEC_LEN-1] <- p[VEC_LEN – 1] 
 

3.3.2.4 FULL-INIT - VEC_LEN element initializer 
Signature: VEC_TYPE (SCALAR_TYPE v0, …, SCALAR_TYPE v_{VEC_LEN-1}) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: v0 – v_{VEC_LEN-1}: initialization values 

Returns: - 

Behaviour: Elements of mask should be initialized to values provided as input parameters 
and specified in corresponding mapping: 
 
 vec[0] <- v0 
 vec[1] <- v1 
 … 
 vec[VEC_LEN-1] <- v_{VEC_LEN-1} 
 

  



3.3.2.5 ASSIGNV - Assignment with vector 
Signature: VEC_TYPE & assign (VEC_TYPE const & vectorOp) 

VEC_TYPE & operator= (VEC_TYPE const & vectorOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: vectorOp: explicit vector operand 

Returns: Reference to caller 

Behaviour: This method copies content of vectorOp into caller object vector 
representation.  
 
Following holds true for all index values in range <0; VEC_LEN-1>: 
 
 vec[i] <- vectorOp[i] 
 
When vectorOp aliases caller the result is undefined behaviour. 
 

 

3.3.2.6 MASSIGNV - Masked assignment with vector 
Signature: VEC_TYPE & assign (MASK_TYPE const & mask, VEC_TYPE const & vectorOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: mask: used for element selection. 
vectorOp: explicit vector operand 

Returns: Reference to caller 

Behaviour: This method copies content of src into caller object vector representation.  
 
Following holds true for all index values in range <0; VEC_LEN-1>: 
 
 IF mask[i] == true THEN  
  vec[i] <- src[i]  
 ELSE  
  vec[i] remains unchanged 
 ENDIF 
 
When vectorOp aliases caller the result is undefined behaviour. 
 

  



3.3.2.7 ASSIGNS - Assignment with scalar 
Signature: VEC_TYPE & assign (SCALAR_TYPE scalarOp) 

VEC_TYPE & operator= (SCALAR_TYPE scalarOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: scalarOp: value to broadcast to all elements of vector 

Returns: Reference to caller 

Behaviour: This method sets all elements of caller to scalarOp. 
 
Following holds true for all index values in range <0; VEC_LEN-1>: 
 
 vec[i] <- scalarOp 
 

 

3.3.2.8 MASSIGNS - Masked assignment with scalar 
Signature: VEC_TYPE & assign (MASK_TYPE const & mask, SCALAR_TYPE scalarOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: mask: mask used for element broadcasting. 
scalarOP: value to broadcast to selected elements of vector. 

Returns: Reference to caller 

Behaviour: This method sets selected elements of caller to scalarOp.  
 
Following holds true for all index values in range <0; VEC_LEN-1>: 
 
 IF mask[i] == true THEN 
  vec[i] <- scalarOp 
 ELSE 
  vec[i] remains unchanged 
 ENDIF 
 

  



 Memory access operations 3.3.3

Besides constructor initialization it is also necessary to provide arithmetic vectors with 
load/store capabilities to give users more run-time flexibility.  

3.3.3.1 LOAD - Load from memory 
Signature: VEC_TYPE & load(SCALAR_TYPE *memPtr) 

Performance: loadAligned should be used whenever possible. 

Parameters: memPtr – pointer to memory containing initialization values.  

Returns: Reference to caller 

Behaviour:  
Following relation holds: 
 
 vec[i] <- memPtr[i] 
 
if memPtr is nullPtr the result is undefined. 
 

 

3.3.3.2 MLOAD – Masked load from memory 
Signature: VEC_TYPE & load(MASK_TYPE const & maskSCALAR_TYPE *memPtr) 

Performance: loadAligned should be used whenever possible. 

Parameters: mask – used for element selection 
memPtr – pointer to memory containing initialization values.  

Returns: Reference to caller 

Behaviour:  
Following relation holds: 
 
 IF mask[i] == true THEN  
  vec[i] <- memPtr[i]  
 ELSE 
  vec[i] remains unchanged 
 ENDIF 
 
if memPtr is nullPtr the result is undefined. 
 

  



3.3.3.3 LOADA - Load from aligned memory 
Signature: VEC_TYPE & loada(SCALAR_TYPE *memPtr) 

Performance:  

Parameters: memPtr – pointer to memory containing initialization values.  The memory 
should be aligned to boundary specified by alignment() 

Returns: Reference to caller 

Behaviour:  
Following relation holds: 
 
 vec[i] <- memPtr[i] 
 
if memPtr is nullPtr or not aligned to byte boundary specified using alignment() 
the result is undefined. 
 

 

3.3.3.4 MLOADA – Masked load from aligned memory 
Signature: VEC_TYPE & loada(SCALAR_TYPE *memPtr) 

Performance:  

Parameters: memPtr – pointer to memory containing initialization values.  The memory 
should be aligned to boundary specified by alignment() 

Returns: Reference to caller 

Behaviour:  
Following relation holds: 
 
 IF mask[i] == true THEN 
  vec[i] <- memPtr[i] 
 ELSE 
  vec[i] remains unchanged 
 ENDIF 
 
if memPtr is nullPtr or not aligned to byte boundary specified using alignment() 
the result is undefined. 
 

  



3.3.3.5 STORE - Store in memory 
Signature: SCALAR_TYPE* store(SCALAR_TYPE*memPtr) 

Performance: storeAligned should be used whenever possible. 

Parameters: memPtr – pointer to memory into which mask values should be copied.  

Returns: memPtr 

Behaviour:  
Following relation holds: 
 
 memPtr[i] <- vec[i] 
 
If memPtr is nullPtr the result is undefined. 
 

 

3.3.3.6 MSTORE – Masked store in memory 
Signature: SCALAR_TYPE* store(MASK_TYPE const & mask, SCALAR_TYPE*memPtr) 

Performance: storeAligned should be used whenever possible. 

Parameters: Mask – used for element selection 
memPtr – pointer to memory into which mask values should be copied.  

Returns: memPtr 

Behaviour:  
Following relation holds: 
 
 IF mask[i] == true THEN  
  memPtr[i] <- vec[i] 
 ELSE 
  memPtr[i] remains unchanged 
 ENDIF 
 
If memPtr is nullPtr the result is undefined. 
 

 

3.3.3.7 STOREA - Store to aligned memory 
Signature: SCALAR_TYPE* storea(MASK_TYPE const & mask, SCALAR_TYPE*memPtr) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: memPtr – pointer to memory into which mask values should be copied. The 
memory should be aligned to boundary specified by alignment(). 

Returns: memPtr 

Behaviour:  
Following relation holds: 
 
 memPtr[i] <- vec[i] 
 
if memPtr is nullPtr the result is undefined. 
 

  



3.3.3.8 MSTOREA – Masked store to aligned memory 
Signature: SCALAR_TYPE* storea(SCALAR_TYPE*memPtr) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: memPtr – pointer to memory into which mask values should be copied. The 
memory should be aligned to boundary specified by alignment(). 

Returns: memPtr 

Behaviour:  
Following relation holds: 
 
 IF mask[i] == true THEN 
  memPtr[i] <- vec[i]  
 ELSE 
  memPtr[i] remains unchanged 
 ENDIF 
 
if memPtr is nullPtr the result is undefined. 
 

 

3.3.3.9 EXTRACT - Element wise extraction 
Signature: SCALAR_TYPE extract (uint32_t index) 

SCALAR_TYPE operator[] (uint32_t index) 

Performance: Unoptimal but necessary for emulation. Also useful for debugging. 

Parameters: index : index of element to extract in range (0 : VEC_LEN-1) 

Returns: SCALAR_TYPE value of vector entry at position index.  

Behaviour: Calling this operator with index larger than VEC_LEN-1 will result in undefined 
behaviour. 
 

 

3.3.3.10 INSERT - Element wise insertion 
Signature: void insert(uint32_t index, SCALAR_TYPE value) 

Performance: Unoptimal but necessary for emulation. Also useful for debugging. 

Parameters: index: index of element to insert at, in range (0: VEC_LEN -1) 
value: value to insert at 0-based index position in vector. 

Returns: - 

Behaviour: Calling this operator with index larger than VEC_LEN-1 will result in undefined 
behaviour. 
 

  



 Addition operations 3.3.4

 

This subchapter describes variations of following operations: 
3) add – addition with caller as implicit operand 
4) addSat – saturated addition with caller as implicit operand 
5) postinc – postfix increment 
6) prefinc – prefix increment 

 

3.3.4.1 ADDV - Addition with vector 
Signature: VEC_TYPE add (VEC_TYPE const & vectorOp) 

VEC_TYPE operator+ (VEC_TYPE const & vectorOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: vectorOp: explicit vector operand 

Returns: Temporary vector object. 

Behaviour: This method performs SIMD addition of operands from caller and from vector 
specified as vectorOp.  
 
Following holds true for all index values in range <0; VEC_LEN-1>: 
 
 temp[i] <- vec[i] + vectorOp[i] 
 
When vectorOp aliases caller, the behaviour is undefined. 
 

 

3.3.4.2 MADDV - Masked addition with vector 
Signature: VEC_TYPE add (MASK_TYPE const & mask, VEC_TYPE const & vectorOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: mask: used for element selection 
vectorOp: explicit vector operand 

Returns: Temporary vector object. 

Behaviour: This method performs SIMD addition of operands from caller and from vector 
specified as vectorOp.  
 
Following holds true for all index values in range <0; VEC_LEN-1>: 
 
 IF mask[i] == true THEN 
  temp[i] <- vec[i] + op[i] 
 ELSE 
  temp[i] <- vec[i] 
 ENDIF 
 
When vectorOp aliases caller, the behaviour is undefined. 
 

  



3.3.4.3 ADDS - Addition with scalar 
Signature: VEC_TYPE add (SCALAR_TYPE scalarOp) 

VEC_TYPE operator+ (SCALAR_TYPE scalarOp) 
VEC_TYPE operator+ (SCALAR_TYPE scalarOp, VEC_TYPE & vectorOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: scalarOp: explicit scalar operand 

Returns: Temporary vector object. 

Behaviour: This method performs SIMD addition of operands from caller (this or 
‘vectorOp’) with scalarOp 
 
Following holds true for all index values in range <0; VEC_LEN-1>: 
 temp[i] <- vec[i] + scalarOp 
 

 

3.3.4.4 MADDS - Masked addition with scalar 
Signature: VEC_TYPE add (MASK_TYPE const & mask, SCALAR_TYPE scalarOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: mask: used for element selection 
scalarOp: explicit scalar operand 

Returns: Temporary vector object. 

Behaviour: This method performs selective SIMD addition of operands from caller with 
scalarOp. 
 
Following holds true for all index values in range <0; VEC_LEN-1>: 
 
 IF mask[i] == true THEN 
  temp[i] <- vec[i] + scalarOp 
 ELSE 
  temp[i] <- vec[i] 
 ENDIF 
 

 

3.3.4.5 ADDVA - Addition with vector and assignment 
Signature: VEC_TYPE & adda (VEC_TYPE const & vectorOp) 

VEC_TYPE & operator+= (VEC_TYPE const & vectorOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: vectorOp: explicit vector operand 

Returns: Calling object reference. 

Behaviour: This method performs SIMD addition of operands from caller and from vector 
specified as vectorOp.  
 
Following holds true for all index values in range <0; VEC_LEN-1>: 
 
 vec[i] <- vec[i] + vectorOp [i] 
 
When vectorOp aliases caller, the behaviour is undefined. 
 

  



3.3.4.6 MADDVA - Masked addition with vector and assignment 
Signature: VEC_TYPE & adda ( 

 MASK_TYPE const & mask,  
 VEC_TYPE const & vectorOp ) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: mask: mask used for element selection 
vectorOp: explicit vector operand 

Returns: Calling object reference. 

Behaviour: This method performs selective addition of elements from caller and from 
vector specified as vectorOp.  
 
Following holds true for all index values in range <0; VEC_LEN-1>: 
 
 IF mask[i] == trueTHEN 
  vec[i] <- vec[i] + op[i] 
 ELSE 
  vec[i] remains unchanged 
 ENDIF 
 
When vectorOp aliases caller the result is undefined behaviour. 
 

 

3.3.4.7 ADDSA - Addition with scalar and assignment 
Signature: VEC_TYPE & adda (SCALAR_TYPE scalarOp) 

VEC_TYPE & operator+= (SCALAR_TYPE scalarOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: scalarOp: explicit scalar operand 

Returns: Calling object reference. 

Behaviour: This method performs selective addition of elements from caller with scalarOp.  
 
Following holds true for all index values in range <0; VEC_LEN-1>: 
 
 vec[i] <- vec[i] + scalarOp 
 

 
  



3.3.4.8 MADDSA - Masked addition with scalar and assignment 
Signature: VEC_TYPE & adda (MASK_TYPE const & mask, SCALAR_TYPE scalarOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: mask: mask used for element selection 
scalarOp: explicit scalar operand 

Returns: Calling object reference. 

Behaviour: This method performs selective addition of elements from caller with scalarOp. 
 
Following holds true for all elements in range <0; VEC_LEN-1>: 
 
 IF mask[i] == true THEN 
  vec[i] <- vec[i] + scalarOp 
 ELSE 
  vec[i] remains unchanged 
 ENDIF 
 

 

3.3.4.9 SADDV -Saturated addition with vector 
Signature: VEC_TYPE sadd (VEC_TYPE const & vectorOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: vectorOp: explicit vector operand 

Returns: Temporary vector object. 

Behaviour: This method performs saturated addition with saturation of elements from 
caller and from vector specified as vectorOp.  
 
Following holds true for all index values in range <0; VEC_LEN-1>: 
 
 IF vec[i] + o[i] < max_value(SCALAR_TYPE) THEN 
   temp[i] <- vec[i] + vectorOp[i] 
 ELSE 
  temp[i] <- max_value(SCALAR_TYPE) 
 ENDIF 
 

  



3.3.4.10 MSADDV - Masked saturated addition with vector 
Signature: VEC_TYPE sadd (MASK_TYPE const & mask, VEC_TYPE const & vectorOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: mask: used for element selection 
vectorOp: explicit vector operand 

Returns: Temporary vector object. 

Behaviour: This method performs saturated addition of elements from caller and from 
vector specified as vectorOp.  
 
Following holds true for all index values in range <0; VEC_LEN-1>: 
 
 IF mask[i] == true THEN  
  IF vec[i] + vectorOp[i] < max_value(SCALAR_TYPE) THEN 
   temp[i] <- vec[i] + vectorOp[i] 
  ELSE 
   temp[i] <- max_value(SCALAR_TYPE) 
  ENDIF 
 ELSE 
  temp[i] <- vec[i] 
 ENDIF 
 

 

3.3.4.11 SADDS - Saturated addition with scalar 
Signature: VEC_TYPE sadd (SCALAR_TYPE scalarOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: scalarOp: explicit scalar operand 

Returns: Temporary vector object. 

Behaviour: This method performs saturated addition of elements from caller with 
scalarOp. 
 
Following holds true for all index values in range <0; VEC_LEN-1>: 
 
 IF vec[i] + scalarOp < max_value(SCALAR_TYPE) THEN 
  temp[i] <- vec[i] + scalarOp 
 ELSE 
  temp[i] <- max_value(SCALAR_TYPE) 
 ENDIF 
 

  



3.3.4.12 MSADDS - Masked saturated addition with scalar 
Signature: VEC_TYPE sadd (MASK_TYPE const & mask, SCALAR_TYPE scalarOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: mask: mask used for element selection 
scalarOp: explicit scalar operand 

Returns: Temporary vector object. 

Behaviour: This method performs selective saturated addition of elements from caller 
with scalarOp. 
 
Following holds true for all index values in range <0; VEC_LEN-1>: 
 
 IF mask[i] == trueTHEN  
  IF vec[i] + scalarOp < max_value(SCALAR_TYPE) THEN 
   temp[i] <- vec[i] + scalarOp 
  ELSE 
   temp[i] <- max_value(SCALAR_TYPE) 
 ELSE 
  temp[i] <- vec[i] 
 ENDIF 
 

 

3.3.4.13 SADDVA - Saturated addition with vector and assignment 
Signature: VEC_TYPE & sadda (VEC_TYPE const & vectorOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: vectorOp: explicit vector operand 

Returns: Calling object reference. 

Behaviour: This method performs saturated addition of operands from caller and from 
vector specified as vectorOp.  
 
Following holds true for all index values in range <0; VEC_LEN-1>: 
 
 IF vec[i] + op[i] < max_value(SCALAR_TYPE) THEN 
  vec[i] <- vec[i] + vectorOp[i] 
 ELSE 
  vec[i] <- max_value(SCALAR_TYPE) 
 ENDIF 
 
When vectorOp aliases caller, the result is undefined behaviour. 
 

  



3.3.4.14  MSADDVA - Masked saturated addition with vector and assignment 
Signature: VEC_TYPE & sadda (MASK_TYPE const & mask, VEC_TYPE const & vectorOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: mask: used for element selection 
vectorOp: explicit vector operand 

Returns: Calling object reference. 

Behaviour: This method performs selective SIMD saturated addition of operands from 
caller and from vector specified as vectorOp.  
 
Following holds true for all index values in range <0; VEC_LEN-1>: 
 
 IF mask[i] == true THEN 
  IF vec[i] + op[i] < max_value(SCALAR_TYPE)  THEN 
   vec[i] <- vec[i] + op[i] 
  ELSE 
   vec[i] <- max_value(SCALAR_TYPE) 
  ENDIF 
 ELSE 
  vec[i] remains unchanged 
 ENDIF 
 
When vectorOp aliases caller the result is undefined behaviour. 
 

 

3.3.4.15 SADDSA - Saturated addition with scalar and assignment 
Signature: VEC_TYPE & sadda (SCALAR_TYPE scalarOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: scalarOp: explicit scalar operand 

Returns: Calling object reference. 

Behaviour: This method performs selective SIMD saturated addition of operands from 
caller with scalarOp.  
 
Following holds true for all index values in range <0; VEC_LEN-1>: 
 
 IF vec[i] + scalarOp < max_value(SCALAR_TYPE) THEN 
  vec[i] <- vec[i] + op[i] 
 ELSE 
  vec[i] <- max_value(SCALAR_TYPE) 
 ENDIF 
 
 

 
  



3.3.4.16 MSADDSA - Masked saturated addition with scalar and assignment 
Signature: VEC_TYPE & sadda (MASK_TYPE const & mask, SCALAR_TYPE scalarOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: mask: used for element selection 
scalarOp: explicit scalar operand 

Returns: Calling object reference. 

Behaviour: This method performs selective SIMD saturated addition of operands from 
caller with scalarOp. 
 
Following holds true for all elements in range <0; VEC_LEN-1>: 
 
 IF mask[i] == true THEN 
   IF vec[i] + scalarOp < max_value(SCALAR_TYPE) THEN 
   vec[i] <- vec[i] + scalarOp 
  ELSE 
   vec[i] <- max_value(SCALAR_TYPE) 
  ENDIF 
 ELSE 
  vec[i] remains unchanged 
 ENDIF 
 
 

 

3.3.4.17 POSTINC - Postfix Increment 
Signature: VEC_TYPE postInc () 

VEC_TYPE operator++ (int) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: - 

Returns: Temporary vector object. 

Behaviour: This method performs postfix incrementation of value in caller. Returns copy 
of original vector. 
 
Following holds true for all elements in range <0; VEC_LEN-1>: 
 
 temp[i] <- vec[i] 
 vec[i]<- vec[i] + 1 
 

  



3.3.4.18 MPOSTINC - Masked postfix Increment 
Signature: VEC_TYPE postInc (MASK_TYPE const & mask) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: mask: used for element selection 

Returns: Temporary vector object. 

Behaviour: This method performs selective postfix incrementation of value in caller. 
Returns copy of original vector. 
 
Following holds true for all elements in range <0; VEC_LEN-1>: 
 
 temp[i] <- vec[i] 
 IF mask[i] == true THEN 
  vec[i]<- vec[i] + 1 
 ELSE 
  vec[i] remains unchanged 
 ENDIF 
 

 

3.3.4.19 PREFINC - Prefix Increment 
Signature: VEC_TYPE prefInc () 

VEC_TYPE operator++ () 

Performance: - 

Parameters: - 

Returns: Temporary vector object. 

Behaviour: This method performs prefix incrementation of value in caller. Returns copy of 
modified vector. 
 
Following holds true for all elements in range <0; VEC_LEN-1>: 
 
 temp[i] <- vec[i] + 1 
 vec[i]<- vec[i] + 1 
 

  



3.3.4.20 MPREFINC - Masked prefix Increment 
Signature: VEC_TYPE prefInc (MASK_TYPE const & mask) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: mask: mask used for element selection 

Returns: Temporary vector object. 

Behaviour: This method performs selective prefix incrementation of value in caller. 
Returns copy of original vector. 
 
Following holds true for all elements in range <0; VEC_LEN-1>: 
 
 IF mask[i] == true THEN 
  temp[i] <- vec[i] + 1 
  vec[i]<- vec[i] + 1 
 ELSE 
  temp[i] <- vec[i] 
  vec[i] remains unchanged 
 ENDIF 
 

  



 Subtraction operations 3.3.5

 
This subchapter describes variations of following operations: 

7) sub – subtract with caller as implicit minuend (LHS) operand 
8) subSat – saturated subtract with caller as implicit minuend (LHS) operand 
9) subFrom – subtract with caller as implicit subtrahend (RHS) operand 
10) subSatFrom – saturated subtract with caller as implicit subtrahend (RHS) operand 
11) postdec – postfix decrement 
12) prefdec – prefix decrement 

 

3.3.5.1 SUBV - Subtraction with vector 
Signature: VEC_TYPE sub (VEC_TYPE const & vectorOp) 

VEC_TYPE operator- (VEC_TYPE const & vectorOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: vectorOp: explicit vector operand 

Returns: Temporary vector object. 

Behaviour: This method performs subtraction of values from caller and explicit operand. 
Caller is treated as minuend. 
 
Following holds true for all elements in range <0; VEC_LEN-1>: 
 
 temp[i] <- vec[i] – vectorOp [i] 
 

 

3.3.5.2 MSUBV - Masked subtraction with vector 
Signature: VEC_TYPE sub (MASK_TYPE const & mask, VEC_TYPE const & vectorOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: mask: used for element selection 
vectorOp: explicit vector operand 

Returns: Temporary vector object. 

Behaviour: This method performs selective subtraction of values from caller and explicit 
operand. Caller is treated as minuend. 
 
Following holds true for all elements in range <0; VEC_LEN-1>: 
 
 IF mask[i] == true THEN 
  temp[i] <- vec[i] – vectorOp [i] 
 ELSE 
  temp[i] <- vec[i] 
 ENDIF 
 

  



3.3.5.3 SUBS - Subtraction with scalar 
Signature: VEC_TYPE sub (SCALAR_TYPE scalarOp) 

VEC_TYPE operator- (SCALAR_TYPE scalarOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: scalarOp: explicit scalar operand 
vectorOp: RHS vector operand 

Returns: Temporary vector object. 

Behaviour: This method performs subtraction of values from caller and explicit operand. 
Caller is treated as minuend. 
 
Following holds true for all elements in range <0; VEC_LEN-1>: 
 
 temp[i] <- vec[i] – scalarOp 
 

 

3.3.5.4 MSUBS - Masked subtraction with scalar 
Signature: VEC_TYPE sub (MASK_TYPE const & mask, SCALAR_TYPE scalarOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: mask: used for element selection 
scalarOp: explicit vector operand 

Returns: Temporary vector object. 

Behaviour: This method performs selective subtraction of values from caller and explicit 
operand. Caller is treated as minuend. 
 
Following holds true for all elements in range <0; VEC_LEN-1>: 
 
 IF mask[i] == true THEN 
  temp[i] <- vec[i] –scalarOp 
 ELSE 
  temp[i] <- vec[i] 
 ENDIF 
 

  



3.3.5.5 SUBVA Subtraction with vector and assignment 
Signature: VEC_TYPE & suba (VEC_TYPE const & vectorOp) 

VEC_TYPE & operator-= (VEC_TYPE const & vectorOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: vectorOp: explicit vector operand 

Returns: Reference to caller. 

Behaviour: This method performs in-place subtraction of values from caller and explicit 
operand. Caller is treated as minuend. 
 
Following holds true for all elements in range <0; VEC_LEN-1>: 
 
 vec[i] <- vec[i] –op[i] 
 
When vectorOp aliases caller the result is undefined behaviour. 
 

 

3.3.5.6 MSUBVA - Masked subtraction with vector and assignment 
Signature: VEC_TYPE & suba (MASK_TYPE const & mask, VEC_TYPE const & vectorOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: mask: used for element selection 
vectorOp: explicit vector operand 

Returns: Reference to caller. 

Behaviour: This method performs selective in-place subtraction of values from caller and 
explicit operand. Caller is treated as minuend. 
 
Following holds true for all elements in range <0; VEC_LEN-1>: 
 
 IF mask[i] == true THEN 
  vec[i] <- vec[i] – vectorOp [i] 
 ELSE 
  vec[i] remains unchanged. 
 ENDIF  
 
When vectorOp aliases caller the result is undefined behaviour. 
 

 
  



3.3.5.7 SUBSA - Subtraction with scalar and assignment 
Signature: VEC_TYPE & suba (SCALAR_TYPE scalarOp) 

VEC_TYPE & operator-= (SCALAR_TYPE scalarOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: scalarOp: explicit scalar operand 

Returns: Reference to caller. 

Behaviour: This method performs in-place subtraction of values from caller and explicit 
operand. Caller is treated as minuend. 
 
Following holds true for all elements in range <0; VEC_LEN-1>: 
 
 vec[i] <- vec[i] –scalarOp 
 

 

3.3.5.8 MSUBSA - Masked subtraction with scalar and assignment 
Signature: VEC_TYPE & suba (MASK_TYPE const & mask SCALAR_TYPE scalarOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: mask: used for element selection 
scalarOp: explicit scalar operand 

Returns: Reference to caller. 

Behaviour: This method performs selective in-place subtraction of values from caller and 
explicit operand. Caller is treated as minuend. 
 
Following holds true for all elements in range <0; VEC_LEN-1>: 
 
 IF mask[i] == true THEN 
  vec[i] <- vec[i] –scalarOp 
 ELSE 
  vec[i] remains unchanged 
 ENDIF 
 

 

3.3.5.9 SSUBV - Saturated subtraction with vector 
Signature: VEC_TYPE ssub (VEC_TYPE const & vectorOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: vectorOp: explicit vector operand 

Returns: Temporary vector object. 

Behaviour: This method performs subtraction of values from caller and explicit operand. 
Caller is treated as minuend. 
 
Following holds true for all elements in range <0; VEC_LEN-1>: 
 
 temp[i] <- vec[i] – vectorOp [i] 
 
When vectorOp aliases caller the result is undefined behaviour. 
 

  



3.3.5.10 MSSUBV - Masked saturated subtraction with vector 
Signature: VEC_TYPE ssub (MASK_TYPE const & maskVEC_TYPE const & vectorOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: mask: used for element selection 
op: explicit vector operand 

Returns: Temporary vector object. 

Behaviour: This method performs selective subtraction of values from caller and explicit 
operand. Caller is treated as minuend. 
 
Following holds true for all elements in range <0; VEC_LEN-1>: 
 
 IF mask[i] == true THEN 
  IF vec[i] – vectorOp[i] < min_value(SCALAR_TYPE) THEN 
   temp[i] <- min_value(SCALAR_TYPE) 
  ELSE 
   temp[i] <- vec[i] – vectorOp[i] 
  ENDIF 
 ELSE 
  temp[i] <- vec[i] 
 ENDIF 
 
When vectorOp aliases caller the result is undefined behaviour. 
 

 

3.3.5.11 SSUBS - Saturated subtraction with scalar 
Signature: VEC_TYPE ssub (SCALAR_TYPE scalarOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: scalarOp: explicit scalar operand 

Returns: Temporary vector object. 

Behaviour: This method performs saturated subtraction of values from caller and explicit 
operand. Caller is treated as minuend. 
 
Following holds true for all elements in range <0; VEC_LEN-1>: 
 
 IF vec[i] – scalarOp > min_value(SCALAR_TYPE) THEN 
  temp[i] <- vec[i] - scalarOp  
 ELSE 
  temp[i] <- min_value(SCALAR_TYPE) 
 ENDIF 
 

  



3.3.5.12 MSSUBS - Masked saturated subtraction with scalar 
Signature: VEC_TYPE ssub (MASK_TYPE const & mask, SCALAR_TYPE scalarOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: mask: used for element selection 
scalarOp: explicit scalar operand 

Returns: Temporary vector object. 

Behaviour: This method performs masked saturated subtraction of values from caller and 
explicit operand. Caller is treated as minuend. 
 
Following holds true for all elements in range <0; VEC_LEN-1>: 
 
 IF mask[i] == true THEN 
  IF vec[i] – scalarOp > min_value(SCALAR_TYPE) THEN 
   temp[i] <- vec[i] - scalarOp  
  ELSE 
   temp[i] <- min_value(SCALAR_TYPE) 
  ENDIF 
 ELSE 
  temp[i] <- vec[i] 
 ENDIF 
 

 

3.3.5.13 SSUBVA - Saturated subtraction with vector and assignment 
Signature: VEC_TYPE & ssuba (VEC_TYPE const & vectorOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: vectorOp: explicit vector operand 

Returns: Reference to caller object 

Behaviour: This method performs in-place saturated subtraction of values from caller and 
explicit operand. Caller is treated as minuend. 
 
Following holds true for all elements in range <0; VEC_LEN-1>: 
 
 IF vec[i] – op[i] > min_value(SCALAR_TYPE) THEN 
  vec[i] <- vec[i] – op[i] 
 ELSE 
  vec[i] < min_value(SCALAR_TYPE) 
 ENDIF 
 
When vectorOp aliases caller the result is undefined behaviour. 
 

  



3.3.5.14 MSSUBVA - Masked saturated subtraction with vector and assignment 
Signature: VEC_TYPE & ssuba (MASK_TYPE const & mask, VEC_TYPE const & vectorOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: mask: used for element selection 
vectorOp: explicit vector operand 

Returns: Reference to caller object 

Behaviour: This method performs in-place saturated subtraction of values from caller and 
explicit operand. Caller is treated as minuend. 
 
Following holds true for all elements in range <0; VEC_LEN-1>: 
 
 IF mask[i] == true THEN 
  IF vec[i] – op[i] > min_value(SCALAR_TYPE) THEN 
   vec[i] <- vec[i] – op[i] 
  ELSE 
   vec[i] < min_value(SCALAR_TYPE) 
  ENDIF 
 ELSE 
  vec[i] remains unchanged 
 ENDIF 
 
When vectorOp aliases caller the result is undefined behaviour. 
 

 

3.3.5.15 SSUBSA - Saturated subtraction with scalar and assignment 
Signature: VEC_TYPE & ssuba (SCALAR_TYPE scalarOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: scalarOp: explicit scalar operand 

Returns: Reference to caller object 

Behaviour: This method performs in-place saturated subtraction of values from caller and 
explicit operand. Caller is treated as minuend. 
 
Following holds true for all elements in range <0; VEC_LEN-1>: 
 
 IF vec[i] – scalarOp > min_value(SCALAR_TYPE) THEN 
  vec[i] <- vec[i] – scalarOp 
 ELSE 
  vec[i] < min_value(SCALAR_TYPE) 
 ENDIF 
 

  



3.3.5.16 MSSUBSA - Masked saturated subtraction with scalar and assignment 
Signature: VEC_TYPE & ssuba (MASK_TYPE const & mask, SCALAR_TYPE scalarOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: mask: used for element selection 
scalarOp: explicit scalar operand 

Returns: Reference to caller object 

Behaviour: This method performs in-placemasked saturated subtraction of values from 
caller and explicit operand. Caller is treated as minuend. 
 
Following holds true for all elements in range <0; VEC_LEN-1>: 
 
 IF mask[i] == true THEN 
  IF vec[i] – scalarOp > min_value(SCALAR_TYPE) THEN 
   vec[i] <- vec[i] – scalarOp 
  ELSE 
   vec[i] < min_value(SCALAR_TYPE) 
  ENDIF 
 ELSE 
  vec[i] remains unchanged 
 ENDIF 
 

 

3.3.5.17 SUBFROMV - Subtraction from vector with vector 
Signature: VEC_TYPE subfrom (VEC_TYPE const & vectorOp)  

Performance: - 

Parameters: vectorOp: explicit vector operand 

Returns: Temporary vector object. 

Behaviour: This method performs subtraction of values from caller and explicit operand. 
Caller is treated as subtrahend. 
 
Following holds true for all elements in range <0; VEC_LEN-1>: 
 
 temp[i] <- vectorOp [i] - vec[i] 
 

  



3.3.5.18 MSUBFROMV - Masked subtraction from vector with vector 
Signature: VEC_TYPE subfrom (MASK_TYPE const & mask, VEC_TYPE const & vectorOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: mask: used for element selection 
vectorOp: explicit vector operand 

Returns: Temporary vector object. 

Behaviour: This method performs masked subtraction of values from caller and explicit 
operand. Caller is treated as subtrahend. 
 
Following holds true for all elements in range <0; VEC_LEN-1>: 
 
 IF mask[i] == true THEN 
  temp[i] <- op[i] - vec[i] 
 ELSE 
  temp[i] <- op[i] 
 ENDIF 
 

 

3.3.5.19 SUBFROMS - Subtraction from scalar with vector 
Signature: VEC_TYPE subfrom (SCALAR_TYPE scalarOp)  

VEC_TYPE operator- (SCALAR_TYPE scalarOp, VEC_TYPE & vectorOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: scalarOp: explicit vector operand 
vectorOp: RHS vector operand 

Returns: Temporary vector object. 

Behaviour: This method performs subtraction of values from caller (as this or as RHS 
operand) and explicit operand. Caller is treated as subtrahend. 
 
Following holds true for all elements in range <0; VEC_LEN-1>: 
 
 temp[i] <- op[i] - vec[i] 
 

  



3.3.5.20 MSUBFROMS - Masked subtraction from scalar with vector 
Signature: VEC_TYPE subfrom (MASK_TYPE const & mask, SCALAR_TYPE scalarOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: mask: used for element selection 
scalarOp: explicit scalar operand 

Returns: Temporary vector object. 

Behaviour: This method performs masked subtraction of values from caller and explicit 
operand. Caller is treated as subtrahend. 
 
Following holds true for all elements in range <0; VEC_LEN-1>: 
 
 IF mask[i] == true THEN 
  temp[i] <- scalarOp - vec[i] 
 ELSE 
  temp[i] <- scalarOp 
 ENDIF 
 

 

3.3.5.21 SUBFROMVA - Subtraction from vector with vector and assignment 
Signature: VEC_TYPE & subfroma (VEC_TYPE const & vectorOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: vectorOp: explicit vector operand 

Returns: Reference to caller. 

Behaviour: This method performs subtraction of values from caller and explicit operand. 
Caller is treated as subtrahend. Result is stored in caller. 
 
Following holds true for all elements in range <0; VEC_LEN-1>: 
 
 vec[i] <- vectorOp[i]- vec[i] 
 

  



3.3.5.22 MSUBFROMVA - Masked subtraction from vector with vector and 
assignment 

Signature: VEC_TYPE & subfroma ( 
 MASK_TYPE const & mask,  
 VEC_TYPE const & vectorOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: mask: used for element selection 
vectorOp: explicit vector operand 

Returns: Reference to caller. 

Behaviour: This method performs subtraction of values from caller and explicit operand. 
Caller is treated as subtrahend. Result is stored in caller. 
 
Following holds true for all elements in range <0; VEC_LEN-1>: 
 
 IF mask[i] == true THEN 
  vec[i] <- op[i]- vec[i] 
 ELSE 
  vec[i] <- op[i] 
 ENDIF 
 

 

3.3.5.23 SUBFROMSA - Subtraction from scalar with vector and assignment 
Signature: VEC_TYPE & subfroma (SCALAR_TYPE scalarOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: scalarOp: explicit scalar operand 

Returns: Reference to caller. 

Behaviour: This method performs subtraction of values from caller and explicit operand. 
Caller is treated as subtrahend. Result is stored in caller. 
 
Following holds true for all elements in range <0; VEC_LEN-1>: 
 
 vec[i] <- scalarOp - vec[i] 
 

  



3.3.5.24 MSUBFROMSA - Masked subtraction from scalar with vector and 
assignment 

Signature: VEC_TYPE & subfroma ( 
  MASK_TYPE const & mask,  
  SCALAR_TYPE scalarOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: mask: used for element selection 
scalarOp: explicit scalar operand 

Returns: Reference to caller. 

Behaviour: This method performs subtraction of values from caller and explicit operand. 
Caller is treated as subtrahend. Result is stored in caller. 
 
Following holds true for all elements in range <0; VEC_LEN-1>: 
 
 IF mask[i] == true THEN 
  vec[i] <- scalarOp- vec[i] 
 ELSE 
  vec[i] <- scalarOp 
 ENDIF 
 

 

3.3.5.25 POSTDEC - Postfix decrement 
Signature: VEC_TYPE postdec () 

VEC_TYPE operator—(int) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: - 

Returns: Temporary vector object. 

Behaviour: This method performs postfix decrementation of value in caller. Returns copy 
of original vector. 
 
Following holds true for all elements in range <0; VEC_LEN-1>: 
 
 temp[i] <- vec[i] 
 vec[i]<- vec[i] - 1 
 

  



3.3.5.26 MPOSTDEC - Masked postfix decrement 
Signature: VEC_TYPE postdec (MASK_TYPE const & mask) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: mask: used for element selection 

Returns: Temporary vector object. 

Behaviour: This method performs selective postfix decrementation of value in caller. 
Returns copy of original vector. 
 
Following holds true for all elements in range <0; VEC_LEN-1>: 
 
 temp[i] <- vec[i] 
 IF mask[i] == true THEN 
  vec[i]<- vec[i] - 1 
 ELSE 
  vec[i] remains unchanged 
 ENDIF 
 

 

3.3.5.27 PREFDEC - Prefix decrement 
Signature: VEC_TYPE prefdec () 

VEC_TYPE operator—() 

Performance: - 

Parameters: - 

Returns: Temporary vector object. 

Behaviour: This method performs prefix decrementation of value in caller. Returns copy of 
modified vector. 
 
Following holds true for all elements in range <0; VEC_LEN-1>: 
 
 temp[i] <- vec[i] - 1 
 vec[i]<- vec[i] - 1 
 

  



3.3.5.28 MPREFDEC - Masked prefix decrement 
Signature: VEC_TYPE prefdec (MASK_TYPE const & mask) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: mask: used for element selection 

Returns: Temporary vector object. 

Behaviour: This method performs selective prefix decrementation of value in caller. 
Returns copy of original vector. 
 
Following holds true for all elements in range <0; VEC_LEN-1>: 
 
 IF mask[i] == true THEN 
  temp[i] <- vec[i] - 1 
  vec[i]<- vec[i] - 1 
 ELSE 
  temp[i] <- vec[i] 
  vec[i] remains unchanged 
 ENDIF 
 

  



 Multiplication operations 3.3.6

This subchapter describes variations of multiplication (MUL) operation, with caller as implicit 
operand.  

3.3.6.1 MULV - Multiplication with vector 
Signature: VEC_TYPE mul (VEC_TYPE const & vectorOp) 

VEC_TYPE operator* (VEC_TYPE const & vectorOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: vectorOp: explicit vector operand 

Returns: Temporary vector object. 

Behaviour: This method performs multiplication of values from caller and explicit operand.  
 
Following holds true for all elements in range <0; VEC_LEN-1>: 
 
 temp[i] <- vec[i] * vectorOp [i] 
 

 

3.3.6.2 MMULV - Masked multiplication with vector 
Signature: VEC_TYPE mul (MASK_TYPE const & mask, VEC_TYPE const & vectorOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: mask: used for element selection 
vectorOp: explicit vector operand 

Returns: Temporary vector object. 

Behaviour: This method performs selective multiplication of values from caller and explicit 
operand.  
 
Following holds true for all elements in range <0; VEC_LEN-1>: 
 
 IF mask[i] == true THEN 
  temp[i] <- vec[i] * op[i] 
 ELSE 
  temp[i] <- vec[i] 
 ENDIF 
 

  



3.3.6.3 MULS - Multiplication with scalar 
Signature: VEC_TYPE mul (SCALAR_TYPE scalarOp) 

VEC_TYPE operator* (SCALAR_TYPE scalarOp) 
VEC_TYPE operator* (SCALAR_TYPE scalarOp, VEC_TYPE const & vectorOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: scalarOp: explicit scalar operand 
vectorOp: RHS explicit vector operand 

Returns: Temporary vector object. 

Behaviour: This method performs multiplication of values from caller (either this or 
vectorOp) and explicit operand.  
 
Following holds true for all elements in range <0; VEC_LEN-1>: 
 
 temp[i] <- vec[i] * scalarOp 
 

 

3.3.6.4 MMULS - Masked multiplication with scalar 
Signature: VEC_TYPE mul (MASK_TYPE const & mask, SCALAR_TYPE scalarOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: mask: used for element selection 
scalarOp: explicit scalar operand 

Returns: Temporary vector object. 

Behaviour: This method performs selective multiplication of values from caller and explicit 
operand.  
 
Following holds true for all elements in range <0; VEC_LEN-1>: 
 
 IF mask[i] == true THEN 
  temp[i] <- vec[i] * scalarOp 
 ELSE 
  temp[i] <- vec[i] 
 ENDIF 
 

 

3.3.6.5 MULVA - Multiplication with vector and assignment 
Signature: VEC_TYPE & mula (VEC_TYPE const & vectorOp) 

VEC_TYPE & operator* (VEC_TYPE const & vectorOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: vectorOp: explicit vector operand 

Returns: Reference to caller. 

Behaviour: This method performs in-place multiplication of values from caller and explicit 
operand.  
 
Following holds true for all elements in range <0; VEC_LEN-1>: 
 
 vec[i] <- vec[i] * vectorOp [i] 
 

  



3.3.6.6 MMULVA - Masked multiplication with vector and assignment 
Signature: VEC_TYPE & mula (MASK_TYPE const & mask, VEC_TYPE const & op) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: mask: used for element selection 
vectorOp: explicit vector operand 

Returns: Reference to caller. 

Behaviour: This method performs selective in-place multiplication of values from caller 
and explicit operand.  
 
Following holds true for all elements in range <0; VEC_LEN-1>: 
 
 IF mask[i] == true THEN 
  vec[i] <- vec[i] * op[i] 
 ELSE 
  vec[i] remains unchanged. 
 ENDIF 
 

 

3.3.6.7 MULSA - Multiplication with scalar and assignment 
Signature: VEC_TYPE & mula (SCALAR_TYPE scalarOp) 

VEC_TYPE & operator*= (SCALAR_TYPE scalarOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: scalarOp: explicit scalar operand 

Returns: Reference to caller. 

Behaviour: This method performs in-place multiplication of values from caller and explicit 
operand.  
 
Following holds true for all elements in range <0; VEC_LEN-1>: 
 
 vec[i] <- vec[i] * scalarOp 
 

  



3.3.6.8 MMULSA - Masked multiplication with scalar and assignment 
Signature: VEC_TYPE & mula (MASK_TYPE const & mask SCALAR_TYPE scalarOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: mask: used for element selection 
scalarOp: explicit scalar operand 

Returns: Reference to caller. 

Behaviour: This method performs selective in-place multiplication of values from caller 
and explicit operand. 
 
Following holds true for all elements in range <0; VEC_LEN-1>: 
 
 IF mask[i] == true THEN 
  vec[i] <- vec[i] * scalarOp 
 ELSE 
  vec[i] remains unchanged 
 ENDIF 
 

  



 Division operations 3.3.7

 
This subchapter describes variations of following operations: 

13) DIV – division with caller as implicit divident (LHS) operand 
14) REC – reciprocal; division with caller as implicit divisor (RHS) operand 

 

3.3.7.1 DIVV - Division with vector 
Signature: VEC_TYPE div (VEC_TYPE const & vectorOp) 

VEC_TYPE operator/ (VEC_TYPE const & vectorOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: vectorOp: explicit vector operand 

Returns: Temporary vector object. 

Behaviour: This method performs division of values from caller and explicit operand. 
Caller is treated as dividend. 
 
Following holds true for all elements in range <0; VEC_LEN-1>: 
 
 temp[i] <- vec[i] / vectorOp[i] 
 

 

3.3.7.2 MDIVV - Masked division with vector 
Signature: VEC_TYPE div (MASK_TYPE const & mask, VEC_TYPE const & vectorOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: mask: used for element selection 
vectorOp: explicit vector operand 

Returns: Temporary vector object. 

Behaviour: This method performs selective multiplication of values from caller and explicit 
operand. Caller is treated as dividend. 
 
Following holds true for all elements in range <0; VEC_LEN-1>: 
 
 IF mask[i] == true THEN 
  temp[i] <- vec[i] / vectorOp[i] 
 ELSE 
  temp[i] <- vec[i] 
 ENDIF 
 

  



3.3.7.3 DIVS - Division with scalar 
Signature: VEC_TYPE div (SCALAR_TYPE scalarOp) 

VEC_TYPE operator/ (SCALAR_TYPE scalarOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: scalarOp: explicit scalar operand 

Returns: Temporary vector object. 

Behaviour: This method performs division of values from caller and explicit operand. 
Caller is treated as dividend. 
 
Following holds true for all elements in range <0; VEC_LEN-1>: 
 
 temp[i] <- vec[i] / scalarOp 
 

 

3.3.7.4 MDIVS - Masked division with scalar 
Signature: VEC_TYPE div (MASK_TYPE const & mask, SCALAR_TYPE scalarOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: mask: used for element selection 
scalarOp: explicit scalar operand 

Returns: Temporary vector object. 

Behaviour: This method performs selective division of values from caller and explicit 
operand. Caller is treated as dividend. 
 
Following holds true for all elements in range <0; VEC_LEN-1>: 
 
 IF mask[i] == true THEN 
  temp[i] <- vec[i] / scalarOp 
 ELSE 
  temp[i] <- vec[i] 
 ENDIF 
 

 

3.3.7.5 DIVVA - Division with vector and assign 
Signature: VEC_TYPE & diva (VEC_TYPE const & op) 

VEC_TYPE & operator/= (VEC_TYPE const & op) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: vectorOp: explicit vector operand 

Returns: Reference to caller. 

Behaviour: This method performs in-place division of values from caller and explicit 
operand. Caller is treated as dividend. 
 
Following holds true for all elements in range <0; VEC_LEN-1>: 
 
 vec[i] <- vec[i] / vectorOp[i] 
 

  



3.3.7.6 MDIVVA - Masked Division with vector and assign 
Signature: VEC_TYPE & diva (MASK_TYPE const & mask, VEC_TYPE const & vectorOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: mask: used for element selection 
vectorOp: explicit vector operand 

Returns: Reference to caller. 

Behaviour: This method performs selective in-place division of values from caller and 
explicit operand. Caller is treated as dividend. 
 
Following holds true for all elements in range <0; VEC_LEN-1>: 
 
 IF mask[i] == true THEN 
  vec[i] <- vec[i] / vectorOp [i] 
 ELSE 
  vec[i] remains unchanged. 
 ENDIF 
 

 

3.3.7.7 DIVSA - Division with scalar and assignment 
Signature: VEC_TYPE & diva (SCALAR_TYPE scalarOp) 

VEC_TYPE & operator/= (SCALAR_TYPE scalarOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: scalarOp: explicit scalar operand 

Returns: Reference to caller. 

Behaviour: This method performs in-place division of values from caller and explicit 
operand. Caller is treated as dividend. 
 
Following holds true for all elements in range <0; VEC_LEN-1>: 
 
 vec[i] <- vec[i] / scalarOp 
 

  



3.3.7.8 MDIVSA - Masked division with scalar and assignment 
Signature: VEC_TYPE & diva (MASK_TYPE const & mask SCALAR_TYPE scalarOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: mask: used for element selection 
scalarOp: explicit scalar operand 

Returns: Reference to caller. 

Behaviour: This method performs selective in-place division of values from caller and 
explicit operand. 
 
Following holds true for all elements in range <0; VEC_LEN-1>: 
 
 IF mask[i] == true THEN 
  vec[i] <- vec[i] / scalarOp 
 ELSE 
  vec[i] remains unchanged 
 ENDIF 
 
1*If scalarOp is equal to 0, operation is undefined behaviour 
 

 

3.3.7.9 RCP - Reciprocal 
Signature: VEC_TYPE rcp () 

Performance: - 

Parameters: - 

Returns: Temporary vector object. 

Behaviour: This method performs approximate reciprocal of values from caller.  
 
Following holds true for all elements in range <0; VEC_LEN-1>: 
 
 temp[i] <- 1 / vec[i] 
 
*If any of elements of caller is equal to 0, operation has undefined behaviour.  
 

  

                                                           
1
 For floating point operations rules are as described in IEEE754 standard. 



3.3.7.10 MRCP - Masked reciprocal 
Signature: VEC_TYPE rec (MASK_TYPE const & mask) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: mask: used for element selection 

Returns: Temporary vector object. 

Behaviour: This method performs masked approximate reciprocal of values from caller. 
 
Following holds true for all elements in range <0; VEC_LEN-1>: 
 
 IF mask[i] == true THEN 
  temp[i] <- 1 / vec[i] 
 ELSE 
  temp[i] <- vec[i] 
 ENDIF 
 
*If any of elements having mask[] == true is 0, operation has undefined 
behavior. 
 

 

3.3.7.11 RCPS - Reciprocal with scalar 
Signature: VEC_TYPE rec (SCALAR_TYPE scalarOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: scalarOp: explicit scalar operand 

Returns: Temporary vector object. 

Behaviour: This method performs division of values from caller and explicit operand. 
Caller is treated as divisor. 
 
Following holds true for all elements in range <0; VEC_LEN-1>: 
 
 temp[i] <- scalarOp / vec[i] 
 
*If any of elements of caller is equal to 0, the operation has undefined 
behaviour. 
 

  



3.3.7.12 MRCPS - Masked reciprocal with scalar 
Signature: VEC_TYPE rec (MASK_TYPE const & mask, SCALAR_TYPE scalarOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: mask: used for element selection. 
scalarOp: explicit vector operand 

Returns: Temporary vector object. 

Behaviour: This method performs selective division of values from caller and explicit 
operand. Caller is treated as divisor. 
 
Following holds true for all elements in range <0; VEC_LEN-1>: 
 
 IF mask[i] == true THEN 
  temp[i] <- scalarOp / vec[i] 
 ELSE 
  temp[i] <- vec[i] 
 ENDIF 
 
*If any of elements of caller having mask[] == true has value equal to 0, the 
operation Is undefined behaviour. 
 

 

3.3.7.13 RCPA - Reciprocal and assign 
Signature: VEC_TYPE & reca () 

Performance: - 

Parameters: - 

Returns: Reference to caller. 

Behaviour: This method performs in-place reciprocal of values in caller. Caller is treated as 
divisor. 
 
Following holds true for all elements in range <0; VEC_LEN-1>: 
 
 vec[i] <- 1 / vec[i] 
 
*If any element in caller is equal to 0, result is undefined behaviour. 
 

  



3.3.7.14 MRCPA - Masked reciprocal and assign 
Signature: VEC_TYPE & reca (MASK_TYPE const & mask) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: mask: used for element selection 

Returns: Reference to caller. 

Behaviour: This method performs masked approximate reciprocal of values from caller. 
 
Following holds true for all elements in range <0; VEC_LEN-1>: 
 
 IF mask[i] == true THEN 
  temp[i] <- 1 / vec[i] 
 ELSE 
  temp[i] <- vec[i] 
 ENDIF 
 
*If any of caller elements having mask[] == true is 0, operation has undefined 
behavior. 
 

 

3.3.7.15 RCPSA - Reciprocal with scalar and Assign 
Signature: VEC_TYPE & reca (SCALAR_TYPE scalarOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: scalarOp: explicit scalar operand  

Returns: Reference to caller. 

Behaviour: This method performs in-place division of scalarOp and values in caller. Caller 
is treated as divisor. 
 
Following holds true for all elements in range <0; VEC_LEN-1>: 
 
 vec[i] <- scalarOp / vec[i] 
 
*If any element in caller is equal to 0, result is undefined behaviour. 
 

  



3.3.7.16 MRCPSA - Masked reciprocal with scalar and assign 
Signature: VEC_TYPE & reca ( 

 MASK_TYPE const & mask,  
 SCALAR_TYPE scalarOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: mask: used for element selection 
scalarOp: explicit scalar operand 
 

Returns: Reference to caller. 

Behaviour: This method performs masked approximate reciprocal of values from caller. 
 
Following holds true for all elements in range <0; VEC_LEN-1>: 
 
 IF mask[i] == true THEN 
  temp[i] <- 1 / vec[i] 
 ELSE 
  temp[i] <- vec[i] 
 ENDIF 
 
*If any of caller elements having mask[] == true is 0, operation has undefined 
behavior. 
 

  



 Comparison operations 3.3.8

 
This subchapter describes arithmetic comparison operations permitted on SIMD vectors. These 
operations are: 

15) isEqual – true when corresponding values are equal 
16) IsNotEqual – true when corresponding values are different 
17) isGreater – true if implicit operand values are greater than values of explicit operand 
18) IsGreaterEqual – true if implicit operand values are greater than or equal to values of 

explicit operand 
19) IsLesser – true when implicit operand values are lesser than values of explicit operand 
20) IsLesserEqual – true when implicit operand values are lesser than or equal to values of 

explicit operand 
 

3.3.8.1 CMPEQV - ‘Equal’ with vector 
Signature: MASK_TYPE cmpeq (VEC_TYPE const & vectorOp) 

MASK_TYPE operator== (VEC_TYPE const & vectorOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: vectorOp: explicit vector operand  

Returns: Temporary mask object. 

Behaviour: This function performs element-wise comparison of elements in explicit 
operand and caller. Resultant value is true if values are exact. 
 
Following holds true for all elements in range <0; VEC_LEN-1>: 
 
 IF vec[i] == op[i] THEN 
  mask[i] <- true 
 ELSE 
  mask[i] <- false 
 ENDIF 
 

  



3.3.8.2 CMPEQS - ‘Equal’ with scalar 
Signature: MASK_TYPE cmpeq (SCALAR_TYPE scalarOp) 

MASK_TYPE operator== (SCALAR_TYPE scalarOp) 
MASK_TYPE operator== (SCALAR_TYPE scalarOp, VEC_TYPE const & vectorOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: scalarOp: explicit scalar operand  
vectorOp: explicit RHS vector operand 

Returns: Temporary mask object. 

Behaviour: This function performs element-wise comparison of elements caller with value 
of explicit operand. Resultant value is true if values are exact. 
 
Following holds true for all elements in range <0; VEC_LEN-1>: 
 
 IF vec[i] == scalarOp THEN 
  mask[i] <- true 
 ELSE 
  mask[i] <- false 
 ENDIF 
 

3.3.8.3 CMPNEV - ‘Not Equal’ with vector 
Signature: MASK_TYPE cmpne (VEC_TYPE const & op) 

MASK_TYPE operator!= (VEC_TYPE const & op)  

Performance: - 

Parameters: vectorOp: explicit vector operand  

Returns: Temporary mask object. 

Behaviour: This function performs element-wise comparison of elements in explicit 
operand and caller. Resultant value is true if values are different. 
 
Following holds true for all elements in range <0; VEC_LEN-1>: 
 
 IF vec[i] != op[i] THEN 
  mask[i] <- true 
 ELSE 
  mask[i] <- false 
 ENDIF 
 

  



3.3.8.4 CMPNES - ‘Not Equal’ with scalar 
Signature: MASK_TYPE cmpne (SCALAR_TYPE scalarOp) 

MASK_TYPE operator!= (SCALAR_TYPE scalarOp) 
MASK_TYPE operator!= (SCALAR_TYPE scalarOp, VEC_TYPE const & vectorOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: scalarOp: explicit scalar operand  
vectorOp: explicit RHS vector operand 

Returns: Temporary mask object. 

Behaviour: This function performs element-wise comparison of elements caller with value 
of explicit operand. Resultant value is true if values are different. 
 
Following holds true for all elements in range <0; VEC_LEN-1>: 
 
 IF vec[i] != scalarOp THEN 
  mask[i] <- true 
 ELSE 
  mask[i] <- false 
 ENDIF 
 

 

3.3.8.5 CMPGTV - ‘Greater Than’ with vector 
Signature: MASK_TYPE cmpgt (VEC_TYPE const & op) 

MASK_TYPE operator> (VEC_TYPE const & op) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: vectorOp: explicit vector operand  

Returns: Temporary mask object. 

Behaviour: This function performs element-wise comparison of elements in explicit 
operand and caller. Resultant value is true if value in caller is greater than 
value in explicit operand. 
 
Following holds true for all elements in range <0; VEC_LEN-1>: 
 
 IF vec[i] > op[i] THEN 
  mask[i] <- true 
 ELSE 
  mask[i] <- false 
 ENDIF 
 

  



3.3.8.6 CMPGTS - ‘Greater Than’ with scalar 
Signature: MASK_TYPE cmpgt (SCALAR_TYPE scalarOp)  

MASK_TYPE operator> (SCALAR_TYPE const & scalarOp)  
MASK_TYPE operator< (SCALAR_TYPE scalarOp, VEC_TYPE const & vectorOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: scalarOp: explicit scalar operand  
vectorOp: explicit RHS vector operand 

Returns: Temporary mask object. 

Behaviour: This function performs element-wise comparison of elements caller with value 
of explicit operand. Resultant value is true if value in caller is greater than 
value of explicit operand. 
 
Following holds true for all elements in range <0; VEC_LEN-1>: 
 
 IF vec[i] > scalarOp THEN 
  mask[i] <- true 
 ELSE 
  mask[i] <- false 
 ENDIF 
 

 

3.3.8.7 CMPLTV - ‘Lesser Than’ with vector 
Signature: MASK_TYPE cmplt (VEC_TYPE const & vectorOp) 

MASK_TYPE operator< (VEC_TYPE const & vectorOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: vectorOp: explicit vector operand  

Returns: Temporary mask object. 

Behaviour: This function performs element-wise comparison of elements in explicit 
operand and caller. Resultant value is true if value in caller is smaller than 
value in explicit operand. 
 
Following holds true for all elements in range <0; VEC_LEN-1>: 
 
 IF vec[i] < op[i] THEN 
  mask[i] <- true 
 ELSE 
  mask[i] <- false 
 ENDIF 
 

  



3.3.8.8 CMPLTS - ‘Lesser Than’ with scalar 
Signature: MASK_TYPE cmplt (SCALAR_TYPE scalarOp)  

MASK_TYPE operator< (SCALAR_TYPE scalarOp)  
MASK_TYPE operator> (SCALAR_TYPE scalarOp, VEC_TYPE const & vectorOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: scalarOp: explicit scalar operand  
vectorOp: explicit RHS vector operand 

Returns: Temporary mask object. 

Behaviour: This function performs element-wise comparison of elements caller with value 
of explicit operand. Resultant value is true if value in caller is smaller than 
value of explicit operand. 
 
Following holds true for all elements in range <0; VEC_LEN-1>: 
 
 IF vec[i] < scalarOp THEN 
  mask[i] <- true 
 ELSE 
  mask[i] <- false 
 ENDIF 
 

  



3.3.8.9 CMPGEV – ‘Greater than or Equal to’ with vector 
Signature: MASK_TYPE cmpge (VEC_TYPE const & vectorOp) 

MASK_TYPE operator>= (VEC_TYPE const & vectorOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: vectorOp: explicit vector operand  

Returns: Temporary mask object. 

Behaviour: This function performs element-wise comparison of elements in explicit 
operand and caller. Resultant value is true if value in caller is greater than or 
equal to value in explicit operand. 
 
Following holds true for all elements in range <0; VEC_LEN-1>: 
 
 IF vec[i] >= vectorOp[i] THEN 
  mask[i] <- true 
 ELSE 
  Mask[i] <- false 
 ENDIF 
 

 

3.3.8.10 CMPGES - ‘Greater than or Equal to’ with scalar 
Signature: MASK_TYPE cmpge (SCALAR_TYPE scalarOp) 

MASK_TYPE operator>= (SCALAR_TYPE scalarOp) 
MASK_TYPE operator<= (SCALAR_TYPE scalarOp, VEC_TYPE const & vectorOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: scalarOp: explicit scalar operand  
vectorOp: expliciti RHS vector operand 

Returns: Temporary mask object. 

Behaviour: This function performs element-wise comparison of elements caller with value 
of explicit operand. Resultant value is true if value in caller is greater than or 
equal to value of explicit operand. 
 
Following holds true for all elements in range <0; VEC_LEN-1>: 
 
 IF vec[i] >= scalarOp THEN 
  mask[i] <- true 
 ELSE 
  mask[i] <- false 
 ENDIF 
 

  



3.3.8.11 CMPLEV - ‘Lesser than or equal to’ with vector 
Signature: MASK_TYPE cmple (VEC_TYPE const & vectorOp) 

MASK_TYPE operator<= (VEC_TYPE const & vectorOp)  

Performance: - 

Parameters: vectorOp: explicit vector operand  

Returns: Temporary mask object. 

Behaviour: This function performs element-wise comparison of elements in explicit 
operand and caller. Resultant value is true if value in caller is smaller than or 
equal to value in explicit operand. 
 
Following holds true for all elements in range <0; VEC_LEN-1>: 
 
 IF vec[i] <= op[i] THEN 
  mask[i] <- true 
 ELSE 
  mask[i] <- false 
 ENDIF 
 

 

3.3.8.12 CMPLES - ‘Lesser than or equal to’ with scalar 
Signature: MASK_TYPE cmple (SCALAR_TYPE scalarOp) 

MASK_TYPE operator<= (SCALAR_TYPE scalarOp) 
MASK_TYPE operator>= (SCALAR_TYPE scalarOp, VEC_TYPE const & vectorOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: scalarOp: explicit scalar operand  

Returns: Temporary mask object. 

Behaviour: This function performs element-wise comparison of elements in explicit 
operand and caller. Resultant value is true if value in caller is lesser than or 
equal to value in explicit operand. 
 
Following holds true for all elements in range <0; VEC_LEN-1>: 
 
 IF vec[i] <= scalarOp THEN 
  mask[i] <- true 
 ELSE 
  mask[i] <- false 
 ENDIF 
 

  



3.3.8.13 CMPEV – Vectors are exact 

 

Signature: bool cmpe (VEC_TYPE const & vectorOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: vectorOp: explicit vector operand  

Returns: Boolean value  

Behaviour: This function performs element-wise comparison of elements in explicit 
operand and caller. Resultant value is true when all elements are exact. For 
floating point operations values should be bite-exact. 
 
Following holds true for all elements in range <0; VEC_LEN-1>: 
 
 
 temp = TRUE 
  FOR index IN 0:VEC_LEN-1 
  IF vec[i] != vectorOp[i] THEN 
   temp <- false 
  ENDIF 
 ENDFOR 
 

 

3.3.8.14 CMPES – All elements of vector are equal to scalar 

 

Signature: bool cmpe (SCALAR_TYPE scalarOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: scalarOp: explicit scalar operand  

Returns: Boolean value  

Behaviour: This function performs element-wise comparison of explicit operand and 
elements in caller. Resultant value is true when all elements are exact. For 
floating point operations values should be bite-exact. 
 
Following holds true for all elements in range <0; VEC_LEN-1>: 
 
 
 temp = TRUE 
  FOR index IN 0:VEC_LEN-1 
  IF vec[i] != vectorOp THEN 
   temp <- false 
  ENDIF 
 ENDFOR 
 

  



3.3.8.15 UNIQUE – Test if any value is repeated in a vector 

 

Signature: bool unique() 

Performance: - 

Parameters: -  

Returns: Boolean value  

Behaviour: This function checks if any two values of a vector are exact. 
 
Following holds true for all elements in range <0; VEC_LEN-1>: 
 
 retval = false 
  FOR index1 IN 0:VEC_LEN-1 
  FOR index2 IN 0:index1-1 
   IF vec[index1] == vec[index2] THEN 
    retval <- true 
   ENDIF 
  ENDFOR 
 ENDFOR 

 
 

  



 Blend operations 3.3.9

Blend operations are used for mixing content of two vectors. Blend operations behave similarly 
to ASSIGN operations but do not modify source SIMD object, creating a new object instead.  

 

3.3.9.1 BLENDV - Blend with vector 
Signature: VEC_TYPE blend (MASK_TYPE const & mask, VEC_TYPE const & vectorOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: mask – mask used for element selection 
vectorOP explicit vector operand 

Returns: Temporary vector object 

Behaviour: Following holds true for all elements in range <0; VEC_LEN-1>: 
 
 IF mask[i] == true THEN 
  temp[i] <- vec[i] 
 ELSE 
  temp[i] <- vectorOp[i]  
 ENDIF 
 

 

3.3.9.2 BLENDS - Blend with scalar 
Signature: VEC_TYPE blend (MASK_TYPE const & mask, SCALAR_TYPE scalarOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: mask – mask used for element selection 
scalarOP explicit scalar operand 

Returns: Temporary vector object 

Behaviour: Following holds true for all elements in range <0; VEC_LEN-1>: 
 
 IF mask[i] == true THEN 
  temp[i] <- vec[i] 
 ELSE 
  temp[i] <- scalarOp 
 ENDIF 
 

  



 Swizzle operations 3.3.10

 
This subchapter describes swizzle (permutation) operations: 
 

Swizzle: TO BE DONE. Swizzle require strict and compact way of representing swizzle pattern. 
Implementing this without variadic templates will either be very complex or inefficient 

  



 Reduction to scalar operations 3.3.11

TODO: think about naming convention. There is already hadd in x86. Using ‘horizontal’ might be 
confusing. Maybe ‘reduce’ would be a better name? 
This subchapter describes reduction operations, that is, operations mapping vector type into a scalar 
type. Supported operations are: 

21) Horizontal addition – sum of elements of a vector 
22) Horizontal multiplication – product of elements of a vector 

3.3.11.1 HADD - Horizontal addition 
Signature: SCALAR_TYPE hadd () 

Performance: - 

Parameters: - 

Returns: Temporary scalar 

Behaviour: This function returns horizontal reduction by addition of values in caller. 
 
Following relation holds: 
   
 temp = 0 
  FOR index IN 0:VEC_LEN-1 
  temp <- temp + vec[index]  
 ENDFOR 
 

 

3.3.11.2 MHADD - Masked horizontal addition 
Signature: SCALAR_TYPE hadd (MASK_TYPE const & mask) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: Mask: mask used for element selection 

Returns: Temporary scalar 

Behaviour: This function returns selective horizontal reduction by addition of values in 
caller. 
 
Following relation holds: 
 
 temp = 0 
 FOR index IN 0:VEC_LEN-1 
  IF mask[i] == true THEN 
   temp <- temp  + vec[index]  
  ENDIF 
 END FOR 
 

  



3.3.11.3 HADDS - Horizontal addition with scalar 
Signature: SCALAR_TYPE hadd (SCALAR_TYPE scalarOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: scalarOp: explicit scalarOperand 

Returns: Temporary scalar 

Behaviour: This function returns horizontal reduction by addition of values in caller. 
 
Following relation holds: 
   
 temp = scalarOp 
  FOR index IN 0:VEC_LEN-1 
  temp <- temp + vec[index]  
 ENDFOR 
 

 

3.3.11.4 MHADDS – Masked horizontal addition with scalar 
Signature: SCALAR_TYPE hadd (MASK_TYPE const & maskOp, SCALAR_TYPE scalarOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: maskOp: explicit mask operand 
scalarOp: explicit scalar operand 

Returns: Temporary scalar 

Behaviour: This function returns horizontal reduction by addition of values in caller. 
 
Following relation holds: 
   
 temp = scalarOp 
  FOR index IN 0:VEC_LEN-1 
  IF maskOp[i] == true THEN 
   temp <- temp + vec[index]  
  ELSE 
 ENDFOR 
 

  



3.3.11.5 HMUL - Horizontal multiplication 
Signature: SCALAR_TYPE hmul () 

Performance: - 

Parameters: - 

Returns: Temporary scalar 

Behaviour: This function returns horizontal reduction by multiplication of values in caller. 
 
Following relation holds: 
   
 temp = 1 
  FOR index IN 0:VEC_LEN-1 
  temp <- temp * vec[index]  
 END FOR 
 

 

3.3.11.6 MHMUL - Masked horizontal multiplication 
Signature: SCALAR_TYPE hmul (MASK_TYPE const & mask) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: Mask: mask used for element selection 

Returns: Temporary scalar 

Behaviour: This function returns selective horizontal reduction by multiplication of values 
in caller. 
 
Following relation holds: 
 
 temp = 1 
 FOR index IN 0:VEC_LEN-1 
  IF mask[i] == true THEN 
   temp <- temp  * vec[index]  
  ENDIF 
 END FOR 
 
   
 

  



3.3.11.7 HMULS - Horizontal multiplication with scalar reductor 
Signature: SCALAR_TYPE hmul (SCALAR_TYPE scalarOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: scalarOp: explicit scalar operand 

Returns: Temporary scalar 

Behaviour: This function returns horizontal reduction by multiplication of values in caller. 
 
Following relation holds: 
   
 temp = scalarOp 
  FOR index IN 0:VEC_LEN-1 
  temp <- temp * vec[index]  
 END FOR 
 

 

3.3.11.8 MHMULS - Masked horizontal multiplication with scalar reductor 
Signature: SCALAR_TYPE hmul (MASK_TYPE const & mask, SCALAR_TYPE scalarOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: Mask: mask used for element selection 

Returns: Temporary scalar 

Behaviour: This function returns selective horizontal reduction by multiplication of values 
in caller. 
 
Following relation holds: 
 
 temp = scalarOp 
 FOR index IN 0:VEC_LEN-1 
  IF mask[i] == true THEN 
   temp <- temp  * vec[index]  
  ENDIF 
 END FOR 
 
   
 

  



 Fused arithmetics 3.3.12

Existing instruction set architectures supporting SIMD operations, provide so called fused 
operations. Fused operations are used to further speed-up classical operations, by executing 
instructions taking more than one explicit (non-mask) operands.  

This subchapter defines following fused operations together with their variations: 

23) FMULADD – fused multiply and add, similar to A*B + C 
24) FMULSUB – fused multiply and subtract, similar to A*B – C 
25) FADDMUL – fused add and multiply, similar to (A+B) * C 
26) FSUBMUL – fused subtract and multiply, similar to (A-B) * C 

Because the number of fused operations is virtually infinite, this part of the interface will be the 
subject of further extensions, based on the feedback from the community. 

3.3.12.1 FMULADDV - Multiply and add with vectors 
Signature: VEC_TYPE muladd (VEC_TYPE const & vectorOp1, VEC_TYPE const & 

vectroOp2) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: vectorOp1 – multiplication vector operand 
vectorOp2 -  addition vector operand 

Returns: Temporary vector object. 

Behaviour: Calculates fused multiplication and addition operation. 
 
Following relation holds: 
 
 temp[i] <- vec[i] * vectorOp1[i] + vectorOp2[i] 
 

 

3.3.12.2 MFMULADDV - Masked multiply and add with vectors 
Signature: VEC_TYPE muladd ( 

 MASK_TYPE const & mask, 
 VEC_TYPE const & vectorOp1,  
 VEC_TYPE const & vectroOp2) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: vectorOp1 – multiplication vector operand 
vectorOp2 -  addition vector operand 

Returns: Temporary vector object. 

Behaviour: Selectively calculates fused multiplication and addition operation. 
 
Following relation holds: 
 
 IF mask[i] == true THEN 
  temp[i] <- vec[i] * vectorOp1[i] + vectorOp2[i] 
 ELSE 
  temp[i] <- vec[i] 
 ENDIF 
 



3.3.12.3 FMULSUBV - Multiply and subtract with vectors 

Signature: VEC_TYPE mulsub ( 
 VEC_TYPE const & vectorOp1,  
 VEC_TYPE const & vectroOp2) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: vectorOp1 – multiplication vector operand 
vectorOp2 -  subtraction vector operand 

Returns: Temporary vector object. 

Behaviour: Calculates fused multiplication and subtraction operation. 
 
Following relation holds: 
 
 temp[i] <- vec[i] * vectorOp1[i] - vectorOp2[i] 
 

 

3.3.12.4 MFMULSUBV - Masked multiply and subtract with vectors 

Signature: VEC_TYPE mulsub ( 
 MASK_TYPE const & mask, 
 VEC_TYPE const & vectorOp1,  
 VEC_TYPE const & vectroOp2) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: vectorOp1 – multiplication vector operand 
vectorOp2 -  subtraction vector operand 

Returns: Temporary vector object. 

Behaviour: Selectively calculates fused multiplication and subtraction operation. 
 
Following relation holds: 
 
 IF mask[i] == true THEN 
  temp[i] <- vec[i] * vectorOp1[i] - vectorOp2[i] 
 ELSE 
  temp[i] <- vec[i] 
 ENDIF 
 

  



3.3.12.5 FADDMULV - Add and multiply with vectors 

Signature: VEC_TYPE addmul (VEC_TYPE const & vectorOp1, VEC_TYPE const & 
vectroOp2) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: vectorOp1 – addition vector operand 
vectorOp2 - multiplication vector operand 

Returns: Temporary vector object. 

Behaviour: Calculates fused subtraction and multiplication operation. 
 
Following relation holds: 
 
 temp[i] <- (vec[i] + vectorOp1[i]) * vectorOp2[i] 
 

 

3.3.12.6 MFADDMULV - Add and multiply with vectors 

Signature: VEC_TYPE addmul ( 
 MASK_TYPE const & mask,  
 VEC_TYPE const & vectorOp1,  
 VEC_TYPE const & vectroOp2) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: vectorOp1 -  addition vector operand  
vectorOp2 – multiplication vector operand 

Returns: Temporary vector object. 

Behaviour: Selectively calculates fused addition and multiplication operation. 
 
Following relation holds: 
 
 IF mask[i] == true THEN 
  temp[i] <- (vec[i] + vectorOp1[i]) * vectorOp2[i] 
 ELSE 
  temp[i] <- vec[i] 
 ENDIF 
 

  



3.3.12.7 FSUBMULV - Subtract and multiply with vectors 

Signature: VEC_TYPE submul (VEC_TYPE const & vectorOp1, VEC_TYPE const & 
vectroOp2) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: vectorOp1 – subtraction vector operand 
vectorOp2 - multiplication vector operand 

Returns: Temporary vector object. 

Behaviour: Calculates fused subtraction and multiplication operation. 
 
Following relation holds: 
 
 temp[i] <- (vec[i] - vectorOp1[i]) * vectorOp2[i] 
 

3.3.12.8 MFSUBMULV - Masked subtract and multiply with vectors 

Signature: VEC_TYPE submul ( 
 MASK_TYPE const & mask, 
 VEC_TYPE const & vectorOp1, 
  VEC_TYPE const & vectroOp2) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: vectorOp1 -  subtraction vector operand  
vectorOp2 – multiplication vector operand 

Returns: Temporary vector object. 

Behaviour: Selectively calculates fused subtraction and multiplication operation. 
 
Following relation holds: 
 
 IF mask[i] == true THEN 
  temp[i] <- (vec[i] - vectorOp1[i]) * vectorOp2[i] 
 ELSE 
  temp[i] <- vec[i] 
 ENDIF 
 

  



 Mathematical operations 3.3.13

3.3.13.1 MAXV - Max with vector 

Signature: VEC_TYPE max (VEC_TYPE const & vectorOp)  

Performance: - 

Parameters: vectorOp – vector of alternative values 

Returns: Temporary vector object. 

Behaviour: Chooses maximal value between each pair: vector element, vectorOp. 
 
Following relation holds: 
 
 temp[i] <- MAX(vec[i], vectorOp[i]) 
 

 

3.3.13.2 MMAXV - Masked max with vector 

Signature: VEC_TYPE max (MASK_TYPE const & mask, VEC_TYPE const & vectorOp)  

Performance: - 

Parameters: mask – used for element selection 
vectorOp – vector of alternative values 

Returns: Temporary vector object. 

Behaviour: Chooses maximal value between each pair: vector element, vectorOp. 
 
Following relation holds: 
 
 IF mask[i] == true THEN 
  temp[i] <- MAX(vec[i], vectorOp[i]) 
 ELSE 
  temp[i] <- vec[i]  
 ENDIF 
 

 

3.3.13.3 MAXS - Max with scalar 

Signature: VEC_TYPE max (SCALAR_UINT_TYPE scalarOp)  

Performance: - 

Parameters: scalarOp – alternative value 

Returns: Temporary vector object. 

Behaviour: Chooses maximal value between each pair: vector element, scalarOp. 
 
Following relation holds: 
 
 temp[i] <- MAX(vec[i], scalarOp) 
 

  



3.3.13.4 MMAXS - Masked max with scalar 

Signature: VEC_TYPE max (MASK_TYPE const & mask, SCALAR_UINT_TYPE scalarOp)  

Performance: - 

Parameters: mask – used for element selection 
scalarOp – alternative value 

Returns: Temporary vector object. 

Behaviour: Selectively chooses maximal value between each pair: vector element, 
scalarOp. 

 
Following relation holds for all elements 
 
 IF mask[i] == true THEN  
  temp[i] <- MAX(vec[i], scalarOp) 
 ELSE 
  temp[i] <- vec[i]  
 ENDIF 
 

 

3.3.13.5 MAXVA - Max and assign with vector 

Signature: VEC_TYPE & maxa (VEC_TYPE const & vectorOp)  

Performance: - 

Parameters: vectorOp – vector of alternative values 

Returns: Reference to caller 

Behaviour: Chooses maximal value between each pair: vector element, vectorOp. 
 
Following relation holds: 
 
 vec[i] <- MAX(vec[i], vectorOp[i]) 
 

 

3.3.13.6 MMAXVA - Masked max and assign with vector 

Signature: VEC_TYPE & maxa (MASK_TYPE const & mask, VEC_TYPE const & vectorOp)  

Performance: - 

Parameters: mask – used for element selection 
vectorOp – vector of alternative values 

Returns: Reference to caller 

Behaviour: Chooses maximal value between each pair: vector element, vectorOp. 
 
Following relation holds: 
 
 IF mask[i] == true THEN 
  vec[i] <- MAX(vec[i], vectorOp[i]) 
 ELSE 
  vec[i] remains unchanged 
 ENDIF 
 



3.3.13.7 MAXSA - Max and assign with scalar 

Signature: VEC_TYPE & maxa (SCALAR_UINT_TYPE scalarOp)  

Performance: - 

Parameters: scalarOp – alternative value 

Returns: Reference to caller 

Behaviour: Chooses maximal value between each pair: vector element, scalarOp. 
 
Following relation holds: 
 
 vec[i] <- MAX(vec[i], scalarOp) 
 

 

3.3.13.8 MMAXSA - Masked max and assign with scalar 

Signature: VEC_TYPE & maxa (MASK_TYPE const & mask, SCALAR_UINT_TYPE scalarOp)  

Performance: - 

Parameters: mask – used for element selection 
scalarOp – alternative value 

Returns: Reference to caller 

Behaviour: Selectively chooses maximal value between each pair: vector element, 
scalarOp. 

 
Following relation holds for all elements 
 
 IF mask[i] == true THEN  
  vec[i] <- MAX(vec[i], scalarOp) 
 ELSE 
  vec[i] remains unchanged 
 

 

3.3.13.9 MINV - Min with vector 

Signature: VEC_TYPE min (VEC_TYPE const & vectorOp)  

Performance: - 

Parameters: vectorOp – vector of alternative values 

Returns: Temporary vector object. 

Behaviour: Chooses minimal value between each pair: vector element, vectorOp. 
 
Following relation holds: 
 
 temp[i] <- MIN(vec[i], vectorOp[i]) 
 

  



3.3.13.10 MMINV - Masked min with vector 

Signature: VEC_TYPE min (MASK_TYPE const & mask, VEC_TYPE const & vectorOp)  

Performance: - 

Parameters: mask – used for element selection 
vectorOp – vector of alternative values 

Returns: Temporary vector object. 

Behaviour: Chooses minimal value between each pair: vector element, vectorOp. 
 
Following relation holds: 
 
 IF mask[i] == true THEN 
  temp[i] <- MIN(vec[i], vectorOp[i]) 
 ELSE 
  temp[i] <- vec[i]  
 ENDIF 
 

 

3.3.13.11 MINS - Min with scalar 

Signature: VEC_TYPE min (SCALAR_UINT_TYPE scalarOp)  

Performance: - 

Parameters: scalarOp – alternative value 

Returns: Temporary vector object. 

Behaviour: Chooses minimal value between each pair: vector element, scalarOp. 
 
Following relation holds: 
 
 temp[i] <- MIN(vec[i], scalarOp) 
 

  



3.3.13.12 MMINS - Masked min with scalar 

Signature: VEC_TYPE min (MASK_TYPE const & mask, SCALAR_UINT_TYPE scalarOp)  

Performance: - 

Parameters: mask – used for element selection 
scalarOp – alternative value 

Returns: Temporary vector object. 

Behaviour: Selectively chooses minimal value between each pair: vector element, 
scalarOp. 

 
Following relation holds for all elements 
 
 IF mask[i] == true THEN  
  temp[i] <- MIN(vec[i], scalarOp) 
 ELSE 
  temp[i] <- vec[i]  
 ENDIF 
 

 

3.3.13.13 MINVA - Min and assign with vector 

Signature: VEC_TYPE & mina (VEC_TYPE const & vectorOp)  

Performance: - 

Parameters: vectorOp – vector of alternative values 

Returns: Reference to caller 

Behaviour: Chooses minimal value between each pair: vector element, vectorOp. 
 
Following relation holds: 
 
 vec[i] <- MIN(vec[i], vectorOp[i]) 
 

  



3.3.13.14 MMINVA - Masked min and assign with vector 

Signature: VEC_TYPE & mina (MASK_TYPE const & mask, VEC_TYPE const & vectorOp)  

Performance: - 

Parameters: mask – used for element selection 
vectorOp – vector of alternative values 

Returns: Reference to caller 

Behaviour: Chooses minimal value between each pair: vector element, vectorOp. 
 
Following relation holds: 
 
 IF mask[i] == true THEN 
  vec[i] <- MIN(vec[i], vectorOp[i]) 
 ELSE 
  vec[i] remains unchanged 
 

3.3.13.15 MINSA - Min and assign with scalar 

Signature: VEC_TYPE & mina (SCALAR_UINT_TYPE scalarOp)  

Performance: - 

Parameters: scalarOp – alternative value 

Returns: Reference to caller 

Behaviour: Chooses minimal value between each pair: vector element, scalarOp. 
 
Following relation holds: 
 
 vec[i] <- MIN(vec[i], scalarOp) 
 

 

3.3.13.16 MMINSA - Masked min and assign with scalar 

Signature: VEC_TYPE & mina (MASK_TYPE const & mask, SCALAR_UINT_TYPE scalarOp)  

Performance: - 

Parameters: mask – used for element selection 
scalarOp – alternative value 

Returns: Reference to caller 

Behaviour: Selectively chooses minimal value between each pair: vector element, 
scalarOp. 

 
Following relation holds for all elements 
 
 IF mask[i] == true THEN  
  vec[i] <- MIN(vec[i], scalarOp) 
 ELSE 
  vec[i] remains unchanged 
 

 

  



3.3.13.17 HMAX - Horizontal max 

Signature: SCALAR_TYPE hmax ()  

Performance: - 

Parameters: - 

Returns: Temporary scalar value 

Behaviour: Chooses maximal value from vector. 
 
Following relation holds: 
 
 temp = MIN_VALUE(SCALAR_TYPE) 
 FOR index in <0; VEC_LEN-1> 
  IF temp < vec[index] THEN 
   temp <- vec[index] 
  ENDIF 
 ENDFOR 
 

 

  



3.3.13.18 MHMAX - Masked horizontal max 

Signature: SCALAR_TYPE hmax (MASK_TYPE const & mask)  

Performance: - 

Parameters: mask – used for element selection 

Returns: Temporary scalar value 

Behaviour: Selectively chooses maximal value from vector. 
 
Following relation holds: 
 
 temp = MIN_VALUE(SCALAR_TYPE) 
 FOR index in <0; VEC_LEN-1> 
  IF mask[i] == true THEN 
   IF temp < vec[index] THEN 
    temp <- vec[index] 
   ENDIF 
  ENDIF 
 ENDFOR 
 

  



3.3.13.19 IMAX - Index of element with max value 

Signature: uint3_t imax ()  

Performance: - 

Parameters: - 

Returns: Temporary scalar value 

Behaviour: Returns index in vector of maximal value. 
 
Following relation holds: 
 
 temp = 0 
 FOR index in <0; VEC_LEN-1> 
  IF vec[temp] < vec[index] THEN 
   temp <- index 
  ENDIF 
 ENDFOR 
 

 

3.3.13.20 MIMAX - Masked index of element with max value 

Signature: SCALAR_TYPE imax (MASK_TYPE const & mask)  

Performance: - 

Parameters: mask – mask used in element selection 

Returns: Temporary scalar value 

Behaviour: Returns index in vector of maximal value. Applies selection according to mask 
 
Following relation holds: 
 
 temp = 0 
 FOR index in <0; VEC_LEN-1> 
  IF mask[index] == true THEN 
   IF vec[temp] < vec[index] THEN 
    temp <- index 
   ENDIF 
  ENDIF 
 ENDFOR 
 

 

  



 

3.3.13.21 HMIN - Horizontal min 

Signature: SCALAR_TYPE hmin ()  

Performance: - 

Parameters: - 

Returns: Temporary scalar value 

Behaviour: Chooses minimal value from vector. 
 
Following relation holds: 
 
 temp = MAX_VALUE(SCALAR_TYPE) 
 FOR index in <0; VEC_LEN-1> 
  IF temp > vec[index] THEN 
   temp <- vec[index] 
  ENDIF 
 ENDFOR 
 

 

3.3.13.22 MHMIN - Masked horizontal min 

Signature: SCALAR_TYPE hmin (MASK_TYPE const & mask)  

Performance: - 

Parameters: mask – used for element selection 

Returns: Temporary scalar value 

Behaviour: Selectively chooses minimal value from vector. 
 
Following relation holds: 
 
 temp = MAX_VALUE(SCALAR_TYPE) 
 FOR index in <0; VEC_LEN-1> 
  IF mask[i] == true THEN 
   IF temp > vec[index] THEN 
    temp <- vec[index] 
   ENDIF 
  ENDIF 
 ENDFOR 
 

 

  



3.3.13.23 IMIN - Index of element with minimal value 

Signature: uint32_t imin ()  

Performance: - 

Parameters: - 

Returns: Temporary scalar value 

Behaviour: Returns index in vector of minimal value. 
 
Following relation holds: 
 
 temp = 0 
 FOR index in <0; VEC_LEN-1> 
  IF vec[temp] > vec[index] THEN 
   temp <- index 
  ENDIF 
 ENDFOR 
 

 

  



3.3.13.24 MIMIN - Masked index of element with min value 

Signature: SCALAR_TYPE imin (MASK_TYPE const & mask)  

Performance: - 

Parameters: mask – mask used in element selection 

Returns: Temporary scalar value 

Behaviour: Returns index in vector of minimal value. Applies selection according to mask 
 
Following relation holds: 
 
 temp = 0 
 FOR index in <0; VEC_LEN-1> 
  IF mask[index] == true THEN 
   IF vec[temp] > vec[index] THEN 
    temp <- index 
   ENDIF 
  ENDIF 
 ENDFOR 
 



3.4 Bitwise Interface 
Bitwise interface implements all operations that are performed on a per-bit basis. The reason for 

splitting this interface from Base Vector Interface is that it is not possible to define portable 
operations on floating point numbers. Since implementation of floating point operations is 
architecture dependant, giving the user ability to do such operations would result in writing non-
portable code as a part of an application, and not as part of the interface implementation.  

Why it might sound restrictive, it is really not. Usual bit operations that most of the user would 
like to perform on floating point scalar types are sign, mantis or exponent extraction. Most of these 
operations are performed in order to check special values of a floating point number (NaN, Inf, Is 
number zero, etc.). Because these operations are already defined as part of floating point interface, 
there is no visible need for allowing users to use operations described as this interface. 

If however the need arises, users can perform store/load operations in order to reinterpret 
binary pattern as integer data type and perform operations on that data type with full awareness. 

 Binary operations 3.4.1

This subchapter describes binary (bitwise) operations permitted on SIMD vectors. These operations 
are: 

27) Binary AND  
28) Binary OR 
29) Binary XOR (Exclusive OR) 
30) Binary NOT (binary complement) 

3.4.1.1 BANDV - Binary AND with vector 
Signature: VEC_TYPE band (VEC_TYPE const & vectorOp) 

VEC_TYPE operator& (VEC_TYPE const & vectorOp)  
VEC_TYPE operator&& (VEC_TYPE const & vectorOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: vectorOp – explicit vector operand 

Returns: Temporary vector object. 

Behaviour:  
Following holds true for all elements in range <0; VEC_LEN-1>: 
 
 temp[i] <- vec[i]  BAND vectorOp[i] 
 

 

  



3.4.1.2 MBANDV - Masked binary AND with vector 
Signature: VEC_TYPE band (MASK_TYPE const & mask, VEC_TYPE const & vectorOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: mask – mask used for element selection 
vectorOp – explicit vector operand 

Returns: Temporary vector object. 

Behaviour: Following holds true for all elements in range <0; VEC_LEN-1>: 
 
 IF mask[i] == true THEN 
  temp[i] <- vec[i]  BAND vectorOp[i] 
 ELSE 
  temp[i] <- vec[i] 
 ENDIF 
 

 

3.4.1.3 BANDS - Binary AND with scalar 
Signature: VEC_TYPE band (SCALAR_TYPE scalarOp)  

VEC_TYPE operator& (SCALAR_TYPE scalarOp) 
VEC_TYPE operator&& (SCALAR_TYPE scalarOp) 
VEC_TYPE operator& (SCALAR_TYPE scalarOp, VEC_TYPE const & vectorOp) 
VEC_TYPE operator&& (SCALAR_TYPE scalarOp, VEC_TYPE const & vectorOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: scalarOp – explicit scalar operand 
vectorOp – explicit RHS vector operand 

Returns: Temporary vector object. 

Behaviour:  
Following holds true for all elements in range <0; VEC_LEN-1>: 
 
 temp[i] <- vec[i]  BAND scalarOp 
 

 

3.4.1.4 MBANDS – Masked binary AND with scalar 
Signature: VEC_TYPE band (MASK_TYPE const & mask, SCALAR_TYPE scalarOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: mask – mask used for element selection 
scalarOp – explicit scalar operand 

Returns: Temporary vector object. 

Behaviour:  
Following holds true for all elements in range <0; VEC_LEN-1>: 
 
 IF mask[i] == true THEN 
  temp[i] <- vec[i]  BAND scalarOp 
 ELSE 
  temp[i] <- vec[i] 
 ENDIF 
 

  



3.4.1.5 BANDVA - Binary AND with vector and assignment 
Signature: VEC_TYPE & band (VEC_TYPE const & vectorOp) 

VEC_TYPE & operator&= (VEC_TYPE const & vectorOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: vectorOp – explicit vector operand 

Returns: Reference to caller 

Behaviour:  
Following holds true for all elements in range <0; VEC_LEN-1>: 
 
 vec[i] <- vec[i]  BAND vectorOp[i] 
 

 

3.4.1.6 MBANDVA - Masked binary AND with vector and assignment 
Signature: VEC_TYPE & banda (MASK_TYPE const & mask, VEC_TYPE const & vectorOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: mask – mask used for element selection 
vectorOp – explicit vector operand 

Returns: Reference to caller 

Behaviour:  
Following holds true for all elements in range <0; VEC_LEN-1>: 
 
 IF mask[i] == true THEN 
  vec[i] <- vec[i]  BAND vectorOp[i] 
 ELSE 
  vec[i] remains unchanged 
 ENDIF 
 

 

3.4.1.7 BANDSA - Binary AND with scalar and assign 
Signature: VEC_TYPE & banda (SCALAR_TYPE scalarOp) 

VEC_TYPE & operator&= (SCALAR_TYPE scalarOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: scalarOp – explicit scalar operand 

Returns: Reference to caller. 

Behaviour: Following holds true for all elements in range <0; VEC_LEN-1>: 
 
 vec[i] <- vec[i]  BAND scalarOp 
 

 
  



3.4.1.8 MBANDSA - Masked binary AND with scalar and assign 
Signature: VEC_TYPE & banda (MASK_TYPE const & mask, SCALAR_TYPE scalarOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: mask – mask used for element selection 
scalarOp – explicit scalar operand 

Returns: Reference to caller. 

Behaviour: Following holds true for all elements in range <0; VEC_LEN-1>: 
 
 IF mask[i] == true THEN 
  temp[i] <- vec[i] BAND scalarOp 
 ELSE 
  temp[i] <- vec[i]  
 ENDIF 
 

 

3.4.1.9 BORV - Binary OR with vector 
Signature: VEC_TYPE bor (VEC_TYPE const & vectorOp) 

VEC_TYPE operator| (VEC_TYPE const & vectorOp) 
VEC_TYPE operator|| (VEC_TYPE const & vectorOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: vectorOp – explicit vector operand 

Returns: Temporary vector object. 

Behaviour:  
Following holds true for all elements in range <0; VEC_LEN-1>: 
 
 temp[i] <- vec[i]  BOR vectorOp[i] 
 

 

3.4.1.10 MBORV - Masked binary OR with vector 
Signature: VEC_TYPE bor (MASK_TYPE const & mask, VEC_TYPE const & vectorOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: mask – mask used for element selection 
vectorOp – explicit vector operand 

Returns: Temporary vector object. 

Behaviour:  
Following holds true for all elements in range <0; VEC_LEN-1>: 
 
 IF mask[i] == true THEN 
  temp[i] <- vec[i]  BOR vectorOp[i] 
 ELSE 
  temp[i] <- vec[i]  
 ENDIF 
 

  



3.4.1.11 BORS - Binary OR with scalar 
Signature: VEC_TYPE bor (SCALAR_TYPE scalarOp)  

VEC_TYPE operator| (SCALAR_TYPE scalarOp) 
VEC_TYPE operator|| (SCALAR_TYPE scalarOp) 
VEC_TYPE operator| (SCALAR_TYPE scalarOp, VEC_TYPE const & vectorOp) 
VEC_TYPE operator|| (SCALAR_TYPE scalarOp, VEC_TYPE const & vectorOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: scalarOp – explicit scalar operand 
vectorOp – explicit vector operand 

Returns: Temporary vector object. 

Behaviour:  
Following holds true for all elements in range <0; VEC_LEN-1>: 
 
 temp[i] <- vec[i] BOR scalarOp 
 

 

3.4.1.12 MBORS - Masked binary OR with scalar 
Signature: VEC_TYPE bor (MASK_TYPE const & mask, SCALAR_TYPE scalarOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: mask – mask used for element selection 
scalarOp – explicit scalar operand 

Returns: Temporary vector object. 

Behaviour:  
Following holds true for all elements in range <0; VEC_LEN-1>: 
 
 IF mask[i] == true THEN 
  temp[i] <- vec[i]  BOR scalarOp 
 ELSE 
  temp[i] <- vec[i]  
 ENDIF 
 

 

3.4.1.13 BORVA - Binary OR with vector and assign 
Signature: VEC_TYPE & bora (VEC_TYPE const & vectorOp) 

VEC_TYPE & operato|= (VEC_TYPE const & vectorOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: vectorOp – explicit vector operand 

Returns: Reference to caller 

Behaviour:  
Following holds true for all elements in range <0; VEC_LEN-1>: 
 
 vec[i] <- vec[i]  BOR vectorOp[i] 
 

 
  



3.4.1.14 MBORVA - Masked binary OR with vector and assign 
Signature: VEC_TYPE & bora (MASK_TYPE const & mask, VEC_TYPE const & vectorOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: mask – mask used for element selection 
vectorOp – explicit vector operand 

Returns: Reference to caller 

Behaviour:  
Following holds true for all elements in range <0; VEC_LEN-1>: 
 
 IF mask[i] == true THEN 
  vec[i] <- vec[i]  BOR vectorOp[i] 
 ELSE 
  vec[i] remains unchanged 
 ENDIF 
 

 

3.4.1.15 BORSA - Binary OR with scalar and assign 
Signature: VEC_TYPE & bora (SCALAR_TYPE scalarOp) 

VEC_TYPE & operator|= (SCALAR_TYPE scalarOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: ScalarOp – explicit vector operand 

Returns: Reference to caller 

Behaviour:  
Following holds true for all elements in range <0; VEC_LEN-1>: 
 
 vec[i] <- vec[i]  BOR scalarOp 
 

 

3.4.1.16 MBORSA - Masked binary OR with scalar and assign 
Signature: VEC_TYPE & bora (MASK_TYPE const & mask, SCALAR_TYPE scalarOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: mask – mask used for element selection 
scalarOp – explicit scalar operand 

Returns: Reference to caller 

Behaviour:  
Following holds true for all elements in range <0; VEC_LEN-1>: 
 
 IF mask[i] == true THEN 
  vec[i] <- vec[i]  BOR vectorOp[i] 
 ELSE 
  vec[i] remains unchanged 
 ENDIF 
 

  



3.4.1.17 BXORV - Binary XOR with vector 
Signature: VEC_TYPE bxor (VEC_TYPE const & vectorOp) 

VEC_TYPE operator^ (VEC_TYPE const & vectorOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: vectorOp – explicit vector operand 

Returns: Temporary vector object. 

Behaviour:  
Following holds true for all elements in range <0; VEC_LEN-1>: 
 
 temp[i] <- vec[i]  BXOR vectorOp[i] 
 

 

3.4.1.18 MBXORV - Masked binary XOR with vector 
Signature: VEC_TYPE bxor (MASK_TYPE const & mask, VEC_TYPE const & vectorOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: mask – mask used for element selection 
vectorOp – explicit vector operand 

Returns: Temporary vector object. 

Behaviour:  
Following holds true for all elements in range <0; VEC_LEN-1>: 
 
 IF mask[i] == true THEN 
  temp[i] <- vec[i]  BXOR vectorOp[i] 
 ELSE 
  temp[i] <- vec[i]  
 ENDIF 
 

 

3.4.1.19 BXORS - Binary XOR with scalar 
Signature: VEC_TYPE bxor (SCALAR_TYPE scalarOp) 

VEC_TYPE operator^ (SCALAR_TYPE scalarOp) 
VEC_TYPE operator^ (SCALAR_TYPE scalarOp, VEC_TYPE const & vectorOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: scalarOp – explicit scalar operand 
vectorOp – explicit RHS vector operand 

Returns: Temporary vector object. 

Behaviour: Following holds true for all elements in range <0; VEC_LEN-1>: 
 
 temp[i] <- vec[i]  BXOR scalarOp 
 

 
  



3.4.1.20 MBXORS - Masked Binary XOR with scalar 
Signature: VEC_TYPE bxor (MASK_TYPE const & mask, SCALAR_TYPE scalarOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: mask – mask used for element selection 
scalarOp – explicit vector operand 

Returns: Temporary vector object. 

Behaviour:  
Following holds true for all elements in range <0; VEC_LEN-1>: 
 
 IF mask[i] == true THEN 
  temp[i] <- vec[i]  BXOR vectorOp[i] 
 ELSE 
  temp[i] <- vec[i]  
 ENDIF 
 

 

3.4.1.21 BXORVA - Binary XOR with vector and assign 
Signature: VEC_TYPE & bxora (VEC_TYPE const & vectorOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: vectorOp – explicit vector operand 

Returns: Reference to caller. 

Behaviour:  
Following holds true for all elements in range <0; VEC_LEN-1>: 
 
 vec[i] <- vec[i]  BXOR vectorOp[i] 
 

 

3.4.1.22 MBXORVA - Masked binary XOR with vector and assign 
Signature: VEC_TYPE & bxora (MASK_TYPE const & mask, VEC_TYPE const & vectorOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: mask – mask used for element selection 
vectorOp – explicit vector operand 

Returns: Reference to caller 

Behaviour:  
Following holds true for all elements in range <0; VEC_LEN-1>: 
 
 IF mask[i] == true THEN 
  vec[i] <- vec[i]  BXOR vectorOp[i] 
 ELSE 
  vec[i] remains unchanged 
 ENDIF 
 

 
  



3.4.1.23 BXORSA - Binary XOR with scalar and assign 
Signature: VEC_TYPE & bxora (SCALAR_TYPE scalarOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: ScalarOp – explicit vector operand 

Returns: Reference to caller 

Behaviour:  
Following holds true for all elements in range <0; VEC_LEN-1>: 
 
 temp[i] <- vec[i] BXOR scalarOp 
 

 

3.4.1.24 MBXORSA - Masked binary XOR with scalar and assign 
Signature: VEC_TYPE & bxora (MASK_TYPE const & mask, SCALAR_TYPE scalarOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: mask – mask used for element selection 
scalarOp – explicit scalar operand 

Returns: Reference to caller 

Behaviour:  
Following holds true for all elements in range <0; VEC_LEN-1>: 
 
 IF mask[i] == true THEN 
  vec[i] <- vec[i]  BXOR vectorOp[i] 
 ELSE 
  vec[i] remains unchanged 
 ENDIF 
 

 

3.4.1.25 BNOT - Binary NOT 
Signature: VEC_TYPE bnot () 

VEC_TYPE operator! () 

Performance: - 

Parameters: - 

Returns: Temporary vector object. 

Behaviour:  
Following holds true for all elements in range <0; VEC_LEN-1>: 
 
 temp[i] <- BNOT(vec[i]) 
  

 

  



3.4.1.26 MBNOT - Masked binary NOT 
Signature: VEC_TYPE bnot (MASK_TYPE const & mask) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: mask – mask used for element selection 

Returns: Temporary vector object. 

Behaviour:  
Following holds true for all elements in range <0; VEC_LEN-1>: 
 
 IF mask[i] == true THEN 
  temp[i] <- BNOT(vec[i]) 
 ELSE 
  temp[i] <- vec[i]  
 ENDIF 
  

 

3.4.1.27 BNOTA - Binary NOT and assign 
Signature: VEC_TYPE & bnota () 

Performance: - 

Parameters: - 

Returns: Reference to caller 

Behaviour:  
Following holds true for all elements in range <0; VEC_LEN-1>: 
 
 vec[i] <- BNOT(vec[i]) 
  

 

3.4.1.28 MBNOTA - Masked binary NOT and assign 

Signature: VEC_TYPE & bnota (MASK_TYPE const & mask) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: mask – mask used for element selection 

Returns: Reference to caller 

Behaviour:  
Following holds true for all elements in range <0; VEC_LEN-1>: 
 
 IF mask[i] == true THEN 
  vec[i] <- BNOT(vec[i]) 
 ELSE 
  vec[i] remains unchanged 
 ENDIF 
 

  



 Reduction to scalar operations 3.4.2

This subchapter describes following reduction operations: 

1) Horizontal Binary AND reduction – binary AND of elements of a vector 
2) Horizontal Binary OR reduction – binary OR of elements of a vector 
3) Horizontal Binary XOR reduction – binary XOR of elements of a vector 

3.4.2.1 HBAND - Horizontal Binary AND reduction 
Signature: SCALAR_TYPE hband () 

Performance: - 

Parameters: - 

Returns: Temporary scalar 

Behaviour: This function returns horizontal binary AND reduction of values in caller. 
 
Following relation holds: 
   
 temp = NOT(0) 
  FOR index IN 0:VEC_LEN-1 
  temp <- temp BAND vec[index]  
 ENDFOR 
 

 

3.4.2.2 MHBAND - Masked horizontal Binary AND reduction 
Signature: SCALAR_TYPE hband (MASK_TYPE const & mask) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: Mask: mask used for element selection 

Returns: Temporary scalar 

Behaviour: This function returns selective horizontal binary AND reduction of values in 
caller. 
 
Following relation holds: 
 
 temp = NOT(0) 
 FOR index IN 0:VEC_LEN-1 
  IF mask[i] == true THEN 
   temp <- temp  BAND vec[index]  
  ENDIF 
 ENDFOR 
 

 
  



3.4.2.3 HBOR - Horizontal Binary OR reduction 
Signature: SCALAR_TYPE hbor () 

Performance: - 

Parameters: - 

Returns: Temporary scalar 

Behaviour: This function returns horizontal binary OR reduction of values in caller. 
 
Following relation holds: 
   
 temp = 0 
  FOR index IN 0:VEC_LEN-1 
  temp <- temp OR vec[index]  
 ENDFOR 
 

3.4.2.4 MHBOR - Masked horizontal Binary OR reduction 
Signature: SCALAR_TYPE hbor (MASK_TYPE const & mask) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: Mask: mask used for element selection 

Returns: Temporary scalar 

Behaviour: This function returns selective horizontal binary OR reduction of values in 
caller. 
 
Following relation holds: 
 temp = 0 
 FOR index IN 0:VEC_LEN-1 
  IF mask[i] == true THEN 
   temp <- temp BOR vec[index]  
  ENDIF 
 ENDFOR 
 

 

3.4.2.5 HBXOR - Horizontal Binary XOR reduction 
Signature: SCALAR_TYPE hxor () 

Performance: - 

Parameters: - 

Returns: Temporary scalar 

Behaviour: This function returns horizontal binary XOR reduction of values in caller. 
 
Following relation holds: 
   
 temp = 0 
  FOR index IN 0:VEC_LEN-1 
  temp <- temp BXOR vec[index]  
 ENDFOR 
 

  



3.4.2.6 MHBXOR - Masked horizontal binary XOR reduction 
Signature: SCALAR_TYPE hbxor (MASK_TYPE const & mask) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: Mask: mask used for element selection 

Returns: Temporary scalar 

Behaviour: This function returns selective horizontal binary XOR reduction of values in 
caller. 
 
Following relation holds: 
 
 temp = 0 
 FOR index IN 0:VEC_LEN-1 
  IF mask[i] == true THEN 
   temp <- temp  BXOR vec[index]  
  ENDIF 
 ENDFOR 
 

  



3.5 Gather/Scatter Interface 

Gather/Scatter operations are operations that are specific for SIMD types and don’t have an 
analogy in scalar domain. For scalar registers it is only necessary to perform LOAD operation of one 
element form one given memory address. For vector types this is also possible to initialize vector 
register with scalars from continuous memory. If elements are not placed in sequential memory, it is 
necessary to perfrom GATHER operation instead. Gather operations use additional source operand 
storing offsets of each loaded element. These offsets can be either present in form of a scale, an 
array or another vector. Current interface allows only access using index array or using index vector. 

Scatter operation is an inverse of GATHER, which is equivalent of STORE operation with indexing 
operand. 

This subchapter defines following operations together with their variations: 

4) GATHER – load non-contiguous memory elements to vector 
5) SCATTER – store vector elements in non-contiguous memory locations 

3.5.1.1 GATHERS – Gather using indices from array 

Signature: VEC_TYPE & gather (SCALAR_ TYPE * baseAddr, uint64_t * indices) 

Performance: gather operation requires access to non-continuous memory cells and thus can 
have negative impact on performance. 

Parameters: baseAddr: starting address 
indices: array of VEC_LEN indices used as offsets from the beginning of 
baseAddr 

Returns: Reference to caller. 

Behaviour: This function loads non-contiguous memory elements into vector. 
 
Following relation holds: 
 
 vec[i] <- baseAddr[indices[i]] 
 

 

3.5.1.2 MGATHERS - Masked gather using indices from array 

Signature: VEC_TYPE & gather (MASK_TYPE const & mask, SCALAR_ TYPE * baseAddr, 
uint64_t * indices) 

Performance: gather operation requires access to non-continuous memory cells and thus can 
have negative impact on performance. 

Parameters: mask: mask used for element selection 
baseAddr: starting address 
indices: array of VEC_LEN indices used as offsets from the beginning of 
baseAddr 

Returns: Reference to caller. 

Behaviour: This function loads non-contiguous memory elements into vector. 
 
Following relation holds: 
 



 IF mask[i] == true THEN 
  vec[i] <- baseAddr[indices[i]] 
 ELSE 
  vec[i] remains unchanged 
 ENDIF 
 

 

3.5.1.3 GATHERV - Gather using indices from unsigned vector 

Signature: VEC_TYPE & gather (SCALAR_ TYPE * baseAddr, VEC_ UINT_TYPE const & 
indices) 

Performance: gather operation requires access to non-continuous memory cells and thus can 
have negative impact on performance. 

Parameters: mask: mask used for element selection 
baseAddr: starting address 
indices: vector of indices used as offsets from the beginning of baseAddr 

Returns: Reference to caller. 

Behaviour: This function loads non-contiguous memory elements into vector. 
 
Following relation holds: 
 
 IF mask[i] == true THEN 
  vec[i] <- baseAddr[indices[i]] 
 ELSE 
  vec[i] remains unchanged 
 ENDIF 
 

 

3.5.1.4 MGATHERV - Masked gather using indices from unsigned vector 

Signature: VEC_TYPE & gather (MASK_TYPE const & mask, SCALAR_ TYPE * baseAddr, 
uint64_t * indices) 

Performance: gather operation requires access to non-continuous memory cells and thus can 
have negative impact on performance. 

Parameters: mask: mask used for element selection 
baseAddr: starting address  
indices: vector of indices used as offsets from the beginning of baseAddr 

Returns: Reference to caller. 

Behaviour: This function loads non-contiguous memory elements into vector. 
 
Following relation holds: 
 
 IF mask[i] == true THEN 
  vec[i] <- baseAddr[indices[i]] 
 ELSE 
  vec[i] remains unchanged 
 ENDIF 
 

  



3.5.1.5 SCATTERS - Scatter using indices from array 

Signature: SCALAR_TYPE* scatter (SCALAR_ TYPE* baseAddr, uint64_t* indices) 

Performance: scatter operation requires access to non-continuous memory cells and thus 
can have negative impact on performance. 

Parameters: baseAddr: starting address 
indices: array of VEC_LEN indices used as offsets from the beginning of 
baseAddr 

Returns: Pointer to base address 

Behaviour: This function stores vector elements in non-contiguous memory. 
 
Following relation holds: 
 
 baseAddr[indices[i]] <- vec[i] 
 

 

3.5.1.6 MSCATTERS - Masked scatter using indices from array 

Signature: SCALAR_TYPE* scatter (MASK_TYPE const & mask, SCALAR_ TYPE* baseAddr, 
uint64_t* indices) 

Performance: scatter operation requires access to non-continuous memory cells and thus 
can have negative impact on performance. 

Parameters: mask: mask used for  element selection 
baseAddr: starting address 
indices: array of VEC_LEN indices used as offsets from the beginning of 
baseAddr 

Returns: Pointer to base address 

Behaviour: This function selectively stores vector elements in non-contiguous memory. 
 
Following relation holds: 
 
 IF mask[i] == true THEN 
  baseAddr[indices[i]] <- vec[i] 
 ELSE 
  baseAddr[indices[i]] remains unchanged 
 ENDIF 
 

  



3.5.1.7 SCATTERV - Scatter using indices from unsigned vector 

Signature: SCALAR_TYPE* scatter (SCALAR _TYPE* baseAddr, VEC_UINT_TYPE indices)  

Performance: scatter operation requires access to non-continuous memory cells and thus 
can have negative impact on performance. 

Parameters: baseAddr: starting address 
indices: vector of indices used as offsets from the beginning of baseAddr 

Returns: Pointer to base address 

Behaviour: This function stores vector elements in non-contiguous memory. 
 
Following relation holds: 
 
 baseAddr[indices[i]] <- vec[i] 
 

 

3.5.1.8 MSCATTERV - Masked scatter using indices from unsigned vector 

Signature: SCALAR_ TYPE* scatter (MASK_TYPE const & mask, SCALAR_ TYPE* baseAddr, 
VEC_UINT_TYPE indices) 

Performance: scatter operation requires access to non-continuous memory cells and thus 
can have negative impact on performance. 

Parameters: mask: mask used for element selection 
baseAddr: starting address 
indices: array of VEC_LEN indices used as offsets from the beginning of 
baseAddr 

Returns: Pointer to base address 

Behaviour: This function selectively stores vector elements in non-contiguous memory. 
 
Following relation holds: 
 
 IF mask[i] == true THEN 
  baseAddr[indices[i]] <- vec[i] 
 ELSE 
  baseAddr[indices[i]] remains unchanged 
 ENDIF 
 

  



3.6 Shift/Rotate Interface 

This interface separates shift and rotation operations. The separation is required because of 
restrictions that this interface makes on operand types. 

First restriction is that it is not possible to perform shift operations on floating point scalar types.  

Second restriction comes from the fact that it is not allowed to pass negative valued operand on 
the right hand side of shift/rotate operator. Because of that, the implementing vector type needs to 
be unsigned aware, that is it needs to know what is the corresponding unsigned data type required 
for such operation, that is what vector type should be used to represent shift operand. 

Because passing negative signed shift values is considered undefined behaviour in c++ and 
because SIMD instruction sets provide separate instructions for left and right shifts, it is unnecessary 
to ever pass negative shift values. In current state this would also hurt performance because the 
interface implementation would have to perform sign check each time an operation is performed. 
This could in the end prevent inlining and create additional branch in the final code.  

Separating left and right operations puts the effort on user to make sure correct shift values are 
passed. Because the interface assumes strong typing, it is not possible to unconsciously cast signed 
(and potentially negative!) vector types into unsigned vector types. 

 Binary shift 3.6.1

This subchapter describes following operations together with their variations: 

6) LSH –binary shift elements of the vector to the left.  
7) RSH – binary shift elements of the vector to the right. 

This interface assumes behavior of shift operators similar to behaviour of C++ shift operators. 

“ The value of       Is E1 left-shifted E2 bit positions; vacated bits are zero-filled. If E1 has an 
unsigned type, the value of the result is         , reduced modulo one more than the maximum 
value representable in the result type. Itherwise, if E1 has a signed type and non-negative value, and 
         is representable in the result type, then that is the resulting value; otherwise, the behavior 
is undefined. 

The value of       is E1 right-shifted E2 bit positions. If E1 has an unsigned type or if E1 has a 
signed type and a non-negative value, the value of the result is the integral part of the quotient of 
      . If E1 has a signed type and a negative value, the resulting value is implementation-defined.” 

3.6.1.1 LSHV - Logical shift bits left (shifts in unsigned vector) 

Signature: VEC_TYPE lsh (VEC_UINT_TYPE const & vectorOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: vectorOp – vector of shift values 

Returns: Temporary vector object. 

Behaviour: Calculates logical shift of elements in the vector using shifts from another 
vector.elements. 

 



Following relation holds: 
 
 temp[i] <- vec[i] LSH vectorOp [i] 
 

 

  



3.6.1.2 MLSHV - Masked logical shift bits left (shifts in unsigned vector) 

Signature: VEC_TYPE lsh ( 
 MASK_TYPE const & mask, 
 VEC_UINT_TYPE const & vectorOp)  

Performance: - 

Parameters: mask – mask used for element selection 
vectorOp – vector of shift values 

Returns: Temporary vector object. 

Behaviour: Calculates logical shift of elements in the vector using shifts from another 
vector. 

 
Following relation holds: 
 
 IF mask[i] == true THEN 
  temp[i] <- vec[i] LSH vectorOp [i] 
 ELSE 
  temp[i] <- vec[i]  
 ENDIF 
 

 

3.6.1.3 LSHS - Logical shift bits left (scalar shift) 

Signature: VEC_TYPE lsh (SCALAR_UINT_TYPE scalarOp)  

Performance: - 

Parameters: scalarOp – shift value 

Returns: Temporary vector object. 

Behaviour: Calculates logical shift of elements in the vector using the same shift for all 
elements. 

 
Following relation holds: 
 
 temp[i] <- vec[i] LSH scalarOp 
 

 

  



3.6.1.4 MLSHS - Masked logical shift bits left (scalar shift) 

Signature: VEC_TYPE lsh (MASK_TYPE const & mask, SCALAR_UINT_TYPE scalarOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: mask – mask used for element selection 
scalarOp – shift value 

Returns: Temporary vector object. 

Behaviour: Calculates logical shift of elements in the vector using the same shift for all 
elements. 

 
Following relation holds: 
 
 IF mask[i] == true THEN 
  temp[i] <- vec[i] LSH scalarOp 
 ELSE 
  temp[i] <- vec[i]  
 ENDIF 
 

 

3.6.1.5 LSHVA - Logical shift bits left and assign (shifts in unsigned vector) 

 Signature: VEC_TYPE & lsha (VEC_UINT_TYPE const & vectorOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: vectorOp – vector of shift values  

Returns: Reference to caller 

Behaviour: Calculates logical shift of elements in the vector using shifts from another 
vector. 

 
Following relation holds: 
 
 vec[i] <- vec[i] LSH vectorOp [i] 
 

  



3.6.1.6 MLSHVA - Masked logical shift bits left and assign (shifts in unsigned 

vector) 

Signature: VEC_TYPE & lsha ( 
 MASK_TYPE const & mask,  
 VEC_UINT_TYPE const & vectorOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: mask – mask used for element selection 
vectorOp – shift values 

Returns: Reference to caller 

Behaviour: Calculates logical shift of elements in the vector using shifts from another 
vector. 

 
Following relation holds: 
 
 vec[i] <- vec[i] LSH vectorOp [i] 
 

 

3.6.1.7 LSHSA - Logical shift bits left and assign (scalar shift) 

Signature: VEC_TYPE & lsha (SCALAR_UINT_TYPE scalarOp)  

Performance: - 

Parameters: scalarOp – shift value 

Returns: Reference to caller 

Behaviour: Calculates logical shift of elements in the vector using the same shift for all 
elements. 

 
Following relation holds: 
 
 vec[i] <- vec[i] LSH scalarOp 
 

  



3.6.1.8 MLSHSA - Masked logical shift left and assign (scalar shift) 

Signature: VEC_TYPE & lsha (MASK_TYPE const & mask, SCALAR_UINT_TYPE scalarOp)  

Performance: - 

Parameters: mask – mask used for element selection 
scalarOp – shift value 

Returns: Reference to caller 

Behaviour: Calculates logical shift of elements in the vector using the same shift for all 
elements. 

 
Following relation holds: 
 
 IF mask[i] == true THEN 
  vec[i] <- vec[i] LSH scalarOp 
 ELSE 
  vec[i] remains unchanged 
 ENDIF 
 

3.6.1.9 RSHV - Logical shift bits right (shifts in unsigned vector) 

Signature: VEC_TYPE rsh (VEC_UINT_TYPE const & vectorOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: vectorOp – vector of shift values 

Returns: Temporary vector object. 

Behaviour: Calculates logical shift of elements in the vector using shifts from another 
vector.elements. 

 
Following relation holds: 
 
 temp[i] <- vec[i] RSH vectorOp [i] 
 

  



3.6.1.10 MRSHV - Masked logical shift bits right (shifts in unsigned vector) 

Signature: VEC_TYPE rsh ( 
 MASK_TYPE const & mask,  
 VEC_UINT_TYPE const & vectorOp)  

Performance: - 

Parameters: mask – mask used for element selection 
vectorOp – vector of shift values 

Returns: Temporary vector object. 

Behaviour: Calculates logical shift of elements in the vector using shifts from another 
vector. 

 
Following relation holds: 
 
 IF mask[i] == true THEN 
  temp[i] <- vec[i] RSH vectorOp [i] 
 ELSE 
  temp[i] <- vec[i] 
 ENDIF 
 

 

3.6.1.11 RSHS - Logical shift bits right (scalar shift) 

Signature: VEC_TYPE rsh (SCALAR_UINT_TYPE scalarOp)  

Performance: - 

Parameters: scalarOp – shift value 

Returns: Temporary vector object. 

Behaviour: Calculates logical shift of elements in the vector using the same shift for all 
elements. 

 
Following relation holds: 
 
 temp[i] <- vec[i] RSH scalarOp 
 

  



3.6.1.12 MRSHS - Masked logical shift bits right (scalar shift) 

Signature: VEC_TYPE rsh (MASK_TYPE const & mask, SCALAR_UINT_TYPE scalarOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: mask – mask used for element selection 
scalarOp – shift value 

Returns: Temporary vector object. 

Behaviour: Calculates logical shift of elements in the vector using the same shift for all 
elements. 

 
Following relation holds: 
 
 IF mask[i] == true THEN 
  temp[i] <- vec[i] RSH scalarOp 
 ELSE 
  temp[i] <- vec[i]  
 ENDIF 
 

 

3.6.1.13 RSHVA - Logical shift bits right and assign (shifts in unsigned vector) 

Signature: VEC_TYPE & rsha (VEC_UINT_TYPE const & vectorOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: vectorOp – vector of shift values  

Returns: Reference to caller 

Behaviour: Calculates logical shift of elements in the vector using shifts from another 
vector. 

 
Following relation holds: 
 
 vec[i] <- vec[i] RSH vectorOp [i] 
 

  



3.6.1.14 MRSHVA - Masked logical shift bits right and assign (shifts in unsigned 

vector) 

Signature: VEC_TYPE & rsha ( 
 MASK_TYPE const & mask,  
 VEC_UINT_TYPE const & vectorOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: mask – mask used for element selection 
vectorOp – vector of shift values 

Returns: Reference to caller 

Behaviour: Calculates logical shift of elements in the vector using shifts from another 
vector. 

 
Following relation holds: 
 
 IF mask[i] == true THEN 
  vec[i] <- vec[i] RSH vectorOp[i] 
 ELSE 
  vec[i] remains unchanged 
 ENDIF 
 

 

3.6.1.15 RSHSA - Logical shift Bits right and assign (scalar shift) 

Signature: VEC_TYPE & rsha (SCALAR_UINT_TYPE scalarOp)  

Performance: - 

Parameters: scalarOp – shift value 

Returns: Reference to caller 

Behaviour: Calculates logical shift of elements in the vector using the same shift for all 
elements. 

 
Following relation holds: 
 
 vec[i] <- vec[i] RSH scalarOp 
 

  



3.6.1.16 MRSHSA - Masked logical shift Bits right and assign (scalar shift) 

Signature: VEC_TYPE & rsha ( 
 MASK_TYPE const & mask,  
 SCALAR_UINT_TYPE scalarOp)  

Performance: - 

Parameters: mask – mask used for element selection 
scalarOp – shift value 

Returns: Reference to caller 

Behaviour: Calculates logical shift of elements in the vector using the same shift for all 
elements. 

 
Following relation holds: 
 
 IF mask[i] == true THEN 
  vec[i] <- vec[i] RSH scalarOp 
 ELSE 
  vec[i] remains unchanged 
 ENDIF 
 

 

  



 Binary rotation 3.6.2

Binary rotation operations perform bitwise rotation (a circular shift) of operands from a vector 
register (the caller) and a shift operand. The shift operand can be either unsigned vector or unsigned 
scalar value.  

This subchapter describes following operations together with their variations: 

8) ROL – Circular rotate elements of a vector to the left 
9) ROR – Circular rotate elements of a vector to the right  

3.6.2.1 ROLV - Rotate bits left (shifts in unsigned vector) 

Signature: VEC_TYPE rol (SCALAR_UINT_TYPE vectorOp)  

Performance: - 

Parameters: vectorOp – shift values 

Returns: Temporary vector object. 

Behaviour: Calculates binary rotation of elements in the vector using shifts from another 
vector.  

 
Following relation holds: 
 
 temp[i] <- vec[i] ROL vectorOp[i] 
 

 

3.6.2.2 MROLV - Masked rotate bits left (shifts in unsigned vector) 

Signature: VEC_TYPE rol (MASK_TYPE const & mask, VEC_UINT_TYPE const & vectorOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: mask – mask used for element selection 
vectorOp – shift values 

Returns: Temporary vector object. 

Behaviour: Calculates selective binary rotation of elements in the vector using shifts from 
another vector. 

 
Following relation holds: 
 
 IF mask[i] == true THEN 
  temp[i] <- vec[i] ROL vectorOp[i] 
 ELSE 
  temp[i] <- vec[i] 
 ENDIF 
 

  



3.6.2.3 ROLS - Rotate bits left (scalar shift) 

Signature: VEC_TYPE rol (SCALAR_UINT_TYPE scalarOp)  

Performance: - 

Parameters: scalarOp – shift value 

Returns: Temporary vector object. 

Behaviour: Calculates binary rotation of elements in the vector using the same shift for all 
elements.  

 
Following relation holds: 
 
 temp[i] <- vec[i] ROL scalarOp 
 

 

3.6.2.4 MROLS - Masked rotate bits left (scalar shift) 

Signature: VEC_TYPE rol ( 
 MASK_TYPE const & mask, 
 SCALAR_UINT_TYPE scalarOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: mask – mask used for element selection 
scalarOp – shift value 

Returns: Temporary vector object. 

Behaviour: Calculates selective binary rotation of elements in the vector using the same 
shift for all elements. 

 
Following relation holds: 
 
 IF mask[i] == true THEN 
  temp[i] <- vec[i] ROL scalarOp 
 ELSE 
  temp[i] <- vec[i] 
 ENDIF 
 

 

  



3.6.2.5 ROLVA - Rotate bits left and assign (shifts in unsigned vector) 

Signature: VEC_TYPE & rola (VEC_UINT_TYPE const & vectorOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: vectorOp – shift values 

Returns: Temporary vector object. 

Behaviour: Calculates binary rotation of elements in the vector using shifts from another 
vector. 

 
Following relation holds: 
 vec[i] <- vec[i] ROL vectorOp[i] 
 

 

3.6.2.6 MROLVA - Masked rotate bits left and assign (shifts in unsigned vector) 

Signature: VEC_TYPE rola (MASK_TYPE const & mask, VEC_UINT_TYPE const & vectorOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: vectorOp – shift values 

Returns: Temporary vector object. 

Behaviour: Calculates selective binary rotation of elements in the vector using shifts from 
another vector. 

 
Following relation holds: 
 IF mask[i] == true THEN 
  vec[i] <- vec[i] ROL vectorOp[i] 
 ELSE 
  vec[i] remains unchanged 
 ENDIF 
 

  



3.6.2.7 ROLSA - Rotate bits left and assign (scalar shift) 

Signature: VEC_TYPE rola (SCALAR_UINT_TYPE scalarOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: scalarOp – shift value 

Returns: Temporary vector object. 

Behaviour: Calculates binary rotation of elements in the vector using the same shift for all 
elements.  

 
Following relation holds: 
 
 vec[i] <- vec[i] ROL scalarOp 
 

 

3.6.2.8 MROLSA - Masked rotate bits left and assign (scalar shift) 

Signature: VEC_TYPE rola (MASK_TYPE const & mask, SCALAR_UINT_TYPE scalarOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: scalarOp – shift value 

Returns: Temporary vector object. 

Behaviour: Calculates selective binary rotation of elements in the vector using the same 
shift for all elements.  

 
Following relation holds: 
 
 IF mask[i] == true THEN  
  vec[i] <- vec[i] ROL scalarOp 
 ELSE 
  vec[i] remains unchanged 
 ENDIF 
 

 

3.6.2.9 RORV - Rotate bits right (shifts in unsigned vector) 

Signature: VEC_TYPE ror (VEC_UINT_TYPE const & vectorOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: vectorOp – shift values 

Returns: Temporary vector object. 

Behaviour: Calculates binary rotation of elements in the vector using shifts from another 
vector.  

 
Following relation holds: 
 
 temp[i] <- vec[i] ROR vectorOp[i] 
 

  



3.6.2.10 MRORV - Masked rotate bits right (shifts in unsigned vector) 

Signature: VEC_TYPE ror (MASK_TYPE const & mask, VEC_UINT_TYPE const & vectorOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: mask – mask used for element selection 
vectorOp – shift values 

Returns: Temporary vector object. 

Behaviour: Calculates selective binary rotation of elements in the vector using shifts from 
another vector. 

 
Following relation holds: 
 
 IF mask[i] == true THEN 
  temp[i] <- vec[i] ROR vectorOp[i] 
 ELSE 
  temp[i] <- vec[i] 
 ENDIF 
 

 

3.6.2.11 RORS - Rotate bits right (scalar shift) 

Signature: VEC_TYPE ror (SCALAR_UINT_TYPE scalarOp)  

Performance: - 

Parameters: scalarOp – shift value 

Returns: Temporary vector object. 

Behaviour: Calculates binary rotation of elements in the vector using the same shift for all 
elements.  

 
Following relation holds: 
 
 temp[i] <- vec[i] ROR scalarOp 
 

  



3.6.2.12 MRORS - Masked rotate bits right (scalar shift) 

 Signature: VEC_TYPE ror (MASK_TYPE const & mask, SCALAR_UINT_TYPE scalarOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: mask – mask used for element selection 
scalarOp – shift value 

Returns: Temporary vector object. 

Behaviour: Calculates selective binary rotation of elements in the vector using the same 
shift for all elements. 

 
Following relation holds: 
 
 IF mask[i] == true THEN 
  temp[i] <- vec[i] ROR scalarOp 
 ELSE 
  temp[i] <- vec[i] 
 ENDIF 
 

 

3.6.2.13 RORAV - Rotate bits right and assign (shifts in unsigned vector) 

Signature: VEC_TYPE & rora (VEC_UINT_TYPE const & vectorOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: vectorOp – shift values 

Returns: Temporary vector object. 

Behaviour: Calculates binary rotation of elements in the vector using shifts from another 
vector. 

 
Following relation holds: 
 vec[i] <- vec[i] ROR vectorOp[i] 
 

 

3.6.2.14 MRORAV - Masked rotate bits right and assign (shifts in unsigned vector) 

Signature: VEC_TYPE rora (MASK_TYPE const & mask, VEC_UINT_TYPE const & vectorOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: vectorOp – shift values 

Returns: Temporary vector object. 

Behaviour: Calculates selective binary rotation of elements in the vector using shifts from 
another vector. 

 
Following relation holds: 
 IF mask[i] == true THEN 
  vec[i] <- vec[i] ROR vectorOp[i] 
 ELSE 
  vec[i] remains unchanged 
 ENDIF 
 

  



3.6.2.15 RORSA - Rotate bits right and assign (scalar shift) 

Signature: VEC_TYPE rora (SCALAR_UINT_TYPE scalarOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: scalarOp – shift value 

Returns: Temporary vector object. 

Behaviour: Calculates binary rotation of elements in the vector using the same shift for all 
elements.  

 
Following relation holds: 
 
 vec[i] <- vec[i] ROR scalarOp 
 

 

3.6.2.16 MRORSA - Masked rotate bits right and assign (scalar shift) 

Signature: VEC_TYPE rora (MASK_TYPE const & mask, SCALAR_UINT_TYPE scalarOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: scalarOp – shift value 

Returns: Temporary vector object. 

Behaviour: Calculates selective binary rotation of elements in the vector using the same 
shift for all elements. 

 
Following relation holds: 
 
 IF mask[i] == true THEN  
  vec[i] <- vec[i] ROR scalarOp 
 ELSE 
  vec[i] remains unchanged 
 ENDIF 
 

  



3.7 Sign Interface  

This subchapter describes interface for sign aware operations. These operations can only be 
performed on signed integer and floating point scalar types.  Supported operations are: 

1) NEG – negation/sign change 
2) ABS – magnitude extraction 

 Sign change 3.7.1

This subchapter defines sign altering operations togother with their variations: 

10) NEG – change sign of the vector elements 

3.7.1.1 NEG - Unary minus 

Signature: VEC_TYPE neg () 
VEC_TYPE operator- () 

Performance: - 

Parameters: - 

Returns: Temporary vector object. 

Behaviour: Returns vector of values with inversed signs. 
 
Following relation holds: 
 
 temp[i] <-  -vec[i] 
 

 

3.7.1.2 NEGA - Unary minus and assign 

Signature: VEC_TYPE & nega () 

Performance: - 

Parameters: - 

Returns: Reference to caller. 

Behaviour: Returns vector of values with inversed signs. 
 
Following relation holds: 
 
 vec[i] <-  -vec[i] 
 

  



3.7.1.3 MNEG - Masked unary minus 

Signature: VEC_TYPE neg (MASK_TYPE const & mask) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: - 

Returns: Temporary vector object. 

Behaviour: Returns vector of values with inversed signs. 
 
Following relation holds: 
 
 IF mask[i] == true THEN 
  temp[i] <-  -vec[i] 
 ELSE 
  temp[i] <- vec[i] 
 ENDIF 
 

 

3.7.1.4 MNEGA - Masked unary minus and assign 

Signature: VEC_TYPE nega (MASK_TYPE const & mask) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: - 

Returns: Reference to caller. 

Behaviour: Returns vector of values with inversed signs. 
 
Following relation holds: 
 
 IF mask[i] == true THEN 
  vec[i] <-  -vec[i] 
 ELSE 
  vec[i] remains unchanged 
 ENDIF 
 

  



 Math functions 3.7.2

This subchapter describes additional mathematical operations performed on sign aware vector 
types. Supported operations are: 

11) ABS – calculate absolute value (distance from 0) of vector elements. 

3.7.2.1 ABS - Absolute value 

Signature: VEC_TYPE abs () 

Performance: - 

Parameters: - 

Returns: Temporary vector object. 

Behaviour: Calculates absolute values of elements of a vector 
 
Following relation holds: 
 
 IF vec[i] > 0 THEN 
  temp[i] <- vec[i] 
 ELSE 
  temp[i] <-  -vec[i] 
 ENDIF 
 

 

3.7.2.2 MABS - Masked absolute value 

Signature: VEC_TYPE abs (MASK_TYPE const & mask) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: - 

Returns: Temporary vector object. 

Behaviour: Calculates absolute values of elements of a vector 
 
Following relation holds: 
 
 IF mask[i] == true THEN 
  IF vec[i] > 0 THEN 
   temp[i] <- vec[i] 
  ELSE 
   temp[i] <-  -vec[i] 
  ENDIF 
 ELSE 
  temp[i] <- vec[i] 
 ENDIF 
 

  



3.7.2.3  ABSA - Absolute value and assign 

Signature: VEC_TYPE & absa () 

Performance: - 

Parameters: - 

Returns: Reference to caller 

Behaviour: Calculates absolute values of elements of a vector 
 
Following relation holds: 
 
 IF vec[i] > 0 THEN 
  vec[i] remains unchanged 
 ELSE 
  vec[i] <-  -vec[i] 
 ENDIF 
 

 

3.7.2.4 MABSA - Masked absolute value and assign 

Signature: VEC_TYPE absa (MASK_TYPE const & mask) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: - 

Returns: Reference to caller 

Behaviour: Calculates absolute values of elements of a vector 
 
Following relation holds: 
 
 IF mask[i] == true THEN 
  IF vec[i] > 0 THEN 
   vec[i] remains unchanged 
  ELSE 
   vec[i] <-  -vec[i] 
  ENDIF 
 ELSE 
  vec[i] remains unchanged 
 ENDIF 
 

  



3.8 Unsigned Integer Vector Interface  

This interface is an aggregation of following interfaces: 

- Base Vector Interface 
- Bitwise Interface 
- Gather/Scatter Interface 
- Shift/Rotate Interface 

This interface is a basis for all vector types using unsigned integer scalar types (See Table 1 List of 
vector types defined in UME::SIMD interface.). 

Apart from operations inherited from other interfaces, this interface also defines following type 
conversion operations: 

1) ITOU – explicit cast signed integer vector to unsigned integer vector of the same precision 
and length; 

2) FTOU – explicit cast floating point vector to unsigned integer vecot of the same precision 
and length;  

TODO: add definition for these operations. These should be implemented using copy 
constructors. 

TODO2: necessary to add conversions between lower and higher precision (TRUNCATE/EXTEND). 

  



3.9 Signed Integer Vector Interface 

This interface is an aggregation of following interfaces: 

- Base Vector Interface 
- Bitwise Interface 
- Gather/Scatter Interface 
- Shift/Rotate Interface 
- Sign Interface 

This interface is a basis for all vector types using signed integer scalar types (See Table 1 List of 
vector types defined in UME::SIMD interface.). 

Apart from operations inherited from other interfaces, this interface also defines following type 
conversion operations: 

3) UTOI – cast unsigned integer vector type to signed integer vector type of the same precision 
and length; 

4) FTOI – cast floating point vector type to signed integer vector type of the same precision and 
length; 

 

TODO: add definition for these operations. These should be implemented using copy 
constructors.  

TODO2: necessary to add conversions between lower and higher precision (TRUNCATE/EXTEND). 

 

 

  



3.10 Floating Point Vector interface 

This interface is an aggregation of following interfaces: 

- Base Vector Interface 
- Gather/Scatter Interface 
- Sign Interface 

This interface is a basis for all vector types using signed integer scalar types (See Table 1 List of 
vector types defined in UME::SIMD interface.). 

Apart from inherited operations, following groups of operations are also defined as part of 
floating point Vector interface: 

1) Comparison operations 
2) Mathematical functions 

 

TODO2: necessary to add conversions between lower and higher precision (TRUNCATE/EXTEND). 

 

 Comparison operations 3.10.1

This subchapter describes comparison operations available only for floating point scalar types. 
Following operations are supported:  

1) CMPEQRV – ‘Equal’ in range with vector. 

3.10.1.1 CMPEQRV – ‘Equal in range’ with vector margins 

Signature: MASK_TYPE cmpeqr (VEC_TYPE const & vectorOp, VEC_TYPE const & margin) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: vectorOp: explicit vector operand  
margin: acceptable deviation from exact value  

Returns: Temporary mask object. 

Behaviour: This function performs element-wise comparison of elements in explicit 
operand and caller. Resultant value is true if values are exact within some 
acceptable error margin. 
 
Following holds true for all elements in range <0; VEC_LEN-1>: 
 
 IF (vec[i] < vectorOp[i] + margin[i]) AND 
     (vec[i] > vectorOp[i] – margin[i]) THEN  
  mask[i] <- true 
 ELSE 
  mask[i] <- false 
 ENDIF 



 

 

3.10.1.2 CMPEQRS – ‘Equal in range’ with scalar margin 

Signature: MASK_TYPE cmpeqr (VEC_TYPE const & vectorOp, SCALAR_TYPE margin) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: vectorOp: explicit vector operand  
margin: acceptable deviation from exact value  

Returns: Temporary mask object. 

Behaviour: This function performs element-wise comparison of elements in explicit 
operand and caller. Resultant value is true if values are exact within some 
acceptable error margin. 
 
Following holds true for all elements in range <0; VEC_LEN-1>: 
 
 IF (vec[i] < vectorOp[i] + margin) AND 
     (vec[i] > vectorOp[i] – margin) THEN  
  mask[i] <- true 
 ELSE 
  mask[i] <- false 
 ENDIF 
 

 

  



 Math functions 3.10.2

This subchapter defines mathematical following mathematical operations together with their 
variations: 

2) SQR – square (power of 2) of elements of a vector 
3) SQRT – square root of elements of a vector 
4) POW – power (with arbitrary exponent) of elements of a vector 
5) ROUND – ‘round to nearest integer’ elements of a vector 
6) TRUNC – ‘round towards zero’ elements of a vector and return integer vector 
7) FLOOR – ‘round towards zero’ elements of a vector 
8) CEIL – ‘round towards infinity’ elements of a vector 
9) ISFIN – check if elements of a vector are finite 
10) ISINF – check if elements of a vector are infinite 
11) ISAN – check if elements of a vector are not ‘Not a Number(NaN)’ 
12) ISNAN – check if elements of a vector are ‘Not a Number(NaN)’ 
13) ISSUB – check if elements of a vector are subnormal 
14) ISZERO – check if elements of a vector are zero 
15) ISZEROSUB – check if elements of a vector are subnormal or zero 
16) SIN – calculate sine of elements of a vector 
17) COS – calculate cosine of elements of a vector 
18) TAN – calculate tangent of elements of a vector 
19) CTAN – calculate cotangent of elements of a vector 

3.10.2.1 SQR - Square 

Signature: VEC_TYPE sqr () 

Performance: - 

Parameters: - 

Returns: Temporary vector object. 

Behaviour: Calculates squares (pow2) of vector elements. 
 
Following relation holds: 
 
 temp[i] <- vec[i] * vec[i] 
 

  



3.10.2.2 MSQR - Masked square 

Signature: VEC_TYPE sqr (MASK_TYPE const & mask) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: mask – used for element selection 

Returns: Temporary vector object. 

Behaviour: Selectively calculates squares (pow2) of vector elements. 
 
Following relation holds: 
 
 IF mask[i] == true THEN 
  temp[i] <- vec[i] * vec[i] 
 ELSE 
  temp[i] <- vec[i] 
 ENDIF 
 

 

3.10.2.3 SQRA - Square and assign 

Signature: VEC_TYPE & sqra () 

Performance: - 

Parameters: - 

Returns: Reference to caller 

Behaviour: Calculates squares (pow2) of vector elements. 
 
Following relation holds: 
 
 vec[i] <- vec[i] * vec[i] 
 

 

3.10.2.4 MSQRA - Masked square and assign 

Signature: VEC_TYPE & sqra (MASK_TYPE const & mask) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: mask – used for element selection 

Returns: Reference to caller 

Behaviour: Selectively calculates squares (pow2) of vector elements. 
 
Following relation holds: 
 
 IF mask[i] == true THEN 
  vec[i] <- vec[i] * vec[i] 
 ELSE 
  vec[i] remains unchanged 
 ENDIF 
 

  



3.10.2.5 SQRT - Square root 

Signature: VEC_TYPE sqrt () 

Performance: - 

Parameters: - 

Returns: Temporary vector object. 

Behaviour: Calculates square roots of vector elements. 
 
Following relation holds: 
 
 temp[i] <- SQUARE_ROOT(vec[i]) 
 

 

3.10.2.6 MSQRT - Masked square root 

Signature: VEC_TYPE sqrt (MASK_TYPE const & mask) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: mask – used for element selection 

Returns: Temporary vector object. 

Behaviour: Selectively calculates squre roots of vector elements. 
 
Following relation holds: 
 
 IF mask[i] == true THEN 
  temp[i] <- SQUARE_ROOT(vec[i]) 
 ELSE 
  temp[i] <- vec[i] 
 ENDIF 
 

 

3.10.2.7 SQRTA - Square root and assign 

Signature: VEC_TYPE & sqrta () 

Performance: - 

Parameters: - 

Returns: Reference to caller 

Behaviour: Calculates square roots of vector elements. 
 
Following relation holds: 
 
 vec[i] <- SQUARE_ROOT(vec[i]) 
 

  



3.10.2.8 MSQRTA - Masked square root and assign 

Signature: VEC_TYPE & sqrta (MASK_TYPE const & mask) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: mask – used for element selection 

Returns: Reference to caller 

Behaviour: Selectively calculates squre roots of vector elements. 
 
Following relation holds: 
 
 IF mask[i] == true THEN 
  vec[i] <- SQUARE_ROOT(vec[i]) 
 ELSE 
  vec[i] remains unchanged 
 ENDIF 
 

 

3.10.2.9 RSQRT – Reciprocal square root 

Signature: VEC_TYPE rsqrt () 

Performance: - 

Parameters: - 

Returns: Temporary vector object. 

Behaviour: Calculates reciprocal square roots of vector elements. 
 
Following relation holds: 
 
 temp[i] <- 1/SQUARE_ROOT(vec[i]) 
 

 

3.10.2.10 MRSQRT - Masked reciprocal square root 

Signature: VEC_TYPE rsqrt (MASK_TYPE const & mask) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: mask – used for element selection 

Returns: Temporary vector object. 

Behaviour: Selectively calculates reciprocal squre roots of vector elements. 
 
Following relation holds: 
 
 IF mask[i] == true THEN 
  temp[i] <- 1 / SQUARE_ROOT(vec[i]) 
 ELSE 
  temp[i] <- vec[i] 
 ENDIF 
 

 



3.10.2.11 RSQRTA – Reciprocal square root and assign 

Signature: VEC_TYPE & rsqrta () 

Performance: - 

Parameters: - 

Returns: Reference to caller 

Behaviour: Calculates reciprocal square roots of vector elements. 
 
Following relation holds: 
 
 vec[i] <- 1 /SQUARE_ROOT(vec[i]) 
 

 

3.10.2.12 MRSQRTA - Masked reciprocal square root and assign 

Signature: VEC_TYPE & sqrta (MASK_TYPE const & mask) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: mask – used for element selection 

Returns: Reference to caller 

Behaviour: Selectively calculates squre roots of vector elements. 
 
Following relation holds: 
 
 IF mask[i] == true THEN 
  vec[i] <- 1/SQUARE_ROOT(vec[i]) 
 ELSE 
  vec[i] remains unchanged 
 ENDIF 
 

 

3.10.2.13 POWV - Power with vector 

Signature: VEC_TYPE pow (VEC_TYPE const & vectorOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: vectorOp – exponent operand 

Returns: Temporary vector object. 

Behaviour: Calculates power of vector elements. Vector is used as base, vectorOp as 
vector of exponents. 

 
Following relation holds: 
 
 temp[i] <- POW (vec[i], vectorOp[i]) 
 

 

  



3.10.2.14 MPOWV - Masked power with vector 

Signature: VEC_TYPE pow (MASK_TYPE const & mask, VEC_TYPE const & vectorOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: mask – used for element selection 
vectorOp – exponent operand 

Returns: Temporary vector object. 

Behaviour: Selectively calculates power of vector elements. Vector is used as base, 
vectorOp as vector of exponents. 

 
Following relation holds: 
 
 IF mask[i] == true THEN 
  temp[i] <- POW (vec[i], vectorOp[i]) 
 ELSE 
  temp[i] <- vec[i] 
 ENDIF 
 
 

 

3.10.2.15 POWS - Power with scalar 

Signature: VEC_TYPE pow (SCALAR_TYPE scalarOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: scalarOp – exponent operand 

Returns: Temporary vector object. 

Behaviour: Calculates power of vector elements. Vector is used as base, scalarOp as 
exponent. 

 
Following relation holds: 
 
 temp[i] <- POW (vec[i], scalarOp) 
 

 

  



3.10.2.16 MPOWS - Masked power with scalar 

Signature: VEC_TYPE pow (MASK_TYPE const & mask, SCALAR_TYPE scalarOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: mask – used for element selection 
scalarOp – exponent operand 

Returns: Temporary vector object. 

Behaviour: Selectively calculates power of vector elements. Vector is used as base, 
scalarOp as exponent. 

 
Following relation holds: 
 
 IF mask[i] == true THEN 
  temp[i] <- POW (vec[i], scalarOp) 
 ELSE 
  temp[i] <- vec[i] 
 ENDIF 
 
 

 

3.10.2.17 ROUND – Round to nearest integer 

Signature: VEC_TYPE round () 

Performance: - 

Parameters: - 

Returns: Temporary vector object 

Behaviour: Calculates “round to nearest” values of vector elements. 
 
Following relation holds: 
 
 temp[i] <- ROUND_TO_NEAREST(vec[i]) 

  



3.10.2.18 MROUND - Masked round to nearest integer 

Signature: VEC_TYPE round (MASK_TYPE const & mask) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: mask – used for element selection 

Returns: Temporary vector object 

Behaviour: Selectively calculates “round to nearest” values of vector elements. 
 
Following relation holds: 
 
 IF mask[i] == true THEN 
  temp[i] <- ROUND_TO_NEAREST(vec[i]) 
 ELSE 
  temp[i] <- vec[i] 
 ENDIF 
 

 

3.10.2.19 TRUNC – Truncate to integer 

Signature: VEC_INT_TYPE trunc () 

Performance: - 

Parameters: - 

Returns: Temporary vector object 

Behaviour: Calculates “round towards zero” values of vector elements and converts to 
integer vector. 

 
Following relation holds: 
 
 temp[i] <-CONVERT_TO_VEC_INT( ROUND_TO_ZERO(vec[i])) 
 

 

3.10.2.20 MTRUNC - Masked truncate to integer 

Signature: VEC_INT_TYPE trunc (MASK_TYPE const & mask) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: - 

Returns: Temporary vector object 

Behaviour: Selectively calculates “round towards zero” values of vector elements and 
converts to integer vector. 

 
Following relation holds: 
 
 IF mask[i] == true THEN 
  temp[i] <-CONVERT_TO_VEC_INT( ROUND_TO_ZERO(vec[i])) 
 ELSE 
  temp[i] <- vec[i] 
 ENDIF 
 

  



3.10.2.21 FLOOR - Floor 

Signature: VEC_TYPE floor () 

Performance: - 

Parameters: - 

Returns: Temporary vector object 

Behaviour: Calculates “round towards zero” values of vector elements. 
 
Following relation holds: 
 
 temp[i] <- FLOOR(vec[i]) 
 

 

3.10.2.22 MFLOOR - Masked floor 

Signature: VEC_TYPE floor (MASK_TYPE const & mask) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: mask – used for element selection 

Returns: Temporary vector object 

Behaviour: Selectively calculates “round to zero” values of vector elements. 
 
Following relation holds: 
 
 IF mask[i] == true THEN 
  temp[i] <- FLOOR (vec[i]) 
 ELSE 
  temp[i] <- vec[i] 
 ENDIF 
 

 

3.10.2.23 CEIL - Ceil 

Signature: VEC_TYPE ceil () 

Performance: - 

Parameters: - 

Returns: Temporary vector object 

Behaviour: Calculates “round towards infinity” values of vector elements. 
 
Following relation holds: 
 
 temp[i] <- CEIL(vec[i]) 
 

  



3.10.2.24 MCEIL - Masked ceil 

Signature: VEC_TYPE ceil (MASK_TYPE const & mask) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: mask – used for element selection 

Returns: Temporary vector object 

Behaviour: Selectively calculates “round towards infinity” values of vector elements. 
 
Following relation holds: 
 
 IF mask[i] == true THEN 
  temp[i] <- CEIL (vec[i]) 
 ELSE 
  temp[i] <- vec[i] 
 ENDIF 
 

 

3.10.2.25 ISFIN - Is finite 

Signature: MASK_TYPE isfin () 

Performance: - 

Parameters: - 

Returns: Temporary mask object 

Behaviour: Check if floating point values of vector are finite 
 
Following relation holds: 
 
 IF vec[i] == INF THEN 
  temp[i] <- false 
 ELSE 
  temp[i] <- true 
 ENDIF 
 

 

  



3.10.2.26  ISINF - Is infinite 

Signature: MASK_TYPE isinf () 

Performance: - 

Parameters: - 

Returns: Temporary mask object 

Behaviour: Check if floating point values of vector are infinite 
 
Following relation holds: 
 
 IF vec[i] == INF THEN 
  temp[i] <- true 
 ELSE 
  temp[i] <- false 
 ENDIF 
 

 

3.10.2.27 ISAN - Is a valid number 

Signature: MASK_TYPE isan () 

Performance: - 

Parameters: - 

Returns: Temporary mask object 

Behaviour: Check if floating point values of vector are correct floating point values. 
 
Following relation holds: 
 
 IF vec[i] == NAN THEN 
  temp[i] <- false 
 ELSE 
  temp[i] <- true 
 ENDIF 
 

  



3.10.2.28 ISNAN - Is a ‘Not a Number’ 

Signature: MASK_TYPE isnan () 

Performance: - 

Parameters: - 

Returns: Temporary mask object 

Behaviour: Check if floating point values of vector are correct floating point values. 
 
Following relation holds: 
 
 IF vec[i] == NAN THEN 
  temp[i] <- true 
 ELSE 
  temp[i] <- false 
 ENDIF 
 

 

3.10.2.29 ISNORM - Is normal (is not denormal) 

Signature: MASK_TYPE isnorm () 

Performance: - 

Parameters: - 

Returns: Temporary mask object 

Behaviour: Check if floating point values of vector are subnormal. 
 
Following relation holds: 
 
 IF IS_SUBNORMAL(vec[i]) THEN 
  temp[i] <- false 
 ELSE 
  temp[i] <- true 
 ENDIF 
 

  



3.10.2.30 ISSUB - Is subnormal (is denormal) 

Signature: MASK_TYPE issub () 

Performance: - 

Parameters: - 

Returns: Temporary mask object 

Behaviour: Check if floating point values of vector are subnormal. 
 
Following relation holds: 
 
 IF IS_SUBNORMAL(vec[i]) THEN 
  temp[i] <- true 
 ELSE 
  temp[i] <- false 
 ENDIF 
 

 

3.10.2.31 ISZERO - Is zero 

Signature: MASK_TYPE iszero () 

Performance: - 

Parameters: - 

Returns: Temporary mask object 

Behaviour: Check if floating point values of vector are zero 
 
Following relation holds: 
 
 IF vec[i] == ZERO(SCALAR_TYPE) THEN 
  temp[i] <- true 
 ELSE 
  temp[i] <- false 
 ENDIF 
 

  



3.10.2.32 ISZEROSUB - Is zero or subnormal 

Signature: MASK_TYPE iszerosub () 

Performance: - 

Parameters: - 

Returns: Temporary mask object 

Behaviour: Check if floating point values of vector are zero or the values are subnormal 
 
Following relation holds: 
 
 IF vec[i] == ZERO(SCALAR_TYPE) OR IS_SUBNORMAL(vec[i]) THEN 
  temp[i] <- true 
 ELSE 
  temp[i] <- false 
 ENDIF 
 

 

3.10.2.33 EXP - Exponent 

Signature: VEC_TYPE exp () 

Performance: - 

Parameters: - 

Returns: Temporary vector object 

Behaviour: Calculates exponential function of vector elements. 
 
Following relation holds: 
 
 temp[i] <- exp(vec[i]) 
 

 

3.10.2.34 MEXP - Masked exponent 

Signature: VEC_TYPE exp (MASK_TYPE const & mask) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: mask – used for element selection 

Returns: Temporary vector object 

Behaviour: Selectively calculates sine function of vector elements. 
 
Following relation holds: 
 
 IF mask[i] == true THEN 
  temp[i] <- exp(vec[i]) 
 ELSE 
  temp[i] <- vec[i] 
 ENDIF 
 

  



3.10.2.35 LOG – Natural logarithm 

Signature: VEC_TYPE log () 

Performance: - 

Parameters: - 

Returns: Temporary vector object 

Behaviour: Calculates natural logarithm of vector elements. 
 
Following relation holds: 
 
 temp[i] <- log(vec[i]) 
 

 

3.10.2.36 LOG10 –Base-10 logarithm 

Signature: VEC_TYPE log10 () 

Performance: - 

Parameters: - 

Returns: Temporary vector object 

Behaviour: Calculates base-10 logarithm of vector elements. 
 
Following relation holds: 
 
 temp[i] <- log_10(vec[i]) 
 

 

3.10.2.37 LOG – Base-2 logarithm 

Signature: VEC_TYPE log2 () 

Performance: - 

Parameters: - 

Returns: Temporary vector object 

Behaviour: Calculates base-2 logarithm of vector elements. 
 
Following relation holds: 
 
 temp[i] <- log_2(vec[i]) 
 

  



3.10.2.38 SIN - Sine 

Signature: VEC_TYPE sin () 

Performance: - 

Parameters: - 

Returns: Temporary vector object 

Behaviour: Calculates sine function of vector elements. 
 
Following relation holds: 
 
 temp[i] <- sin(vec[i]) 
 

 

3.10.2.39 MSIN - Masked sine 

Signature: VEC_TYPE sin (MASK_TYPE const & mask) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: mask – used for element selection 

Returns: Temporary vector object 

Behaviour: Selectively calculates sine function of vector elements. 
 
Following relation holds: 
 
 IF mask[i] == true THEN 
  temp[i] <- sin(vec[i]) 
 ELSE 
  temp[i] <- vec[i] 
 ENDIF 
 

 

3.10.2.40 COS - Cosine 

Signature: VEC_TYPE cos () 

Performance: - 

Parameters: - 

Returns: Temporary vector object 

Behaviour: Calculates cosine function of vector elements. 
 
Following relation holds: 
 
 temp[i] <- cos(vec[i]) 
 

  



3.10.2.41 MCOS - Masked cosine 

Signature: VEC_TYPE cos (MASK_TYPE const & mask) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: mask – used for element selection 

Returns: Temporary vector object 

Behaviour: Selectively calculates cosine function of vector elements. 
 
Following relation holds: 
 
 IF mask[i] == true THEN 
  temp[i] <- cos(vec[i]) 
 ELSE 
  temp[i] <- vec[i] 
 ENDIF 
 

 

3.10.2.42 SINCOS – Simultaneous sine and cosine 

Signature: VEC_TYPE sincos( VEC_TYPE & vectorOp1, VEC_TYPE & vectorOp2) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: vectorOp1 – explicit vector operand for sin result 
vectorOp2 – explicit vector operand for cos result- 

Returns: - 

Behaviour: Simultaneously calculates sine and cosine functions of vector elements. 
 
Following relation holds: 
 
 vectorOp1[i] <- sin(vec[i]) 
 vectorOp2[i] <- cos(vec[i]) 
 

  



3.10.2.43 MSINCOS - Masked simultaneous sine and cosine 

Signature: VEC_TYPE sincos (MASK_TYPE const & mask, VEC_TYPE & vectorOp1, 
VEC_TYPE & vectorOp2) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: mask – used for element selection 
vectorOp1 – explicit vector operand for sin result 
vectorOp2 – explicit vector operand for cos result 

Returns: - 

Behaviour: Selectively calculates cosine function of vector elements. 
 
Following relation holds: 
 
 IF mask[i] == true THEN 
  vectprOp1[i] <- sin(vec[i]) 
  vectorOp2[i] <- cos(vec[i]) 
 ELSE 
  vectprOp1[i] <- vec[i]  
  vectprOp2[i] <- vec[i] 
 ENDIF 
 

 

3.10.2.44 TAN - Tangent 

Signature: VEC_TYPE tan () 

Performance: - 

Parameters: - 

Returns: Temporary vector object 

Behaviour: Calculates tangent function of vector elements. 
 
Following relation holds: 
 
 temp[i] <- tan(vec[i]) 
 

  



3.10.2.45 MTAN - Masked Tangent 

Signature: VEC_TYPE tan (MASK_TYPE const & mask) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: mask – used for element selection 

Returns: Temporary vector object 

Behaviour: Selectively calculates tangent function of vector elements. 
 
Following relation holds: 
 
 IF mask[i] == true THEN 
  temp[i] <- tan(vec[i]) 
 ELSE 
  temp[i] <- vec[i] 
 ENDIF 
 

 

3.10.2.46 CTAN - Cotangent 

Signature: VEC_TYPE ctan () 

Performance: - 

Parameters: - 

Returns: Temporary mask object 

Behaviour: Calculates cotangent function of vector elements. 
 
Following relation holds: 
 
 temp[i] <- ctan(vec[i]) 
 

 

3.10.2.47 MCTAN - Masked cotangent 

Signature: VEC_TYPE ctan (MASK_TYPE const & mask) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: mask – used for element selection 

Returns: Temporary mask object 

Behaviour: Selectively calculates cotangent function of vector elements. 
 
Following relation holds: 
 
 IF mask[i] == true THEN 
  temp[i] <- ctan(vec[i]) 
 ELSE 
  temp[i] <- vec[i] 
 ENDIF 
 

  



3.10.2.48 ATAN - Arctangent 

Signature: VEC_TYPE atan () 

Performance: - 

Parameters: - 

Returns: Temporary vector object 

Behaviour: Calculates arctangent function of vector elements. 
 
Following relation holds: 
 
 temp[i] <-atan(vec[i]) 
 

 

3.10.2.49 ATAN2 – Arctangent with separate numerator and denominator 

Signature: VEC_TYPE atan2 (VEC_TYPE const & vectorOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: vectorOp – denominator of arctangent calculations 

Returns: Temporary vector object 

Behaviour: Calculates arctangent function of vector elements. Uses caller as numerator 
and vectorOp as denominator. 

 
Following relation holds: 
 
 temp[i] <-atan(vec[i]/vectorOp[i]) 
 

 

// TODO: hyperbolic functions 

// TODO: inverse functions  

  



3.11 Conversion operations 

Certain situations require conversions between different vector types. When operating on 
scalars two types of conversions are permitted: 

- fundamental type conversion, that is conversion between types having different 
fundamental types (e.g. converting float to unsigned integer), 

- precision modification, that is conversion between two representations of a value, each 
offering different precision (e.g. conversion from float to double). 

Vector data types add third dimention to this range of conversions: a vector rank. Because of that, 
the number of possible conversions increases significantly. This type of conversions will be called 
vector rank conversions. 

To preserve maximum compatibility both fundamental type conversions and precision modification 
need to be well defined for all supported scalar types of the same length. For type conversions 
between vectors of different rank, it is up to the user to decide the order of conversions. 

Current version of interface only allows conversions between neighbouring types. The type 
neighbourhood is depicted on Figure 8. The interface only allows conversions between types that 
have identical two of three parameters: vector length, scalar precision or scalar fundamental type. 

 

Figure 8 Example representation of type neighbourhood. a) well defined neighbourhood of SIMD4_32i with arrows 
showing correct directions of conversion. b) example of border type for which certain conversions are  not possible.  

  



 Fundamental type conversions 3.11.1

This category of type conversions is used to switch between signed, unsigned and floating point 
types.  

3.11.1.1 UTOI – Unsigned integer to signed integer conversion 

Signature: INT_VEC_TYPE INT_VEC_TYPE( UINT_VEC_TYPE const & vectorOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: vectorOp – explicit unsigned vector operand 

Returns: Temporary vector object of signed integer type 

Behaviour: Converts vector of unsigned integers into vector of signed integers 
 
Following relation holds: 
 
 temp[i] <-scalar_signed_type(vectorOp[i]) 
 

 

3.11.1.2 ITOU – Signed integer to unsigned integer conversion 

Signature: UINT_VEC_TYPE UINT_VEC_TYPE(INT_VEC_TYPE const & vectorOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: vectorOp – explicit signed vector operand 

Returns: Temporary vector object of unsigned integer type 

Behaviour: Converts vector of signed integers into vector of unsigned integers 
 
Following relation holds: 
 
 temp[i] <-scalar_unsigned_type(vectorOp[i]) 
 

 

3.11.1.3 UTOF – Unsigned integer to float conversion 

Signature: FLOAT_VEC_TYPE FLOAT_VEC_TYPE(UINT_VEC_TYPE const & vectorOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: vectorOp – explicit unsigned vector operand 

Returns: Temporary vector object of floating point type 

Behaviour: Converts vector of unsigned integers into vector of signed integers 
 
Following relation holds: 
 
 temp[i] <-scalar_integer_type(vec[i]) 
 

  



3.11.1.4 ITOF – Signed integer to float conversion 

Signature: FLOAT_VEC_TYPE FLOAT_VEC_TYPE(INT_VEC_TYPE const & vectorOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: vectorOp – explicit signed vector operand 

Returns: Temporary vector object of floating point type 

Behaviour: Converts vector of signed integers into vector of floats 
 
Following relation holds: 
 
 temp[i] <-scalar_float_type(vec[i]) 
 

 

3.11.1.5 FTOU –Float to unsigned integer conversion 

Signature: UINT_VEC_TYPE UINT_VEC_TYPE(FLOAT_VEC_TYPE const & vectorOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: vectorOp – explicit float vector operand 

Returns: Temporary vector object of unsigned integer type 

Behaviour: Converts vector of floats into vector of unsigned integers 
 
Following relation holds: 
 
 temp[i] <-scalar_unsigned_type(vec[i]) 
 

 

3.11.1.6 FTOI –Float to signed integer conversion 

Signature: INT_VEC_TYPE INT_VEC_TYPE(FLOAT_VEC_TYPE const & vectorOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: vectorOp – explicit float vector operand 

Returns: Temporary vector object of signed integer type 

Behaviour: Converts vector of floats into vector of signed integers 
 
Following relation holds: 
 
 temp[i] <-scalar_signed_type(vec[i]) 
 

 

  



 Precision conversions 3.11.1
Supported precisions for scalar types are: 8, 16, 32 and 64. It is only possible to convert by 

doubling or halving the precision. With this kind of conversions, maximum bit-length of supported 
vectors should be considered. Because vectors longer than 1024 and shorter than 8 bits are not 
available, any precision conversion requiring output vector to be outside this range is not 
semantically valid. 

3.11.1.1 PROMOTE – Promote precision of scalar elements 

Signature: HIGHER_PRECISION_VEC_TYPE HIGHER_PRECISION_VEC_TYPE(VEC_TYPE const 
& vectorOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: vectorOp – explicit vector operand 

Returns: Temporary vector object 

Behaviour: Converts vector of smaller precision scalars into vector of higher precision 
scalars. 

 
Following relation holds: 
 
 temp[i] <-promote_to_higher_precision (vectorOp[i]) 
 

 

3.11.1.2 DEGRADE– Degrade precision of scalar elements 

Signature: LOWER_PRECISION_VEC_TYPE LOWER_PRECISION_VEC_TYPE (VEC_TYPE const 
& vectorOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: vectorOp – explicit vector operand 

Returns: Temporary vector object 

Behaviour: Converts vector of higher precision scalars into vector of lower precision 
scalars. 

 
Following relation holds: 
 
 temp[i] <- degrade_to_lower_precision (vectorOp[i]) 
 

  



 Rank conversions 3.11.2

Rank conversions are precision and fundamental type preserving conversions. 

Pack operations are used to merge content of two vectors of lower order (having half length of 
resultant vector) into a larger vector. Because of its nature, pack operations are only permitted on 
vectors VEC_LEN divisible (without rest) by 2. Packing/unpacking SIMD1 is not a valid semantic 
operation, hovewer it is implemented by the interface with NullType as vector of lower rank.  

Unpack operations extracts vector of lower order from a vector of higher order. Resultant 
vectors’ width is VEC_LEN/2. 

3.11.2.1 PACK – Pack with vectors 

Signature: VEC_TYPE & pack ( 
 HALF_LEN_VEC_TYPE const & vectorOp1, 
 HALF_LEN_VEC_TYPE const & vectorOp2) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: vectorOp1 – vector of size equal to 1/2 of VEC_LEN. 
vectorOp2 – vector of size equal to 1/2 of VEC_LEN. 

Returns: Reference to caller object. 

Behaviour: Following holds true for all elements in range <0; VEC_LEN/2 - 1>: 
 
 vec[i] <- vectorOp1[i] 
 
Following holds true for all element in range<VEC_LEN/2 -1; VEC_LEN-1> 
 
 vec[i] <-- vectorOp2[i – VEC_LEN/2 – 1] 
  

 

3.11.2.2 PACKLO – Pack lower half with vector of smaller size 

Signature: VEC_TYPE pack (HALF_LEN_VEC_TYPE const & vectorOp) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: vectorOp1 – vector of size equal to 1/2 of VEC_LEN 
vectorOp2 – vector of size equal to 1/2 of VEC_LEN 

Returns: Temporary vector object 

Behaviour: Following holds true for all elements in range <0; VEC_LEN/2 - 1>: 
 
 temp[i] <- vectorOp1[i] 
  
Following holds true for all element in range<VEC_LEN/2 -1; VEC_LEN-1> 
 
 temp[i] <-- vec[i] 
 

 

  



3.11.2.3 PACKHI – Pack upper half with vector of smaller size 

Signature: VEC_TYPE pack ( 
 HALF_LEN_VEC_TYPE const & vectorOp1, 
 HALF_LEN_VEC_TYPE const & vectorOp2) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: vectorOp1 – vector of size equal to 1/2 of VEC_LEN. 
vectorOp2 – vector of size equal to 1/2 of VEC_LEN. 

Returns: Temporary vector object 

Behaviour: Following holds true for all elements in range <0; VEC_LEN/2 - 1>: 
 
 temp[i] <- vec[i] 
 
Following holds true for all element in range<VEC_LEN/2 -1; VEC_LEN-1> 
 
 temp[i] <-- vectorOp2[i – VEC_LEN/2 – 1] 
 

 

3.11.2.4 UNPACK – Unpack elements to smaller vectors 

Signature: void unpack ( 
 HALF_LEN_VEC_TYPE & vectorOp1, 
 HALF_LEN_VEC_TYPE & vectorOp2) 

Performance: - 

Parameters: vectorOp1 – vector of size equal to 1/2 of VEC_LEN. 
vectorOp2 – vector of size equal to 1/2 of VEC_LEN. 

Returns: - 

Behaviour: Following holds true for all elements in range <0; VEC_LEN/2 - 1>: 
 
 vectorOp1 [i] <- vec[i] 
 
Following holds true for all element in range<VEC_LEN/2 -1; VEC_LEN-1> 
 
 vectorOp2[i – VEC_LEN/2 – 1] <- vec[i] 
  

  



3.11.2.5 UNPACKLO – Unpack lower half of vector to smaller vector 

Signature: HALF_LEN_VEC_TYPE unpacklo() 

Performance: - 

Parameters: - 

Returns: Temporary vector object 

Behaviour: Following holds true for all elements in range <0; VEC_LEN/2 - 1>: 
 
 temp [i] <- vec[i] 
 

 

3.11.2.6 UNPACKHI – Unpack higher half of vector to smaller vector 

Signature: HALF_LEN_VEC_TYPE unpackhi() 

Performance: - 

Parameters: - 

Returns: Temporary vector object 

Behaviour: Following holds true for all element in range<VEC_LEN/2 -1; VEC_LEN-1> 
 
 temp[i – VEC_LEN/2 – 1] <- vec[i] 
 

  



4 UME::SIMD Library development 
methodology 

 

4.1 Requirements 

There are few reasons why this work is believed to be necessary. This chapter will give an 
overview of what are the problems which this work tries to solve: 

- Zero-overhead. 
- Target portable. 
- Extensible for new instruction sets. 
- Extensible with new vector types. 
- Extensible with specialized operations. 
- Full support for masking operations 
- Minimal number of copy/move operations 
- Give (close to) full functionality with place for systematic performance improvement.  

A compact and complete iterface definition is very important to create abstraction on machine type 
in general. Previous chapter defines only a piece of work that is visible to the library user. By 
declaring strict rules of behavior and providing minimal functional implementation, it is possible to 
use the library in practical scenarios, and then tune it for better performance achieved on different 
platforms. 

 Zero-overhead 4.1.1

Each interface operation is implemented using a member function. Each function call introduces 
additional overhead because of parameter passing using program stack and because of call/return 
operations. This overhead can be neglected by annotating all interface functions using inline 
keyword.  

C++ also gives a mechanism for interface declaration using virtual keyword. When annotated 
using this keyword, a member function can be overridden in a derived class to perform specialized 
functionality. While very flexible this mechanism causes C++ runtime to perform dynamic 
dispatching. Dynamic dispatching can cause additional overhead of minimum few clock cycles when 
calling the same function repeatitivelly and 10-20 clock cycles of overhead when the called function 
changes. For member functions that resolve to a single instruction of a processor, an overhead of 5 
clock cycles can possibly mean 100-400% of overhead which cannot be accepted in high efficiency 
code. 

It is possible to create a zero-overhead interface using template metaprogramming idiom called 
“Curiously Recurring Design Pattern (CRTP)”. By passing an object of the derived type (Listing 11) as 
a template parameter it is possible to use static polymorphism to completely remove dynamic 
dispatching.  

  



Listing 11 Example of CRTP idiom 

template<typename DERIVED>  
class BaseClass 
{ 
public: 
    inline void interface_function1() { … }; // base implementation 
} 
 
class Derived : public<Derived> 
{ 
    inline interface_function1() { … };      // overridden implementation 
} 
 
 
void test_function() 
{ 
    Derived obj; 
    obj.interface_function1();  // call overridden  
                                // function without overhead 
} 
 

 

 Target portability 4.1.2

Large production environments use hundreds if not thousands of compute platforms. Thes platforms 
can potentiall vary in number and type of used computational devices. These devices can come from 
different vendors and for different instruction sets. Because different instruction sets are not binary 
compatible with other instruction sets, it is necessary to provide specialized implementation of each 
element of the vector using different instruction sets. Because the number of devices and instruction 
sets can be infinite in general, and is very large in practice, it is necessary to provide code that 
functions on any possible equipment. 

Targeting ‘any’ equipment is impossible for various reasons that will not be discussed in here. 
UME::SIMD gives couple of requirements for the software infrastructure: 

- Code is developed in C++ 11 code and has to be compiled using a compiler supporting that 
standard. 

- Specialized code can only be build using specialized compilers (e.g. CPU vendor specific 
compilers) with flags specializing it for given target architecture 

- Code should be extensible for any device capable of implementing SIMD interface described 
in previous chapter. 

In order to provide portability on non-supported target architecture, this implementation uses scalar 
simulation to provide full interface functionality. 

  



 ISA portability 4.1.3

Development of full implementation of interface for an ISA is a very time-expensive task and 
requires some advanced knowledge about that ISA. Let’s consider this example implementation for 
different ISA (Listing 12Listing 13): 

Listing 12 Specialized Implementation of MMULS operation for AVX for SIMD8_32u vector type 

inline SIMD8_32u mul (SIMDMask8 const & mask, uint32_t b) { 
__m128i a_low = _mm256_extractf128_si256 (mVec, 0); 
__m128i a_high = _mm256_extractf128_si256 (mVec, 1); 
__m128i b_vec = _mm_set1_epi32(b); 
__m128i r_low = _mm_mullo_epi32(a_low, b_vec); 
__m128i r_high = _mm_mullo_epi32(a_high, b_vec); 
__m128i m_low = _mm256_extractf128_si256 (mask.mMask, 0);             
__m128i m_high = _mm256_extractf128_si256 (mask.mMask, 1);        
r_low = _mm_blendv_epi8(a_low, r_low, m_low); 
r_high = _mm_blendv_epi8(a_high, r_high, m_high); 
__m256i ret = _mm256_setzero_si256(); 
ret = _mm256_insertf128_si256(ret, r_low, 0); 
ret = _mm256_insertf128_si256(ret, r_high, 1); 
return SIMD8_32u (ret); 

} 
 

Listing 13 Specialized implementation of MMULS operation for AVX512 for SIMD8_32u vector type. 

inline SIMD8_32u mul (SIMDMask8 const & mask, uint32_t b) { 
__m256i b_vec = _mm256_set1_epi32((int)b); 
__m256i __mm256_mask_mul_epi32(mVec, mask.mMask, b_vec); 
return SIMD8_32u (ret); 

} 
 

 

Equivalent version for scalar simulated code would look like one on Listing 14. All emulated functions 
are implemented as part of the abstract interface, so that resolution to scalar emulation is done 
automatically when a specialized instance is not provided. 

When a C++ class inherits from another class, it also inherits public interface. While SIMD 
interface described in previous chapter gives distinct names to all operations, this implementation 
uses member function argument list to select between proper interface implementation. 
Adventages of such solution are reduced number of identifiers used and ability to use the functions 
in more advanced template constructions. The disadvantage is such that a particular class needs to 
override all member function with the same name. Luckily this limits the implementations to 3 
versions of each function: basic (non-masked, non-assign), masked, and assign-like. If only one 
specialized version is needed at a given time, others can be covered using one of generic functions 
used for simulation. Implementing one generalized, simulated version of each interface function 
reduces amount of code and thus should also reduce amount of defects. 



Listing 14 Scalar simulated implementation of MMULS operation (as part of abstract interface definition)  

// namespace UME::SIMD::SIMULATED_FUNCTIONS 
// mult (MASK, VEC, scalar) -> VEC 
template< 

typename VEC_TYPE,  
typename SCALAR_TYPE,  
typename MASK_TYPE> 

inline VEC_TYPE mult ( 
MASK_TYPE const & mask,  
VEC_TYPE const & a,  
SCALAR_TYPE b)  

{ 
UME_EMULATION_WARNING(); 
VEC_TYPE retval; 
for(uint32_t i = 0; i < VEC_TYPE::length(); i++) { 

retval.insert(i, (mask[i] == true) ? a[i]*b : a[i]); 
} 
return retval; 

} 
 
inline DERIVED_VEC_TYPE mul (MASK_TYPE const & mask, SCALAR_TYPE b) { 

return SIMULATED_FUNCTIONS::mult< 
DERIVED_VEC_TYPE,  
SCALAR_TYPE,  
MASK_TYPE> ( 

mask,  
static_cast<DERIVED_VEC_TYPE const &>(*this),  
b); 

} 
 

 Vector type extensibility 4.1.4

It is necessary not to limit number of supported vector types. Examples of vector types that are 
not supported now but might prove usefull for certain codes are: 

- 2048b integer and floating point vectors. 
- Floating point vectors using float16 (half-float) data types. 

To provide this kind of portability, abstract interface was designed in a templated fashion. Listing 15 
shows declaration of an interface template class for base vector. Two of the parameters 
DERIVED_VEC_TYPE and MASK_TYPE are necessary for CRTP design pattern and were discussed 
previously (See. Zero-overhead). Parameters SCALAR_TYPE and VEC_LEN are used to specify basic 
scalar type used and the length of a vector (number of scalar elements). 

  



Listing 15 Vector Base interface declarator 

template< 
class DERIVED_VEC_TYPE,  
typename SCALAR_TYPE,  
uint32_t VEC_LEN, 
typename MASK_TYPE> 

class SIMDVecBaseInterface 
... 

 

This templated implementation allows almost instant derivation of new vector types, without the 
need for immediate addition of new scalar types. The purpose of this solution is to: 

1) Cover basic functionalities of scalar simulated vector types 
2) Provide extensibility for vector types supported in future SIMD isa 
3) Provide extensibility for user defined vector types, e.g. to operate on arrays of arbitrary 

length with unconstrained and mor specialized version of some operations 

 Operation extension 4.1.5

Some of the operations performed by modern ISA, such as Fused Multiplication and Addition 
operation (FMADD) are an effect of curling operations common in computational environments. In 
this example FMADD operation is very common in calculation linear equations: 

       

Because this operation needs to be made very often, some ISA designs provide these operations in 
form of single instructions which should give some efficiency gains.  

This implementation gives the users possibility to easily extend the instruction set with more 
complicated operations. Depending on what kind of future portability is required, user can: 

- Add a single function to a specialized vector type class, and use it only for that class 
(localized effort, no portability) 

- Add a single function to a base class used for specialization over a single ISA (minimum 
generalization-effort, portaility between vector types in one ISA specialization) 

- Add a single function to abstract class, together with scalar simulated function 
implementation to extend interface of all vector types (effort depends on how easy function 
can be simulated using scalar simulation, portability over whole library) 

Because most of such operations will not become a part of the library implementation, users can 
decide whether they want to put more or less effort in extending library capabilities. 

 Extensive masking support 4.1.6

The basic assumption made in the interface is that each operation should be provided in both 
masked and unmasked versions. This holds for all operations for which additional mask operand 



makes sense. The masks used for operations with non-trivial (having at least one specialized 
member function) operations have to be aware of the implementation of a particular vector 
type.When a masked operation is specialized, also the mask type needs to be specialized in order to 
minimize potentiall performance loss.  

 Minimize register usage 4.1.7

The interface provides all functions in an in-place (“assign”) versions. Because returning new 
vectors by value might generate additional copies of register values it is advised that in-place 
operations be used whenever it is possible to reduce number of copy operations.  

 Minimal effort extensibility 4.1.8

Compiling complex codes for new ISA might require extensive specialization of templates. 
Number of operations that can be implemented in a specialized form is described for current 
interface implementation using following equation: 

                                                                      

                                                           

Current interface definition has 8 mask types, 22 unsigned integer types, 22 signed integer types 
and 9 floating point vector types. The overall number of potential overrides required (per ISA!) is: 

                                                

While some of the overridable functions can be as simple as one line of code, some 
implementatations might require complex numerical algorithms. Because it is up to users to decide 
what vector operations should be considered ‘basic’ and become a part of the interface, it is 
necessary to provide a mechanism for quick interface extension and for specialization of every 
interface instruction for any possible instruction set. It is also necessary to provide a capability of 
adding support for new instruction set without the need of providing full interface implementation.  

As described before mechanism for extensibility is provided by scalar simulation of vector types 
Thanks to generative programming capabilities of C++ language it is possible to automatically 
generate operational set of all supported vector types. Minimal extendibility rule states that library 
should be able to provide means to specialize on a single member function basis (with some 
limitations described before). It is possible to extend implementation with basic implementation for 
new ISA in matter of hours, and defer specialization in time until the moment when better efficiency 
is required. While this approach will eventually grow pretty large, it will give full functionality very 
early in its life time.  

 Reduced compilation time 4.1.9

Compilation time is a big issue for large code bases. Due to its fundamental nature, this library 
cannot be enclosed into a binary with every interface function exposed as a callable object. This 
would break the zero-overhead requirement of the library. On the other hand extensive usage of 



intrinsic functions require compiler to restart the optimization process each time an intrinsic is 
called. Optimization restarting might be very costly. 

This library uses two techniques available in C++ language for reducing amount of code to be 
compiled: 

1) Pre-processor inclusion: The code designed for a specific instruction set is contained in a 
separate plugin. This way only a fraction of the code of the whole library is compiled.  
2) Deffered template instantiation: The template classes and template methods are not 
instantiated (their binary code is not generated) until actually used. This makes most of the 
plugin code disables when user is not using most of the library functionality.  

The number of supported interface functions is very large, and so is the number of supported vector 
types. Because most of this code will never be generated in most of the user codes, and if they will 
probably be separated into different user defined translation units, the risk of drastic compilation 
time increase is unlikely. 

  



4.2 Code example 

TODO: only a piece of code to show how the syntax looks like. This will be extended with more 
elaborate examples and usage models. 

This code was developed for performance critical fragment of Hough Transform using 
UME::SIMD interface. These are placed here to show differences in how code using different 
libraries is created. 

SIMD8_32f cos_theta_vec; 
SIMD8_32f sin_theta_vec; 
 
// load data from look-up tables 
cos_theta_vec.loada(&cosArrayPtr[k*8]); 
sin_theta_vec.loada(&sinArrayPtr[k*8]); 
 
SIMD8_32f cos_part = cos_theta_vec.mul((float)x); 
SIMD8_32f sin_part = sin_theta_vec.mul((float)y); 
r_vec = cos_part.add(sin_part); 
 
SIMD8_32f temp0 = r_vec.add(R_MAX);  
SIMD8_32f temp1 = temp0.mul(R_RANGE_INV); 
SIMD8_32f temp2 = temp1.mul((float)mAccu->HEIGHT); 
SIMD8_32i r_vec_i = temp2.trunc(); 
SIMD8_32u r_vec_u = SIMD8_32u(r_vec_i.abs()); 
 
SIMD8_32u r_theta_offset = VEC_INIT_I; 
r_theta_offset.adda(VEC_8.mult(k)); 
r_theta_offset.adda(r_vec_u.mul(inputArray.VECTOR_WIDTH*8)); 
 
// gather from accumulator 
accu_vec.gather(accuPtr, r_theta_offset); 
accu_vec.addAssign(VEC_INIT_UNIT_I); 
 
accu_vec.scatter(accuPtr, r_theta_offset); 

 

  



Alternative version using VCL: 

Vec8f cos_theta_vec; 
Vec8f sin_theta_vec; 
 
// load data from look-up tables 
cos_theta_vec.load_a(&cosArrayPtr[k*8]); 
sin_theta_vec.load_a(&sinArrayPtr[k*8]); 
 
SIMD8_32f cos_part = cos_theta_vec * ((float)x); 
SIMD8_32f sin_part = sin_theta_vec * ((float)y); 
 
r_vec = cos_part + sin_part; 
 
temp0 = (float) (mAccu->HEIGHT) * ((r_vec + R_MAX) * R_RANGE_INV); 
r_vec_i = truncate_to_int(temp0); 
r_vec_u = abs(r_vec_i); 
 
r_theta_offset = r_vec_u*inputArray.VECTOR_WIDTH*8 
        + k*VEC_8 
        + VEC_INIT_I; 
 
r_theta_offset.store_a(accu_r_theta_offsets); 
 
// gather from accumulator 
for(int i = 0; i < 8; i++) 
{ 
    gather_temp[i] = *(accuPtr + accu_r_theta_offsets[i]); 
} 
accu_vec.load_a(gather_temp); 
accu_vec += VEC_INIT_UNIT_I; 
for(int i = 0; i < 8; i++) 
{ 
    *(accuPtr + accu_r_theta_offsets[i]) = accu_vec[i]; 
} 
 

  



Alternate version using VC: 

Vc::float_v cos_theta_vec; 
Vc::float_v sin_theta_vec; 
 
// load data from look-up tables 
cos_theta_vec.load(&cosArrayPtr[k*8], Vc::Aligned); 
sin_theta_vec.load(&sinArrayPtr[k*8], Vc::Aligned); 
 
Vc::float_v cos_part = ((float)x)*cos_theta_vec; 
Vc::float_v sin_part = ((float)y)*sin_theta_vec; 
r_vec = cos_part + sin_part; 
 
temp0 = (float) (mAccu->HEIGHT) * ((r_vec + R_MAX) * R_RANGE_INV); 
r_vec_i = Vc::int_v(Vc::trunc(temp0)); // vertical coordinate in 
accumulator space 
r_vec_u = Vc::uint_v(Vc::abs(r_vec_i)); 
 
r_theta_offset = r_vec_u*(inputArray.VECTOR_WIDTH*8) 
                 + k*VEC_8 
                 + VEC_INIT_I; 
 
// store the offsets 
r_theta_offset.store(accu_r_theta_offsets, Vc::Aligned); 
 
// gather from accumulator 
accu_vec.gather(accuPtr, accu_r_theta_offsets); 
accu_vec += VEC_INIT_UNIT_I; 
accu_vec.scatter(accuPtr, accu_r_theta_offsets); 
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